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ABSTRACT

Members of multi-specific DNA-binding protein families have evolved to 

specifically recognize diverse DNA site sequences.  This dissertation presents evidence 

that the Cro protein family of helix-turn-helix transcription factors from lambdoid 

bacteriophages may share a conserved, limited “code” that partially governs evolution of 

their binding specificity.  A bioinformatic study revealed six conserved sequence 

correlations between residues at three positions in Cro recognition helices and three base-

pairs in putative cognate DNA consensus half-sites (Chapter 2).  Three of these pairings 

correspond to sequence-specific contacts observed at the binding interface of λ Cro and 

consensus operator DNA in a previously available co-crystal structure (Albright and 

Matthews, 1998a).  In vitro mutagenesis and functional characterization was used to 

validate the proposed “code” (Chapter 3).  Two out of three “coding” combinations acted 

as specificity switches in λ Cro, though variant proteins displayed reduced binding 

specificity for their predicted target DNA sites.  Two crystal structures of a λ Cro variant 

are presented in Chapter 4, which provide insight into λ Cro dimer flexibility. 

Additionally, a co-crystal structure of N15 Cro bound to consensus site DNA was 

determined which contains two coding residue pairs at the binding interface (Chapter 5), 

and a crystal structure of Xfasa1 Cro that enables future investigations into Cro 

functional evolution (Chapter 6).  Although there are several caveats, the data are 

consistent with a model in which Cro proteins may indeed have evolved new binding 

specificities in part through simple mutations at their binding interfaces that follow a 

simple set of evolutionarily conserved “coding” rules.  The structural and functional 
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diversity of Cro proteins provides an exciting venue for future research into their 

evolution. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

DNA-binding proteins carry out essential functions in vivo and are the primary 

agents responsible for regulation of genetic material.  They are structurally and 

functionally diverse, and evolve within the context of complex cellular regulatory 

networks (Babu et al., 2004; Gelfand, 2006).  This work examines proteins that bind 

DNA in a site-specific manner, or those which specifically distinguish and bind preferred 

sequences over others.  Such proteins often recognize a set of related sites, encompass a 

wide range of binding affinity and specificity, and may contact DNA in a nonspecific 

mode that is distinct from that used to recognize their targets (Halford and Marko, 2004; 

Jen-Jacobson et al., 2000b; Stormo and Fields, 1998).  Given their biological importance, 

a major goal is to discover what mechanisms are used to evolve new binding specificities 

and whether such evolutionary changes follow discernible rules.  This introduction 

attempts to summarize current ideas that are relevant to the work presented.   

Biophysical determinants of non-specific and sequence-specific recognition

DNA-binding proteins have variable architectures and binding motifs, and may 

use α-helices, β-sheets, or loops (or some combination thereof) to make sequence-

specific contacts to nucleotide bases.  Most often one of these structural elements sits in 

the major groove of DNA where base-pair edges are contacted by amino-acid side chains, 

though examples exist in which sequence-specific recognition is achieved through minor 

groove contacts or other mechanisms (Aeling et al., 2006; Bewley et al., 1998; Wibowo 

et al., 2004).  Binding interfaces tend to be tightly packed, and spatially and chemically 
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complementary (Jones et al., 1999; Nadassy et al., 2001; Nadassy et al., 1999). 

Positively charged side chains are used to offset the negative charge of phosphate 

backbone (a non-specific component of interaction), and binding interfaces are more 

polar than either solvent-accessible protein surfaces or protein-protein binding interfaces 

(Jones et al., 2003; Nadassy et al., 1999).  Water also plays an important role in 

recognition and may contribute to packing, binding specificity, or screening of 

unfavorable electrostatics (Reddy et al., 2001; Wibowo et al., 2004).  Chemical contacts 

between protein and DNA include van der Waals forces, electrostatic interactions, 

hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) and water-mediated bonds.  In a survey of structures of 

protein/DNA complexes, all interactions broke down into two thirds van der Waals 

contacts, one sixth H-bonds and one sixth water-mediated bonds (Luscombe et al., 2001). 

Approximately two thirds of all contacts involve the DNA backbone, while sequence-

specific contacts are predominantly made up of H-bond networks between side chains 

and base-pair edges (Luscombe et al., 2001; Mandel-Gutfreund et al., 1995).  

Some patterns of interaction between bases and side chains are observed 

frequently and seem to be somewhat universally favored.  For example, pairing of Arg 

with Gua was predicted by Seeman (1976) based on anticipated H-bonding patterns, and 

this interaction is indeed prevalent in protein/DNA complexes.  However, examination of 

structures has revealed that a large variety of pairings and contact patterns exist, and 

some only occur in specific structural contexts (Kono and Sarai, 1999; Luscombe et al., 

2001).  The favorability of protein/DNA interactions is thus modulated by both their 

chemistry and geometry, and spatial relationships at the binding interface constitute a 
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major component of sequence specific recognition.  Binding geometry is in turn decided 

by the surrounding scaffold of protein and DNA.  

Describing the structural relationship between protein and DNA at the binding 

interface is not straightforward. Proteins that use similar binding motifs may have very 

different binding geometries, as shown in Figure 1.1, and while these may be easy to 

describe qualitatively they are hard to quantify.  Suzuki and colleagues (1995) modeled 

recognition helices as cylinders in order to simplify the comparison.  However this 

method is something of an oversimplification which discards relevant information, such 

as the position of the protein backbone.  Pabo and Nekludova (2003) developed a method 

that describes geometry between individual amino-acids and bases.  Each moiety at the 

binding interface (side chains and bases) is assigned a coordinate system, so that their 

relative geometries can be described with a distance and difference in rotation angle 

between axes.  This information can then be compiled into a list for all combinations of 

interacting pairs within a defined distance of one another.  This approach was extended 

into an algorithm that provides structural alignments of binding interfaces and a 

quantitative score of their similarity (Siggers et al., 2005).  Comparisons of contact 

patterns and binding geometry of different complexes reinforced that some interactions 

only exist within specific structural environments, and complexes with similar binding 

geometries tend to have similar contact patterns.  
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Figure 1.1.  Examples of various docking geometries of recognition helices in the 

major groove of DNA.  Shown in aqua (at top) is the RH of a Zif-268 type Zinc finger 

(1A1G) (Elrod-Erickson et al., 1998); in purple (middle) the RH of Trp Repressor 

(1RCS), (Zhang et al., 1994); and in green (at bottom) the RH of λ Cro (6CRO), 

(Albright and Matthews, 1998a). DNA from each complex is shown with a corresponding 

color scheme (aqua, purple and green).  Selected portions of DNA from each complex 

were aligned using PyMOL (DeLano, 2002) such that the major groove of each visually 

overlapped.  
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For favorable interaction between protein and DNA there must be a negative 

change in the free energy (∆G) on binding, which is driven by favorable changes in 

enthalpy (∆H), entropy (∆S), or both.  A tightly packed interface that is spatially and 

chemically complementary enables short range, non-covalent interactions that contribute 

to a favorable ∆H.  The burial of surface area on binding excludes water molecules that 

were previously bound to surfaces of uncomplexed protein and DNA, which contributes 

to a favorable ∆S.  Folding (Spolar and Record, 1994), oligomerization (Garvie and 

Wolberger, 2001) and changes in the vibrational and conformational freedom of atoms 

(Jen-Jacobson et al., 2000b) can also be coupled to complex formation and affect ∆G. 

The change in heat capacity on binding, ∆Cp, is typically large and negative for 

sequence-specific binding and neutral for nonspecific binding (Jen-Jacobson et al., 

2000a).  This may be a result of structural differences between specific and nonspecific 

protein/DNA complexes, where the latter tend to lack a tight binding interface, have less 

buried surface area, displace fewer ordered waters on binding, and allow protein and 

DNA atoms more vibrational and conformation freedom on binding.

An important, and sometimes overlooked, contribution to binding comes from 

sequence-specific structural and energetic properties of DNA.  On binding by protein, all 

DNA is distorted to some extent (in some cases drastically), and the ability of a given 

sequence to adopt the bound structure (or potentially be predisposed to that structure 

ahead of time) provides one component of specificity (Jones et al., 1999; Travers, 2004). 

Two consequences are that the energetics of binding may be difficult to predict (Zhang et 

al., 2004) and portions of DNA not directly or obviously recognized by protein may 
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influence binding (Gromiha et al., 2005).  Factors that contribute to binding are 

sometimes parsed into two components called direct and indirect readout, which are also 

sometimes called digital and analog recognition, respectively (Lavery, 2006; Paillard and 

Lavery, 2004).  Direct readout consists of H-bonds formed between protein and DNA, 

and other, easily observed interactions.  Indirect readout includes the structural 

contribution of DNA to recognition, water-mediated bonds and any factor that is elusive 

and cannot be categorized as direct readout.

One approach to dissect out the relative thermodynamic contribution of direct and 

indirect readout to binding is to make a calculation (or model) of the anticipated binding 

energy based on direct bonds seen in a structural model of a complex.  The difference 

between this expectation and what has been experimentally measured is attributed to 

indirect readout (Ferreiro et al., 2005).  What else can be said about the contribution of 

DNA to binding energetics?  It has been found that in cases where DNA is closer to B-

form in the complex, enthalpic contributions dominate the Gibbs-free energy of binding, 

while entropic contributions dominate in cases where DNA is more distorted (Jen-

Jacobson et al., 2000b).  Also, complexes may exhibit something called isothermal 

enthalpy/entropy compensation, in which the enthalpic and entropic components of 

binding compensate for one another, to a certain extent, in a temperature independent 

way when proteins bind target sites with different flanking sequences, or sites in different 

sequence contexts (Jen-Jacobson et al., 2000a).  One interpretation is that the sequence 

context decides whether binding is “looser” or “tighter”; in “better” fits the atoms of 
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DNA experience greater vibrational freedom but less favorable enthalpic contacts, and 

vice versa. 

Rules of recognition: C2H2 Zinc fingers

Within this biophysical framework, do discernible rules exist that govern 

sequence specific DNA-binding by proteins?  "Rules of recognition" implies sequence 

information that can be used for both prediction of  binding specificity and design of 

proteins with altered binding characteristics.  This information could take a variety of 

forms, but it was initially hoped simple rules would emerge as conserved, one-to-one 

correlations between amino acids and bases (Seeman et al., 1976).  As more protein/DNA 

structures became available, it became obvious that there is no universal recognition code 

(Matthews, 1988; Pabo and Nekludova, 2000), yet some limited rules of protein/DNA 

interactions do exist under certain conditions.  The prime example of a well-described 

binding "code" that exists for a family of proteins with conserved binding geometry is 

that of Zif268-like C2H2 zinc fingers.  A brief overview of this binding domain is useful 

because it showcases the limitations that accompany trying to use a simplified "code" to 

model protein/DNA interactions, as well as the enormous utility that comes from having 

a set of descriptive binding rules, whatever the limitations. 

C2H2 zinc fingers are small, ~30 residue binding domains prevalent in eukaryotes. 

They consist of a ββα fold in which a recognition helix is structurally buttressed by two 

anti-parallel β-strands.  Sandwiched between these is a coordinated zinc ion held in place 

by two cysteine and two histidine residues (Figure 1.2a).  Zinc fingers specifically 

recognize 3-4 base pair stretches of DNA, but are modular binding domains and usually 
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recognize extended sites by being strung together though linker sequences.  The 

geometry of the recognition helix in the major groove is variable, and zinc fingers have 

been broadly placed in two categories depending on their similarity to transcription factor 

Zif-268.  They are considered canonical (or Zif268-like) if their recognition helices are 

within 20o and 2 Å of alignment with the Zif268 complex, and they have similar contact 

patterns with DNA (Wolfe et al., 2000a).  Non-canonical zinc fingers have more variable 

binding geometries and interface contacts.
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A.

B.
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Figure 1.2. The structure of Zif-268.  A. The first subunit of Zif-268 (PDB 1AAY) has 

a typical ββα fold stabilized by a coordinated zinc ion held in place by two Cys and two 

His residues (Pavletich and Pabo, 1991).  B. The overall fold of Zif-268 shows three C2H2 

zinc finger binding domains connected by linker sequences and wrapped around DNA as 

they sequentially bind to adjacent sites.
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The structure of transcription factor Zif-268 bound to DNA was the first C2H2 

zinc finger structure solved, and some features of its binding were taken as strong 

evidence for a conserved set of binding rules (Figures 1.2 and 1.3) (Choo and Klug, 1997; 

Pavletich and Pabo, 1991).  Three C2H2 zinc finger binding domains are connected by 

linkers and sequentially wrap around DNA to specifically bind a nine base pair site.  N-

terminal residues of each helix reach into the major groove where four amino-acid side 

chains make sequence-specific contacts with three adjacent base pairs.  These residues 

are denoted –1, 2, 3 and 6, where position 1 is defined as the first residue of the α-helix. 

The three binding domains of Zif-268 all have Arg at position –1 and Asp at position 2, 

which together recognize a Gua: the Arg side chain lies directly between Gua, on one 

side, and nearby Asp 2 on the other, and makes specific H-bonds to both.  The first and 

last binding domains have Gln at position 3, which makes van der Waals contact with 

Cyt.  In contrast, the middle binding domain has His at position 3, which recognizes Gua 

with an H-bond and van der Waals contacts.  At position 6 of the first and last domains, 

Arg contacts Gua in a manner identical to Arg at position -1 (but without assistance from 

any Asp), and in the middle finger Thr fails to make contact with the corresponding Gua. 

Several features of this structure are compelling from the point of view of 

someone on the lookout for a "code".  The three binding motifs are modular such that 

each appears to specifically recognize its three base pair sub-site independent from the 

others.  Contacts between residue side chains and bases appear to be consistent and also,

for the most part, independent.  In the three motifs, similar pairings at each position are

made in the same way and, more encouragingly, in one case (Arg to Gua) the same
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A.

B.

                                         5’                           mid                                    3’            

G               Arg6 His 3 Arg –1 and Asp2
         Ser/Thr6 and Asp2

A Asn 3 Gln -1 and Ala 2

T       Ser/Thr6 and Asp2 Ala 3        Asn -1
Ser 3 Gln-1 and Ser2
Val 3

C Asp 3        Asp -1
Leu 3
Thr 3
Val 3
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Figure 1.3. Recognition by the C2H2 zinc finger motif and proposed "code" from 

Choo and Klug (1997).  A. The first subunit of Zif-268 (PDB 1AAY) recognizing its 

three base pair sub-site.  Recognition residues –1 (Arg), 2 (Asp), 3 (Gln) and 6 (Arg) are 

labeled accordingly (Pavletich and Pabo, 1991).

B. Proposed, simple rules of recognition for Zif-268 type C2H2 zinc fingers by Choo and 

Klug (1997).  For each type of base (GATC) at each position in the three base pair sub-

site (5’, middle and 3’) coding interactions are listed.  Bases may be recognized by more 

than one side chain at a given position, or by a co-dependent pair of side chains at two 

positions.
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pairing at different positions (-1 and 6) is the same.  With the exception of interaction

between residues at positions –1 and 2, contacts are one on one, with bases and side 

chains sitting approximately coplanar to one another.  

This structure, and other pieces of evidence, for example from phage display 

experiments, led to the proposal of a table of simplified rules, or a recognition code, for 

C2H2 zinc fingers (Figure 1.3B) (Choo and Klug, 1997).  Important limitations already 

existed up front: the proposed code table is degenerate and there are examples of context 

dependence.  The code is also written in a directional way, from DNA to protein, and 

does not necessarily function as well going the other way: for example, a Ser or Thr at 

position 6 and Asp at position 2 may be used to recognize either a Gua or Thy at the 5’ 

position.  The code was also proposed well after examples existed of co-dependence 

between recognition residues, decreased binding specificity by mutants, redundancy in 

recognition and results that went against expected patterns (Choo and Klug, 1994; 

Desjarlais and Berg, 1992a, b, 1993; Nardelli et al., 1992).  Successful characterization 

and reengineering of C2H2 zinc fingers went hand-in-hand with suggestions that 

expecting a strict recognition code to operate was unrealistic: perhaps the prediction and 

design aspects should be considered separately, or it would be better to compile a catalog 

of interactions between three base pair sites and entire binding motifs (Desjarlais and 

Berg, 1992a; Nardelli et al., 1992).

This last suggestion, to produce a database of interactions, has turned into a 

popular and useful approach.  It is enabled though the development of in vitro evolution 

or selection experiments, especially phage display, but also SELEX, microchip arrays, 
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and others (Bae and Kim, 2006; Bulyk et al., 2001; Choo and Klug, 1994, 1995; Joung et 

al., 2000; Liu and Stormo, 2005; Nagaoka and Sugiura, 2000; Rebar and Pabo, 1994; 

Wolfe et al., 1999; Wolfe et al., 2000b).  The results are impressive.  Catalogs for 

interactions with GNN, CNN and ANN DNA triplets have been described enabling 

potential design of over a billion novel DNA-binding proteins (Beerli and Barbas, 2002; 

Dreier et al., 2001; Dreier et al., 2005; Segal et al., 1999), designed binding motifs may 

be strung together with linkers to recognize extended sequences (Segal and Barbas, 2001; 

Segal et al., 2003a), engineered C2H2 Zinc fingers have been shown effective at turning 

genes on and off in vivo (Choo et al., 1994; Kang and Kim, 2000; Segal et al., 2003b; 

Urnov and Rebar, 2002), other types of extensive engineering has been incorporated, for 

example binding to designated ligands (Beerli et al., 2000) or connections with specific 

enzymatic activity or protein folding (Dhanasekaran et al., 2006; Ooi et al., 2006; 

Papworth et al., 2006; Stains et al., 2005), and, in general, designed transcription factors 

hold great promise for gene therapy and treatment of disease (Blancafort et al., 2004; 

Kim and Pabo, 1997; Klug, 2005). 

While selection experiments with C2H2 Zinc fingers have opened doors for a great 

deal of success, they have also uncovered more exceptions, limitations and complications 

to the notion of a simplified recognition code.  There are examples of outright violations 

of "rules", side-chain side-chain interactions, mediation by water molecules, overlap 

between binding sites, degeneracy in interface contacts, changes in docking geometry, 

evidence for indirect readout, contextual effects (especially with regard to length and 

composition of linker sequences) and some evidence there might be limits to what 
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sequences the motif is capable of recognizing (Dreier et al., 2001; Imanishi et al., 2000; 

Isalan et al., 1997; Laity et al., 2000; Miller and Pabo, 2001; Nagaoka et al., 2001; 

Nomura and Sugiura, 2003; Pabo et al., 2001; Paillard et al., 2004; Peisach and Pabo, 

2003; Segal et al., 2003a; Segal et al., 1999; Sen et al., 2006; Shiraishi et al., 2005; Wolfe 

et al., 2001; Wolfe et al., 1999; Wolfe et al., 2000a).  There are also complicating issues 

that are hard to include in a simple model, which implies that one protein sequence 

specifically recognizes one DNA sequence.  In some cases (for example restriction 

enzymes) binding is highly specific so that any deviation from the binding sequence 

obliterates recognition.  However, it is more common for sequence-specific binding 

proteins to recognize a family of sites with varying affinity, as is the case for C2H2 Zinc 

fingers.  In some cases selection experiments may include information on how affinities 

vary for different sites, but often such information is discarded or unavailable.  A simple 

code also fails to incorporate information about what relative energetic contribution 

comes from each interaction.  

The picture that emerges from work on C2H2 zinc fingers is that simplified codes 

describing one on one interactions at the binding interface are generally limited and 

unrealistic models to describe binding.  Among structurally similar proteins (in this case 

those deemed "Zif268-like") they may be largely followed and used as general 

guidelines, but they are always accompanied by limitations.  Nevertheless, the idea of a 

"code" has persisted, though often put in quotes or preceded by "limited".  Several 

questions emerge from this: how much of what has been learned about C2H2 Zinc fingers 
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can be applied to other sequence specific binding proteins?  Is the idea of “codes” 

relevant to how natural proteins evolve and function?  

Evolution of natural DNA-binding proteins and prospects for new “codes”

Luscombe and Thornton (2002) divided DNA-binding protein families into three 

groups: those which are “nonspecific” and bind any DNA sequence, those which are 

“highly specific,” where family members strictly bind one conserved sequence, and those 

which are “multispecific,” in which individual family members have diverged to 

specifically bind different target sequences.  Some examples of multispecific DNA-

binding proteins include the C2H2 Zinc finger, CAP, LacI and Homeodomain families. 

What mechanisms do multispecific protein families use to evolve new DNA-binding 

specificities?  One might imagine two types of mutations could be employed: “direct” 

mutational changes involving amino-acid residues that make sequence-specific contacts 

with DNA bases, or “indirect” mutational changes that impact other determinants of 

binding specificity, such as binding geometry.  

A variety of studies support evolution of new binding specificities through 

“direct” mechanisms.  Some C2H2 Zinc fingers binding motifs selected in vitro have 

turned out to have similarity to natural homologs (Wolfe et al., 2000a), suggesting that 

naturally occurring sequence specific DNA-binding proteins might, at least in part, 

evolve according to simple functional “codes.”  If so, one would expect new binding 

specificities to arise through “direct” mutational changes at base-contacting positions. 

Luscombe and Thornton (2002) examined protein/DNA contact patterns and residue 

conservation in transcription factor families, and concluded that base contacting positions 
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in multispecific protein families tend to undergo mutations more often than those in 

nonspecific or highly specific families.  Additionally, evolutionary trace analysis of 

transcription factor families and their binding sites found a statistical correlation in the 

evolutionary importance of amino-acid and base residues that contact one another at 

binding interfaces (Raviscioni et al., 2005).  

Another expectation would be that if natural homologs share a functional binding 

“code” they should have conserved structural contexts of binding.  It should be possible, 

therefore, to interchange or “swap” binding specificities between close relatives using 

mutagenesis, demonstrating that different “coding” combinations of residues successfully 

operate inside both structural scaffolds.  Binding residues of natural homologs in the 

nuclear receptor family have been successfully interchanged to switch binding 

specificities (Zilliacus et al., 1994/1995).  There are also examples where larger portions 

of binding motifs have also been "swapped" in order to interchange binding specificity 

(for example, recognition helices from helix-turn-helix binding motifs), but this tends to 

only work between close relatives (Backes et al., 1997; Kolkhof et al., 1992; Wharton et 

al., 1984; Wharton and Ptashne, 1985).  

All this information can be put together into a general picture for how 

multispecific DNA-binding protein families are expected to work and evolve.  At least in 

part, new binding specificities arise through simple changes in contacts at the binding 

interface.  Similar combinations and patterns of contacts tend to exist between relatives, 

and, once enough information is available, may be described as constituting a limited 

evolutionary "code."   Such "codes," which define binding in terms of simple, one-on-one 
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interactions, are ultimately limited models for describing the complicated stereochemical 

and thermodynamic process of molecular recognition.  However any descriptive code has 

great practical utility.  It is reasonable to expect that such limited “codes” might be shared 

by close family members who have conserved structural features of binding, and 

potentially new binding specificities that arise through the course of natural evolution 

could, in part, follow simple rules.  Evidence for such codes might come from simple 

observations of characterized proteins, selection experiments, or sequence correlations 

between binding proteins and their sites, which are under correlated evolutionary 

pressure.  

Overview of dissertation

This dissertation presents some evidence for a naturally occurring, limited 

“recognition code” governing the functional evolution of members of the Cro protein 

family of transcription factors from bacteriophage, which are introduced in detail in 

Chapter 2.  Briefly, Cros are functionally multi-specific DNA-binding proteins that use a 

helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif to recognize diverse target sites.  They bind as dimers to 

pairs of half-sites separated by either two or three base pairs (giving targets an overall 

even or odd length, respectively).  The family is structurally diverse, encompassing two 

distinct folds, and either strongly monomeric or dimeric in solution.  These features make 

Cro proteins a strong model system of a multispecific DNA-binding family that might 

evolve new function by a variety of mechanisms.

Initial evidence for a “code” is presented in Chapter 2 as naturally occurring 

sequence covariations discovered between Cro recognition helix (RH) residues and their 
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predicted cognate DNA binding sites.  A structural rationale for three out of six of these 

covariations is provided by a previously solved crystal structure of λ Cro bound to 

consensus operator (Albright and Matthews, 1998a).  An experimental validation of this 

proposed evolutionary “code” is presented in Chapter 3 as mutagenesis and binding 

studies carried out on one family member, λ Cro.  These results show that the proposed 

“code” has predictive power and may be used to rationally alter DNA-binding specificity. 

However, these studies also revealed potential limitations and problems with the “code” 

hypothesis.  λ Cro RH mutants showed reduced binding specificity and one “coding” 

combination of amino-acid and base behaved unexpectedly.  X-ray crystallography was 

undertaken to obtain structural information on the three amino-acid to base covariations 

not observed in the structure of WT λ Cro bound to DNA.  Efforts to obtain a co-crystal 

of triple RH mutant of λ Cro with predicted cognate DNA resulted in two high-resolution 

structures of protein by itself, which are presented in Chapter 4.  While unintended, these 

structures provide useful insight into the conformational flexibility of λ Cro.  Chapter 5 

presents a co-crystal structure of N15 Cro bound to consensus site DNA.  This structure 

provides new information on two “coding” pairs of interface residues.  Neither pairing 

operates as predicted, and the binding geometry of N15 Cro in the major groove of DNA 

is more similar to that found in a more distantly related family, the CI proteins, than that 

of λ Cro.  An X-ray crystallographic model of an additional Cro protein, Xfasa1, is 

presented in Chapter 6, which it is hoped will lay the groundwork for further 

investigation into the detailed functional and structural evolution of this protein family.
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CHAPTER TWO: SEQUENCE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CRO 

RECOGNITION HELICES AND COGNATE HALF-SITE OPERATORS

INTRODUCTION

One potential source of evidence for simple DNA “codes” or rules of recognition 

is sequence correlations between protein and cognate DNA sites in functionally 

multispecific DNA-binding families.  Such correlations would suggest that simple, one-

on-one relationships exist between protein and DNA that confer binding specificity.  This 

chapter presents initial evidence for a limited DNA binding “code” for Cro proteins, 

obtained through identification and analysis of naturally occurring protein to cognate 

DNA sequence correlations.  It should be noted that the work presented in this chapter 

has been previously published elsewhere (Hall et al., 2005).

Cro proteins are a diverse family of bacteriophage helix-turn-helix (HTH) 

transcription factors that comprise one portion of a system that determines the lifestyle of 

lambdoid bacteriophage.  The genetic region containing the cro and cI genes is shown in 

Figure 2.1.  Cro and CI competitively bind as dimers to six pseudopalindromic sites in  

vivo, three of which, OR1, OR2, and OR3, are located between their genes.  CI 

preferentially binds OR1 and OR2 in a cooperative manner, thus blocking transcription of 

Cro, and maintaining lysogeny.  Cro preferentially binds OR3, which blocks transcription 

of CI and allows transcription of downstream genes, resulting in lysis.  This system, 

made up of cro and cI, their products, and the OR sites, is considered a classic example of 

a genetic switch in biology (Ptashne, 2004).
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Figure 2.1. Diagram of the region of lambdoid bacteriophage genomes containing 

the cro and cI genes and the OR intergenic region. Features allowing identification of 

OR binding site sequences are indicated, with site symmetry and site–site similarity used 

as primary criteria (continuous line) and site–site spacing used as a secondary criterion 

(broken line).  The diagram is not to scale.  A Cro dimer (shaded ovals) is shown bound 

to OR3, while two CI dimers (open ovals for the DNA-binding domain and filled 

rectangles for the C-terminal domain) are shown bound cooperatively to OR1/OR2. These 

indicate the preferred site occupancies for each protein. However, both Cro and CI can 

bind all three sites, and CI can also exhibit cooperative binding to OR2/OR3 (Ptashne, 

2004; Liu and Little, 1998).  
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Cro proteins were selected in this study for several reasons.  First, Cros are highly 

diverse in sequence and recognize a broad array of specific binding sites (Smith, 1998), 

allowing a potentially informative comparison of protein and cognate DNA sequences. 

Second, the Cro HTH motifs, and the key recognition residues within them, are easily 

identified by inspection of multiple sequence alignments. Third, binding sites for Cro 

proteins occur within a small, conserved regulatory region (~100 bp) located directly 

adjacent to the Cro open reading frame. This region has a conserved architecture that 

allows for computational recognition of binding sites despite the lack of specific 

sequence conservation (see Results). Fourth, a significant number of relevant 

bacteriophage genomes have been sequenced, as have many bacterial genomes that 

contain prophage DNA (Casjens, 2003).  Fifth, the X-ray co-crystal structure of λ Cro 

bound to a cognate DNA fragment has been solved, allowing for structure-based 

interpretation of any observed amino acid-to-base correlations (Albright and Matthews, 

1998a).  A portion of this structure and sequence-specific contacts between λ Cro 

recognition helix residues and DNA are shown in Figure 2.2.  A co-crystal structure is 

also known for phage 434 Cro, but this protein has recently been shown to not be a true 

Cro family member (Newlove et al., 2004; Jay Konieczka & Matthew H.J. Cordes, 

unpublished results) and will not be considered here.  Sixth, Cros are diverse in fold 

(Newlove et al., 2004) and a question of long-term interest is whether such structural 

changes alter the context of binding and thus change the rules of recognition.

In this work, sequence comparisons have been made between 32 Cro/CI 

recognition helices (RH) and their predicted (or experimentally determined) cognate 
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consensus OR DNA half-sites.  Six strong sequence correlations were observed at three 

positions, half of which correspond to sequence-specific interactions seen at the binding 

interface of λ Cro and consensus site DNA (Albright and Matthews, 1998a).  Structural 

models are proposed to explain the remaining three protein to DNA sequence 

correlations.  
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Figure 2.2. Half of a complex between a λ Cro dimer and its consensus binding site, 

accompanied by a diagram below showing base contacts made by amino acid 

residues in the recognition helix (Albright and Matthews, 1998a).  Colored side 

chains  in the λ Cro structure above correspond to colored amino acid residues in the 

contact diagram below.  Broken lines show van der Waals contacts, while continuous 

lines show hydrogen bonding interactions.  Structures were rendered using MOLSCRIPT 

(Kraulis, 1991) and Raster3D (Merritt and Bacon, 1997). The PDB accession number is 

6CRO.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Identification of Cro, CI and intergenic sequences

Cro and CI sequences for 56 phage and prophage strains were derived from a 

previously assembled library (Newlove et al., 2004).  The cro/cI intergenic region 

containing the OR binding sites was generally easy to identify by inspection.  In a number 

of cases, the boundaries of the intergenic region were not clear due to multiple 

possibilities for the start codon of cro or cI. In such cases, the true start codon was 

estimated through comparison to other Cro or CI protein sequences in multiple 

alignments.  In some phage, for example HK022, OR binding sites extend beyond the 

intergenic region and slightly overlap the cro or cI genes (Carlson and Little, 1993). To 

allow for this possibility, OR regions were defined generously so as to include ten base-

pairs of coding DNA at each end of the intergenic sequence.  

Identification of recognition helices (RHs) within Cro and CI

HTH motifs and recognition helices were identified by inspection of multiple Cro 

or CI alignments constructed using CLUSTAL_X(Thompson et al., 1997).  These 

identifications rely on conserved residue patterns in the HTH motif (Ohlendorf et al., 

1983) and on the location of this motif within the protein sequences. In a small number of 

cases, the HTH motifs were not obvious, and these were not analyzed further.  

Prediction of OR binding sites

Intergenic regions were analyzed for OR1, OR2 and OR3 binding sites using a Perl 

script called Operation, developed by Kelly Atkinson and Matthew H.J. Cordes (Hall et 
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al., 2005; LeFevre, 2002).  Operation predicts binding sites by exploiting characteristics 

of binding sites from six experimentally characterized OR regions (Table 2.1).  Operation 

first applies a binding site symmetry criterion by using a sliding window to parse the OR 

region sequence for pseudopalindromic subsequences.  Window sizes of 14–19 bases in 

length are used so as to cover the size range of known sites.  Any sub-sequence that has 

percentage sequence identity with its reverse complement at or above a defined cutoff 

(stringency level) is considered as a candidate binding site.  After all single operator 

candidates at a given stringency level have been identified, a site–site similarity criterion 

is applied to these candidates by comparing the sequences of each candidate site to every 

other candidate site, using the same identity stringency level as that applied to the 

symmetry criterion. A candidate OR binding site set is defined as a group of three non-

overlapping individual candidate sites exhibiting complete similarity linkage (i.e. each 

operator is similar to both of the others).  

In evaluating percentage identity between an intergenic region subsequence and 

its reverse complement, the program takes into account that the dyad axis of symmetry 

for odd-sized binding sites falls on a base, and that this central base cannot be the same in 

the forward sequence and the reverse complement. This issue is dealt with by subtracting 

one base from the denominator of the percentage identity equation in the case of sites 

with odd numbers of bases.  In evaluating similarity between different binding sites, on 

the other hand, the central base-pairs in odd sites can match.  To maintain consistency 

between evaluations of site symmetry and site–site similarity for odd sites it was required 

that each site–site comparison meet the sequence identity cutoff with respect to both the 
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forward and reverse complement sequences. The central base-pair can match in one of 

these comparisons, but not both. The subtraction of one base from odd binding site sizes 

is done in the same manner as in site symmetry evaluations.  

The stringency for comparisons was initially set at a floor value of 50% sequence 

identity, based on trends observed in known OR site sets.  The stringency level was then 

incremented in steps to distinguish candidate sets meeting stricter criteria, until it was so 

high that no candidate sets were observed.  Sets observed at the two highest stringency 

levels were retained.  Retention of the two highest levels, rather than just the single 

highest level, was done to account for the possibility that non-cognate sets may exist that 

meet slightly stricter criteria than the cognate set.  In cases where the floor stringency was 

the highest level yielding candidate sets, the 50% stringency level was also decremented 

once in order to include two levels. At a given stringency, the entire range of site sizes 

(14–19) was considered prior to incrementation, and long and short sites meeting the 

same stringencies were considered equally valid candidates. Stringencies were 

incremented by numbers of base matches, rather than by steps of percentage identity. 

This approach provides a smooth and even increase in the identity cutoff by avoiding the 

rounding off of numbers. Incrementation by single base matches confers a slight 

advantage on longer binding sites, because a single base match for a longer site 

corresponds to a smaller percentage of the sequence. For example, for a site 14 bases in 

length, incrementation of one base match above 50% identity would require that eight of 

14 bases match (57% identity). For a site 18 bases in length, the same incrementation 

would require that ten of 18 bases match (56% identity).  
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The relevant raw Operation output typically consisted of numerous candidate 

binding site sets of various sizes identified across two stringency levels.  Some small 

candidate sets were nested within larger candidate sets, such that they contained the same 

core sequence but lacked the peripheral base-pairs.  In parsing the output to determine the 

number of unique candidate sets, nested sets were treated as a single candidate set of the 

highest observed size.  In addition, for a few cases, analysis of the output revealed that 

sets of four mutually similar, non-overlapping binding sites existed, rather than just the 

anticipated three.  In such cases, the constituent sets of three were combined and 

considered as a single candidate set of four.  

Site–site spacing criteria, used to distinguish between multiple candidate sets 

identified by Operation, were implemented manually.  Spacings most commonly 

observed in Figure 2.3 including 23–25 and 33 base-pairs, received two points.  Spacings 

immediately surrounding these values, including 22, 26, 32 and 34, received one point. 

Spacings of 15 and 44 also received one point. All other spacings received zero points.  A 

candidate set was predicted as the cognate set if it had a higher spacing score than any 

other candidate set among those selected using symmetry/similarity criteria.  Consensus 

half-sites were derived from binding site sets by aligning the three (or four) binding sites 

and their reverse complements. A consensus base was defined as one that was present at a 

given position in at least half of the half-sites and in a higher number of half-sites than 

any other base. In cases where no base met this requirement, no consensus base was 

listed in Figures 2.4 and 2.5.  Consensus half-sites of odd symmetry were numbered so as 

to reflect the nomenclature for the λ Cro consensus binding site by Albright and 
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Matthews (Albright and Matthews, 1998a).  Odd sites of differing size were aligned to 

each other by matching the central base-pairs rather than the outer base-pairs, such that 

the numbering is referenced to the dyad axis.  To match the published λ Cro numbering, 

the central base-pair in all sites was numbered position 9.  Even sites were treated in a 

similar manner, except that there is no central base-pair for these sites.  Instead, the base-

pair immediately adjacent to the dyad axis was always numbered as position 8.  In effect, 

this means that even sites were aligned to odd by introducing a gap at the central base-

pair (position 9).  In Figure 2.4, only base-pairs 1–7 are shown because these are 

equivalent to the base-pairs contacted by λ Cro (Figure 2.2).

Structural modeling of amino-acid to base correlations 

Amino acid/nucleotide base-pairings suggested by the database analysis but not 

present in the λ Cro co-crystal structure (6CRO) were analyzed by in silico modeling of 

the appropriate mutations onto the wild-type λ Cro co-crystal structure and/or by 

examination of CI co-crystal structures (see Figure 2.7).  Amino acid mutations were 

introduced using Deep View, while nucleotide base substitutions were introduced using 

Insight II (Accelrys, San Diego). In the case of the Ala29Ser and Lys32Gln mutations, 

multiple rotamers were possible. The Ser 29 rotamer was chosen based on the 434 CI co-

crystal structure (see Results), while for Gln 32 the rotamer that led to most favorable 

hydrogen bonding to the base at -6 was selected.
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RESULTS

Identification of Cro RH and OR binding sites in phage genomes

The genomic location depicted in Figure 2.1 can be recognized by its conserved 

location in the phage genome, and/or by sequence similarity of Cro and CI proteins to 

known orthologs.  Both Cro and CI proteins contain HTH DNA-binding domains that are 

related to each other by ancient gene duplication, but the cI gene is readily 

distinguishable from cro by the presence of an additional C-terminal domain. The HTH 

motifs in the two proteins have patterns of conserved hydrophobic and glycine residues 

that are recognizable by inspection (Ohlendorf et al., 1983).  By examining multiple 

sequence alignments (not shown) the HTH (and therefore the recognition helix, or RH) 

sequences were identified from a recently compiled library of 56 Cro/CI pairs from 

lambdoid phage and bacterial prophage genomes (Newlove et al., 2004).  While the focus 

of this work is primarily Cro, CI and Cro proteins bind the same regulatory sites, and the 

ability to easily extract the RH sequences for both provides for a ready comparison 

between these anciently related families.  Thus, a brief analysis and discussion of CI 

proteins is included.  

Table 2.1 summarizes the characteristics of binding sites in six OR regions from 

proteobacterial phages (D3, phi-80, λ, HK022, P22 and N15) for which site identification 

has been aided by footprinting, gel mobility-shift and/or mutagenesis data (Farinha and 

Kropinski, 1997; Lawrence and Reilly, 1990; Lobocka et al., 1996; Maniatis et al., 1975; 

Ogawa et al., 1988; Poteete et al., 1980).  Phage 434 (Wharton et al., 1984) falls into this 
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category but has not been included on the grounds that it is atypical, due to a genomic 

rearrangement involving displacement of cro by the DNA-binding domain of cI (Jay H. 

Konieczka, and Matthew H.J. Cordes, unpublished data; (Newlove et al., 2004).  Several 

general characteristics of the OR region emerge from Table 2.1 and are of note. The three 

sites are generally similar in sequence to each other (~50% identical), reflecting the fact 

that each of Cro and CI binds all three sites within approximately an order of magnitude 

of relative affinity (Carlson, 1992; Carlson and Little, 1993; Johnson et al., 1979; Ogawa 

et al., 1988; Poteete et al., 1986; Poteete and Ptashne, 1982; Wharton et al., 1984).  For 

the typical lambdoid phage, Cro somewhat prefers occupancy of OR3 and CI prefers 

simultaneous occupancy of OR1/OR2, but at higher concentrations either protein can 

generally occupy all three sites.  Each site has approximate 2-fold symmetry (~50% 

identity with reverse complement), reflecting the fact that Cro and CI bind individual 

sites as dimers with dyad symmetry and each monomer binds one half-site. Binding site 

sizes span a limited range from 14 to 19 base-pairs, reflecting the  approximate length 

which can be specifically recognized by a Cro or CI dimer.

Since the OR region lies directly in between cro and cI, it was readily identified 

for each of the 56 Cro/CI pairs in the available library.  For prediction of OR sites, an 

approach was chosen in which repetitive patterns in the region of interest were exploited 

for computational prediction of binding site location.  Unlike other potential approaches 

to binding site prediction, such as structure-based techniques that utilize the cognate 

protein sequence or cross-genomic prediction methods that compare binding sites 



between orthologs, the method used here allows OR site predictions to be made 

independently with regard to one another, as well as with regard to protein sequence.  

The algorithm called Operation was initially trained to predict known OR binding 

site sets based on the criterion of similarity between the OR1, OR2 and OR3 sites, and 

included the additional requirements that the three sites be partially palindromic (dyad 

symmetric), that their sizes fall within known size ranges, and that they not overlap. 

When the stringencies of the site–site similarity and site symmetry criteria were tuned to 

identify the previously reported binding site sets from the OR regions of the six phage in 

Table 1, non-cognate candidate sets were generally also identified. Overall, for five of the 

six phage, two to ten candidate sets were identified, while in only one case (HK022) 

could the algorithm identify the cognate OR set uniquely. When Operation was applied 

more broadly to the 56-member Cro/OR/CI library, unique candidate sets were identified 

in 19 cases, while two or more sets were identified in 23 cases.  In the other 14 cases, no 

candidate sets at all were identified. These findings suggest that the use of site symmetry 

and site–site similarity could uniquely identify the cognate set for perhaps 30% of phage, 

while for many others additional criteria would be necessary to distinguish among 

multiple candidates.

Site–site spacing was next considered as a potentially appropriate secondary 

criterion for deciding between multiple candidate sets in ambiguous cases. For the known 

OR sets, spacings from 23–26 bases and 33 bases are observed, possibly reflecting the fact 

that CI binds cooperatively to pairs of adjacent sites (Figure 2.3) in a spacing dependent 

manner (Mao et al., 1994).  In support of this idea, maxima of CI cooperativity for phage 
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HK022 have been observed experimentally at center-to-center spacings of 24 and 33 

base-pairs.  This appears to be because CI dimers bound to adjacent sites will be on the 

same face of the double helix for both of these spacings, with the two numbers differing 

by approximately one turn. The agreement between the experimental results for HK022 

CI and the observed site–site spacings for known OR regions suggests that OR has, at least 

to some extent, evolved to enable pairwise cooperativity between CI dimers (Liu and 

Little, 1998).

To expand this analysis, a plot was created of the distribution of spacings 

observed for the known OR sets together with the sets predicted uniquely from the 

Cro/OR/CI library using only symmetry/similarity criteria (Figure 2.3). This larger group 

of OR sets viewed collectively maintains a preference for center-to-center spacings of 23–

25 bases and 33 bases, especially for OR1/OR2 but to a large extent also for OR2/OR3. This 

finding reinforces the view that OR evolution has selected for site–site spacings that yield 

cooperative binding between CI dimers at adjacent sites. The somewhat greater scatter 

for OR2/OR3 may reflect weaker CI cooperativity between these sites in some phage, such 

as HK022 (Carlson, 1992).  Interestingly, OR2/OR3 spacings of 15 and 44 bases, 

representing approximately zero or three turn separations between adjacent CI dimers, 

were also observed at low frequency among the sets predicted from the library.  

Because of these trends, site–site spacing was accepted as a useful criterion for choosing 

the cognate set among a group of candidate sets with similar levels of site symmetry and 

site–site similarity. For all of the five experimentally characterized phage with multiple 

predicted sets based on symmetry/similarity criteria, the use of favored site–site spacing
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Figure 2.3. Histogram of OR1/OR2 and OR2/OR3 spacings observed in six 

experimentally determined cognate OR binding site sets, along with 18 uniquely 

predicted on the basis of site symmetry and site–site similarity.  For several cases, a 

set of four rather than three binding sites was identified. These were omitted from this 

analysis due to ambiguities as to how to assign the names OR1, OR2 and OR3.
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as a secondary criterion allowed the cognate set to be identified uniquely. Site–site 

spacing also allowed for unique candidate set identification in eight of 23 ambiguous 

cases from the Cro/OR/CI library. The combined symmetry/similarity/spacing analysis 

yielded a total of 32 uniquely predicted candidate sets from 56 OR regions.

Specificity switches in the recognition helices of Cro and CI

Each of the experimentally characterized and predicted binding site sets was 

analyzed to yield a consensus of the six OR half-sites. These were then compared to the 

RH sequences extracted from inspection of multiple alignments. The complete set of 

consensus OR half-sites and cognate Cro RH sequences is shown in Figure 2.4 (similar 

data for CI is shown in Figure 2.5). The Cro recognition helices and cognate half-sites are 

clearly quite diverse in sequence, emphasizing the functionally multispecific nature of the 

Cro family. The amino acid and base distributions for each recognition helix and half-site 

position are depicted in sequence logo format in Figure 2.6.  At each of the five DNA 

contacting positions in the recognition helix, at least six different amino acids are 

observed in the Cro library. With the exception of alanine at H3, no single amino acid 

occurs more than about 40% of the time at any RH position. At all half-site positions 

except C2 and C5, every nucleotide base occurs at least once in the library. No single 

base occurs more than two-thirds of the time at any half-site position. 
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Figure 2.4. Summary of consensus OR half-sites, cognate Cro recognition helices and 

sequence correlations between them.  Nomenclature for phages and prophages is as 

previously described (Casjens, 2003; Newlove et al., 2004).  A lowercase p (for putative) 

is attached to ten of the 32 entry names, indicating that the Cro and OR sequences come 

from a previously unnamed proteobacterial genetic element containing DNA of phage 

origin. Blank spaces in binding site sequences indicate positions without clear consensus 

(see Materials and Methods). Colored squares are drawn to indicate amino acid residues 

and bases that obey the major observed correlations (see Results). H1/2, H3/5 and H6/6 

correlations are shown in blue, red and green, respectively.  Broken colored circles show 

cases in which these correlations are violated, where an amino acid expected to specify a 

particular base is instead paired with a different base. Contacts observed in λ 

Cro/consensus binding site structure (6CRO) are shown as continuous line (hydrogen 

bonds) or broken line (van der Waals contacts) arrows at the top of the chart. The Sym 

column refers to whether the full site has an odd or an even number of base-pairs.
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Figure 2.5. Summary of consensus OR half-sites, cognate CI recognition helices and 

sequence correlations between them.  All notation is identical to that in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.6. Sequence logos showing position-specific compositional distributions of 

(a) Cro recognition helices, (b) consensus half-sites (Schneider and Stephens, 1990). 

Logos were generated using weblogo.berkeley.edu.
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Table 2.2 Compositional bias of Cro recognition helices and consensus OR   half-sites   

Most Second-most Percent
                                    frequent (%) frequent (%) coverage
A. Recognition helices

H1               Q (37.5)       P (31.3)       68.8
H2 Q (25.0) S (21.9) 46.9
H3 A (62.5) S/T (25.0) 87.5
H5 S (40.6) N (25.5) 65.5
H6 K (34.4) Q (34.4) 68.8

B. Consensus operator half-sites
+1       A (21.9)       T (21.9)       43.8
+2       T (59.4)       A (34.4)       93.8
+3       T (43.8)        A (34.4)       68.8
+4       A (59.4)       T (21.9)       81.3
+5       A (65.6)       G (28.1)       93.7
+6       C (50.0)       G (40.6)       90.6
+7       C (43.8)       A/T (21.9)       65.7*

The two most frequently observed amino acids are listed for each recognition helix 

position, along with the percentage of Cro proteins in which that residue occurs (in 

parentheses). The combined percentage occurrence (coverage) of the two dominant 

amino acids is shown in the right-hand column. The compositional bias of OR consensus 

half-sites is shown in a similar manner.

*At position C7, Ade and Thy were observed at the same frequency.
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However, interestingly both protein and DNA also show compositional biases 

consisting of what might be called “binary dominance” of the residue usage distribution 

at several positions. At four of five DNA-contacting RH positions (H1, H3, H5 and H6), 

at least 65% of the Cro sequences have one of only two amino acid types (see Table 2.2). 

At these four compositionally biased positions,  each of the two dominant residue types is 

found in at least 25% of the sequences (at H3, Ser and Thr are considered as a single type 

because of their close chemical similarity). Thus, for all but one recognition helix 

position (H2), there is high usage of two residue types, and only very scattered usage of 

others.  Similarly, at several half-site positions two of the four bases combine to dominate 

the residue usage distribution. For positions, +2,+5 and +6, the two most frequently 

occurring bases collectively occur in over 90% of the sequences. Each of the two 

dominant bases at each of these positions occurs in at least 25% of the sequences. 

Intriguingly, the three RH positions (H1, H3, and H6) for which binary dominance is 

strongest contact the three most compositionally biased half-site base pairs (2, 5 and 6) in 

the λ Cro consensus operator co-crystal structure, as depicted in Figure 2.2: H1 contacts 

the +2 base, H3 contacts the -5 base and H6 contacts the -6 base.

These observations suggested the possibility that the two dominant amino acids at 

a single RH position might each confer specificity for one of the two dominant nucleotide 

bases at the contacted cognate half-site position. In agreement with this expectation, the 

identities of the dominant amino acids at each of the three biased RH positions were 

found to correlate strongly to the identities of the contacted base-pairs (see Figure 2.4 and 

Table 3A). At H1, the presence of Gln correlates to Ade at +2, while Pro correlates to 
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Thy.  At H3, Ala correlates to Ade at +5, while Ser/Thr correlates to Gua. At H6, Lys 

correlates to Cyt at C6, while Gln correlates to Gua. The amino acid-to-base correlations 

all show over 90% obedience and all apply to at least 65% of the 32 phage in the data set. 

The three amino acid residue pairs collectively predict 2.2 positions per half-site for the 

average phage, and the predictions have an overall 96% accuracy. These sequence 

correlations thus qualify statistically as predictive rules of recognition for Cro, though 

they do not predict the entire binding site sequence.

The H1/2, H3/5 and H6/6 correlations are all less exclusive in the opposite 

direction (not shown), with one of the dominant bases at each position sometimes pairing 

to a non-dominant amino acid residue type. For example, Thy at C2 was paired not only 

with the frequently occurring Pro at H1 but also with the scarcer Asn, Ser, Cys, Tyr, Leu, 

Asp and Ile residues. Also, some amino acid-to-base correlations may exist between other 

pairs of contacting RH and half-site positions, but they are weaker. For example, the most 

frequently occurring residue at H2, Gln, is always paired to the most frequently occurring 

base at +4, but the next most dominant residue, Ser, is paired to Cyt, Thy and Gua. Rather 

than attempt to wring meaning from weaker statistical relationships, here the focus is 

only on the three most obviously correlated pairs of positions.

The three position-specific amino acid-to-base correlations appear essentially 

independent of one another, although a truly thorough analysis of covariation would 

require a considerably larger database. For 14 of the Cro proteins, one of the two 

dominant amino acids occurs at all three of the RH positions showing sequence 



correlations (H1, H3 and H6). Among these 14 cases, seven of the eight possible 

permutations of two residues at three RH positions are observed.  Moreover, all possible 

permutations of any two of the three RH positions are observed, despite the relatively 

small size of the database. Statistical distributions at one site are not generally 

significantly perturbed by considering only Cros with a particular amino acid at a second 

site (data not shown).  An exception is the relatively rare occurrence of Lys at H6 when 

H3 is Ser/Thr.  

The data suggest a model in which pairs of amino acid residues at three positions 

in the Cro RH are acting as specificity switches that toggle the protein between 

preference for pairs of bases at three respective positions in the half-site. Specifically, 

two amino acids at each of the RH positions H1, H3, and H6 determine the choice 

between two base-pairs at half-site positions 2, 5, and 6, respectively.   In other words, 

the recognition of diverse consensus OR half-sites by diverse Cro proteins may be partly 

explained by a one-to-one evolutionary code, though as noted above it is not statistically 

certain that the three putative switches behave independently.

The RH sequences of CI proteins, which bind the same sequences as Cro and are 

distant relatives, also obey to a certain extent the correlations observed for Cro (Table 2.3 

B and Figure 2.5).  For two of the correlations (H1/2 and H3/5), the amino acids observed 

in Cro dominate the CI residue usage distribution to almost the same extent. At H1, Gln 

and Pro together are observed in 61% of database CI sequences versus 69% of database 

Cro sequences. At H3, Ala and Ser/Thr are observed in 80% of database CI sequences 

versus 88% of database Cro sequences. In addition, the percentage of these cases where 
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the expected amino acid-to-base correlation is observed at H1 and H3 is approximately 

90% or higher in CI, essentially as high as in Cro. However, for the H6/6 correlation, 

considerably poorer coverage and percentage obedience are seen for CI than for Cro. 

This suggests two of the three putative specificity switches in Cro also apply to CI, but 

that the third may not.

Structural interpretation of proposed Cro specificity switches or "code"

Do the Cro specificity switches make sense in light of known structural data? 

Each of the three relationships observed in our study involves pairs of positions for which 

an amino acid-to-base contact is present in the structure of λ Cro bound to a consensus 

operator (Albright and Matthews, 1998a) (Figure 2.2).  Moreover, at each of the three 

“coding” RH positions, one of the two dominant amino acids is the wild-type λ Cro 

residue, and this residue makes contact(s) with the cognate base in the binary switch 

correlation. This observation suggests that the switches have a rational structural basis. 

Below is a more detailed consideration of the relevant contacts in the λ Cro/DNA 

complex, including the use of modeling of mutants, structures of λ CI and 434 CI DNA 

complexes, and general principles, to hypothesize how the alternate amino acid at each 

position might contact the alternate base.  Potentially the source of base discrimination 

may be rather different for each of the three switches. It is also interesting to consider 

why only two of the three switches apply to CI proteins.  

The first binary switch observed consists of Gln  Ade and Pro  Thy for H1  

+2. The Gln  Ade correspondence is readily rationalized on the basis of the λ Cro/DNA 
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complex (Albright and Matthews, 1998a).  At the λ Cro/DNA interface, Gln at H1 is 

approximately coplanar with Ade at +2, and the two contact each other in a bidentate 

hydrogen bonding interaction (Figures 2.2 and 2.7a). An equivalent contact also exists at 

the recognition helix/major groove interface of the CI proteins from phages 434 and λ 

(Aggarwal et al., 1988; Beamer and Pabo, 1992; Rodgers and Harrison, 1993; Shimon 

and Harrison, 1993).  The alternate Pro  Thy contact predicted by our code does not 

occur in a known Cro/CI structure, but general principles suggest that it should involve a 

van der Waals interaction between the side-chain of Pro and the methyl group of Thy. In 

surveys of protein–DNA complexes (Luscombe et al., 2001), it has been observed both 

that thymine is the base most often involved in van der Waals interactions, and also that 

interactions between proline and base-pairs most often consist of van der Waals contacts. 

Modeling of a λ Cro/operator complex with Pro substituted at H1 of λ Cro and Thy at +2 

of the operator does not explicitly show such an interaction, as there is a gap between the 

van der Waals surfaces of Pro and the methyl group of Thy (see arrow in Figure 2.7a).

Thus, in the absence of more structural data (see chapter 4), the Pro  Thy 

correlation can be rationalized only in a qualitative sense. In any case, one possibility is 

that the H1  2 binary switch is likely to involve exchange between hydrogen bonding 

and van der Waals interactions. In addition, the very similar Gln  Ade contacts present 

in both Cro and CI DNA complexes suggest why the H1  2 correlations should apply to 

both these groups of proteins.

The second binary switch consists of Ala  Ade and Ser,Thr  Gua for H3  

C5. The λ Cro/DNA interface includes a contact between Ala at H3 and Thy at -5  
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Figure 2.7. Proposed structural basis for the observed binary switch sequence 

correlations: (a) H1  2, (b) H3  5, (c) H6  6. In each case, the pairing observed in 

the λ Cro/DNA complex (6CRO) is shown at the left, while hypothetical interactions for 

the alternate pairing, based on mutant models, are shown at the right. Actual or proposed 

hydrogen bonds are shown as broken green lines, van der Waals contacts as continuous 

red lines and water molecules as plus signs.
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(Figures 2.2 and 2.7b), which basepairs to the Ade at +5 (refer to Figure 2.2 for 

numbering). This contact thus corresponds to the first of the two sequence correlations.

 The Ala side chain points away from the major groove, but the backbone atoms 

form part of a hydrophobic pocket that holds the methyl group of Thy. This favorable van 

der Waals contact could explain why Ala at H3 correlates to Ade at +5 as opposed to the 

other dominant base Gua, since a Cyt residue at -5 would lack the Thy methyl group. 

However, other things being equal, residue types other than Ala might be expected to 

exhibit the same base preference, since the contact is from the peptide backbone rather 

than from the side-chain.  Illustrating this point, structures of DNA complexes for λ CI 

and 434 CI contain similar backbone-to-base contacts in some (though not all) half-sites 

containing Thy at -5, even though the residues at H3 are Gly and Ser, respectively (434 

CI is one of the few violations of the Cro H3  5 rules).  

How does one then explain the Ser/Thr  Gua correlation for H3  +5? A 

contact between Ser at H3 and Cyt at -5 is present in one half of the structure of a 434 

CI/OR3 complex (Rodgers and Harrison, 1993), and can serve as a model for this residue 

pairing. The Ser side chain adopts a rotamer with χ1~ -60o, leading to a hydrogen bond 

between the hydroxyl group and the 5’ phosphate at position -5 on the DNA.  The peptide 

backbone-to-base contact present in the Ala/Thy interaction is now missing due to the

absence of the Thy methyl group, and is replaced by a small gap between the van der 

Waals surfaces. In fact, no direct contact exists between the H3 Ser and the -5 base at all. 

The geometry of the Ser/Cyt interaction in 434 CI is extremely similar to that of  the 

Ala/Thy interaction in λ Cro, so much so that when Ser and Cyt mutations at H3 and -5 
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are  modeled onto a λ Cro/consensus operator complex using the Ser rotamer observed in 

434 CI, precisely the same phosphate contact is seen, and a gap of similar size exists 

between the Ser residue and the base. The λ Cro mutant model is

shown in Figure 2.7b.  Models of a Ser/Thy “mismatch” within this conserved binding

geometry (not shown) suggest that the backbone-to-base van der Waals contact and the 

side-chain-to-phosphate hydrogen bond could be formed simultaneously. In fact, the Ser 

hydroxyl group in the mismatch model abuts the Thy methyl group, providing a direct 

side-chain-to-base van der Waals contact not present in the correlated residue pair 

contacts. This simple model creates a dilemma, because it suggests that Ser, like Ala, 

should favor contact with Thy rather than Cyt. On the other hand, there is reason to think 

that the binding geometry in our models of the Ser/Thy mismatch might be incorrect, 

because Ser/Thy mismatches present in 434 CI complexes with OR1, OR2 and OR3

lack the phosphate contact and sometimes also the van der Waals interaction (Aggarwal 

et al., 1988; Rodgers and Harrison, 1993; Shimon and Harrison, 1993).  This suggests 

that the Ser/Thy mismatch might contain unfavorable interactions not obvious from our 

models.

Potentially the correlations could also be explained if, in the Ser/Cyt pairing, a 

water molecule filled the gap between the peptide backbone and base van der Waals 

surfaces (see Figure 2.7b). This is quite speculative, since Rodgers and Harrison 

(Rodgers and Harrison, 1993) did not model water at this position in the Ser/Cyt interface 

in the 434 CI/OR3, but did include 40 ordered water molecules elsewhere in the structure. 

Nonetheless, there is space for a water molecule, and it would be nicely coordinated by 
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both the Ser side-chain oxygen and the DNA phosphate backbone. If the Ser hydroxyl 

group prefers such an interaction to a van der Waals contact with a methyl group, it could 

lead to specificity for a Ser/Cyt pairing over Ser/Thy.  Meanwhile, in an Ala/Cyt pairing, 

a water molecule buried in the interface would receive no stabilization through 

coordination with the protein, since the Ala side-chain is non-polar. This would further 

heighten the preference for Ala/Thy pairings over Ala/Cyt. In sum, it is proposed that the 

Ser/Cyt pairing may involve favorable, purely polar interactions including interfacial 

water molecules, the Ala/Thy involves favorable, purely hydrophobic van der Waals 

interactions, and the mismatch pairings yield unfavorable mixed polar/hydrophobic 

interfaces. We also note that the geometric similarities in CI and Cro complexes in this 

region explain why the H3  5 correlations, whatever their structural basis, apply to both

proteins (Table 3).

The third binary switch observed is Lys  Cyt and Gln  Gua for H6  +6. The 

Lys  Cyt correspondence is readily understood on the basis of the λ Cro/DNA complex. 

At the λ Cro/DNA interface, Lys at H6 reaches towards the major groove of DNA and 

donates two hydrogen bonds to the Gua at -6 and one hydrogen bond to a Gua at -7 

(Figures 2.2 and 2.7c). The contacted Gua at –6 base-pairs to Cyt at +6. The alternative 

Gln  Gua pair is found in 434 CI/DNA complexes, but interestingly the Gln at H6 in 

this case primarily contacts base-pair 5 rather than 6. In fact, the 434 CI complexes 

contain no strong direct base contacts to base-pair 6 at all. In λ CI, base-pair 6 is also not 

contacted by H6, but is instead contacted by side-chains outside of the recognition  helix 

(Albright and Matthews, 1998a, b).  These strong differences between Cro and CI 
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recognition of base-pair 6 suggest why the Cro H6  6 rules are obeyed poorly by CI, in 

contrast to the H1  2 and H3  5 correlations. Since the CI complexes did not provide 

an explanation for the alternate Gln  Gua pairing, Cro mutant models were used 

instead.  A modeled Gln side-chain in λ Cro can place its side-chain carbonyl group in a 

position to accept a hydrogen bond from the N4 of a modeled Cyt at -6.  Potentially the 

structural basis for the H6  6 statistical pairings in Cro is switching between alternate 

hydrogen bond contacts.
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DISCUSSION

Presented above are strong correlations between recognition helix and consensus 

half-site sequences observed among a library of experimentally characterized and/or 

computationally predicted Cro/OR pairs. The correlations suggest that the Gln/Pro amino 

acid pair at RH position H1, the Ala/Ser-Thr pair at H3, and the Gln/Lys pair at H6 

function as three binary specificity switches governing basepair preference at half-site 

positions 2, 5 and 6, respectively. The three switches potentially confer specificity for a 

total of eight different partial halfsite sequences, seven of which are observed in the 

database. Correlations corresponding to two of the three Cro/OR binary switches are also 

observed for CI/OR pairs, which are distant relatives of Cro.  Using known structures of 

Cro/DNA and CI/DNA complexes and mutant models, a tentative physical basis for the 

changes in specificity has been proposed.  A surprising finding in our study is that the 

strongest observed Cro/OR sequence correlation (H3  5) does not appear to involve a

direct side-chain-to-base contact, and likely could not have been predicted from existing 

structural data.  

Taken as a whole, these results suggest that the diversification of Cro specificity 

has in part resulted from use of an evolutionary code involving simple, limited mutations 

in direct base contacts. However, this code does not account for all features of Cro 

specificity and includes no sequence correlations for about half of the RH and consensus 

half-site positions. The failure to observe a complete evolutionary code could result from 

a variety of factors, including but not limited to side-chain/side-chain interactions and the 

sensitivity of some contacts to subtle changes in binding geometry. It should also be 
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noted that some apparently “noncoding” RH positions may serve more to determine 

differential binding of individual OR sites than to specify binding to a consensus site. 

Such effects would not be revealed by this study, which considers only consensus half-

sites.

The present database approach to finding limited evolutionary rules of sequence-

specific recognition relies on relatively accurate identification of protein and cognate 

DNA sequences from genomic data. It must be noted that there is no guarantee that all of

the binding sites predicted using our method are correct.  The choices of precise criteria 

and their relative priority in prediction are somewhat arbitrary, and were chosen mainly 

to optimize predictive success for known binding sites. It is quite possible that the 

method predicts non-cognate operators in some cases. Moreover, many of the phages in 

the library are prophages resident within bacterial genomes. Some of these prophages are

likely to be cryptic (Casjens, 2003), and in such cases the Cro proteins may be 

functionally degraded and not bind to any site within OR. However, prophage decay and 

errors in binding site prediction should usually degrade sequence correlations, and should 

not cause false positive results. In fact, the violations of the correlations noted in this 

study could be artifactual rather than true mismatches. The above caveats do not, 

therefore, call into question the results presented here or their interpretation.

Though tailored specifically to phage OR regions, the binding site prediction 

protocol developed here falls into the general category of motif-finding algorithms that 

take as input one or many identified regulatory regions containing multiple sequence-

similar sites for the same transcription factor (Stormo, 2000).  The criterion of similarity 
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between different sites, inherent in all such methods, is imposed in this study using a very 

simple pairwise identity clustering routine.  Such a straightforward approach can be 

effective for OR due to additional restrictions imposed by its known peculiarities: it is 

required that there be at least three non-overlapping pseudopalindromic sites within a 

~100 bp region, spaced in a certain manner. In the general case, a more sophisticated 

motif-finding algorithm using Gibbs sampling, expectation maximization or a consensus 

building greedy algorithm would be preferable (Stormo, 2000).  Imposition of a 

palindromic model of the binding site has been shown to be useful in predictions of sites 

for dimeric prokaryotic transcription factors (Lawrence and Reilly, 1990; McCue et al., 

2001).  The use of site–site spacing as a prediction criterion may be unique to the case 

presented here, but could in principle be applied to other regulatory systems that involve 

cooperative binding to adjacent sites. 

It is quite conceivable that the rules of recognition described for Cro apply to a 

larger group of DNA-binding proteins, and indeed evidence is presented here that two 

Cro rules work for the paralogous CI family. Cro and CI are part of the same superfamily 

within the very large class of HTH DNA-binding proteins, and it is of interest to ask 

whether any of the features of the limited Cro code correspond to known shared features 

of DNA binding by HTH proteins as a group.  HTH proteins are clearly diverse in overall 

fold, while surveys of HTH binding mode and geometry have variously emphasized 

differences or similarities (Suzuki et al., 1995; Wintjens and Rooman, 1996). 

Experiments in which recognition helices have been swapped between different HTH 

proteins have succeeded in exchanging binding site specificities only when the two 
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proteins were fairly closely related (Backes et al., 1997; Kolkhof et al., 1992; Wharton et 

al., 1984; Wharton and Ptashne, 1985).  The prospects for universal HTH rules seem 

somewhat dim in light of these facts.

There has been at least one major attempt to describe a comprehensive HTH 

recognition code, however. In the formalism proposed by Suzuki and Yagi (Suzuki and 

Yagi, 1994) the favorability of a given amino acid-to-base interaction is scored by taking 

into account both universal chemical rules as well as stereochemical rules that are 

specific to different structural environments. The Suzuki–Yagi code defines DNA-

binding by HTH proteins as the interaction of four amino acids with four base-pairs, 

corresponding to the RH positions H1, H2, H5 and H6 and the half-site positions 2–5 in 

the nomenclature of the present study. The limited code elucidated here for Cro, a small 

protein family within the HTH class, is quite distinct from this general HTH code and in 

fact exists largely outside of its predictive range.  For example, in Cro/OR correlations are 

seen for H3  5, but RH position H3 is not considered in the Suzuki–Yagi code. 

Similarly, for the Cro/OR correlation H6  6, half-site position 6 is not included in the 

Suzuki–Yagi code. Rather, H6 in λ Cro was predicted to correlate to position 5, and it 

was only later, when the cocrystal structure was solved, that H6 was revealed to contact 

base-pairs 6 and 7.

For the correlation H1  2, interaction of Gln with Ade receives a favorable score 

in the Suzuki–Yagi code. Pro, on the other hand, is absent from the scoring tables, 

making its interaction with Thy impossible to evaluate. In sum, the correlations observed 

for Cro could not have been predicted using the rules of existing general HTH codes. 
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Whether this is due mostly to the functional peculiarities of the Cro family, or to 

limitations of the general HTH codes, remains to be seen.  

The C2H2 zinc fingers (ZnF) are the best studied example of a family of proteins 

that approach obedience to a one-to-one amino acid-to-base recognition code, though 

even these proteins exhibit complexities of binding that render such codes imperfect 

(Segal et al., 1999; Wolfe et al., 1999).  The Cro rules proposed here differ somewhat 

from those proposed for ZnFs in their relationship to RH binding geometry. In the ZnF 

code proposed by Choo and Klug (Choo and Klug, 1994), three residues in the 

recognition helix each essentially determine specificity for one of three base-pairs, with a 

fourth residue playing mostly a supporting role. The three primary coding residues for 

ZnFs, usually labeled -1, 3 and 6, have side-chains that protrude from the same face of 

the helix, which is oriented in the major groove in such a way that each of the three alpha 

carbon atoms is approximately in the same plane as a different nucleotide base. Each of 

the three side-chains typically contacts a single base. This geometry of binding has been 

postulated by Choo and Klug (1997) to be a key part of the  physical basis for a one-to-

one ZnF code. The situation at the protein/DNA interface of λ Cro is more complex 

(Albright and Matthews, 1998a).  Positions H1, H3, and H6 do not sit on the same face of 

the recognition helix, and in fact H1 sits essentially on the opposite face from the other 

two (see Figure 2.2). Each of positions H1 and H6 contacts more than one base, although 

it is only the identity of the more extensively contacted base that appears to be correlated 

in our study. Moreover, the alpha carbon atoms of H3 and H6 are essentially coplanar 

with the same base rather than with different bases. In Cro, it may be the different size of 
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the amino acids at H3 and H6 that leads to recognition of different bases rather than the 

position of the alpha carbon atoms.

Why has Cro evolution used the particular residue pairs observed here for the 

binary switches?  One factor expected to be important is the ability of a pair of residues 

to form distinct contacts within the same geometric and spatial context, assuming that this 

context is conserved (Pabo and Nekludova, 2000).  Each of the switches observed here 

pairs amino acids that are similar in size but quite chemically distinct. For example, 

Ser/Thr and Ala have small side-chains, but one is capable of hydrogen bonding and the 

other is not.  Gln and Lys have relatively long unbranched side chains with very different 

polar moieties at the end.  Gln and Pro both have three backbone carbon atoms, but one 

can make hydrogen bond contacts while the other can make hydrophobic contacts.  A 

second factor could be the ease of genetic interchangeability of the amino acids by simple 

mutations. Each of the binary switches observed here pairs amino acids that are 

interchangeable by single base mutations at the first or second codon positions. Gln can 

be easily mutated to Pro by the DNA codon mutation CAN/CCN. Ala can be changed 

into Ser by the codon mutation GCN/TCN, and to Thr by the codon mutation GCN/ACN. 

Gln can be mutated to Lys by the codon  mutation CAP/AAP.  The above factors do not 

offer an obvious rationale for favoring a Gln/Pro pairing over a Gln/Leu pairing, or a 

Gln/Lys pairing over Gln/Arg.  Presumably, the choice of the observed pairings relates in 

some way to the detailed geometric and spatial requirements at each position, as well as 

perhaps to the structural requirements of the protein.
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It has been shown recently that the Cro family is structurally diverse, 

encompassing at least two protein folds, and that the mixed alpha-beta fold of λ Cro is a 

descendant of an all-alpha helical fold, represented by the recently determined structure 

of P22 Cro (Newlove et al., 2004).  The helical fold is also shared by the DNA-binding 

domain of CI proteins.  The Cro family has also diverged with regard to oligomeric state, 

being either strongly dimeric or monomeric in solution.  Measurements for the 

equilibrium dissociation constant of λ Cro range from ~0.3 to 7 µM (Darling et al., 

2000a; Jana et al., 1997; LeFevre and Cordes, 2003) while the equilibrium dissociation 

constant for P22 Cro is greater than 10 mM (Newlove et al., 2004).  Because alterations 

in the protein fold and oligomerization can indirectly affect specific interactions with 

DNA, one might suppose that rules of recognition that are valid for Cros like P22 Cro 

would not necessarily apply to those like λ Cro.  The sequence correlations observed here 

suggest the alternative hypothesis, that some simple rules of direct recognition may be 

conserved despite radical changes in protein structure. 
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CHAPTER THREE: EXPERIMENTAL TEST 

OF PROPOSED RULES OF RECOGNITION USING λ CRO

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 2 presents naturally occurring sequence correlations between Cro 

recognition helix residues and cognate DNA site base pairs.  These occur between 

positions that make sequence-specific structural contacts with one another in the co-

crystal of λ Cro bound to consensus operator (Albright and Matthews, 1998a).  This 

suggests the Cro protein family may have evolved new binding specificities through 

simple mutations at the binding interface, and these changes have operated according to a 

conserved functional "code".  A starting point to test this model, and to begin exploring 

how correlations work, is to carry out an experimental test using site-directed 

mutagenesis and binding experiments on a family member.  If the correlations do 

represent a functional "code", it should be possible to use them as a guide to rationally 

alter Cro binding specificity.  

This chapter presents results from mutagenesis and binding experiments on one 

family member, λ Cro, whose biophysical properties have been extensively characterized 

by others (Darling et al., 2000a, b; Jana et al., 1998; Jana et al., 1997; Jia et al., 2005; 

Pakula and Sauer, 1989; Takeda et al., 1992; Takeda et al., 1989).  The results provide a 

qualitative validation of the proposed functional "code", and show it can be used to 

reengineer λ Cro binding specificity in a rational way.  They also suggest the correlations 

may be more complicated than they were initially supposed.  λ Cro variants showed 

reduced binding specificity compared to WT, and variants containing the mutation 
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Gln27Pro exhibit unexpected behavior, suggesting the correlation between Pro at H1 and 

Thy at +2 either does not operate correctly within the structural framework of λ Cro, or 

does not constitute a specificity “switch” and exists for some more complicated structural 

reason than what was originally modeled.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mutagenesis and protein purification

Mutagenesis and protein purification were carried out essentially as described in 

LeFevre and Cordes (2003).  A previously constructed synthetic λ Cro gene in pET21b 

(Novagen), pMC140, was used which contains the Cro open reading frame and an 

additional C-terminal sequence (LEHHHHHH), or His-tag, for the purpose of nickel-

affinity purification.  Mutations were introduced sequentially using the QuikChange site-

directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene).  Variants were created with the following 

combinations of residues at positions 27 (H1), 29 (H3) and 32 (H6), respectively: PAK, 

QSK, QAQ, PSK, QSQ, PAQ, and PSQ.  λ Cro recognition helix (RH) mutants are 

subsequently denoted with this three letter notation, while WT protein contains QAK at 

these positions.  An additional variant containing Q27P and I30L mutations was also 

created.  His-tagged variants were overexpressed from Escherichia coli strain 

BL21(DE3) and purified using nickel-affinity and SP-Sephadex chromatography columns 

essentially as described (Milla et al, 1993) except that 10 mM imidazole was included in 

all load and wash steps for the nickel-affinity column.  Analysis of purified samples with 

SDS-PAGE confirmed 95% or greater physical purity.  Protein concentrations were 

determined using molar extinction coefficients of 4,040 M-1cm-1, previously determined 

for WT λ Cro using an Edelhoch assay (Pace et al., 1995).  WT λ Cro and variant PSQ 

proteins lacking C-terminal His-tag sequences were also constructed.  Purification of 

these "tailless" λ Cro and PSQ proteins is described in Chapter 4, under Materials and 

Methods.
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Circular Dichroism

Thermal denaturation of WT λ Cro and variants PAK, QSK and QAQ was 

monitored at 222 nM using a Jasco J-810 Circular dichroism (CD) spectrometer.  Protein 

was dialyzed into SB250 buffer (50 mM Tris [pH 7.5], 250 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA), 

diluted to 10 µM and data points collected from 15-80°C in 1°C intervals with 1 min 

equilibration times at each point.  All melts were >95% reversible.  Thermal denaturation 

midpoints (Tm) were obtained by nonlinear least-squares fitting essentially as described 

previously (Milla et al., 1993) with the program Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software, 

Reading, PA).  

Analytical Ultracentrifugation

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were performed on a Beckman Optima 

XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge.  Purified wild type λ Cro and PSQ with His tags were 

dialyzed extensively into SB250 before centrifugation and blanked directly against 

dialysis buffer.  Experiments were performed at 20°C with rotor speeds of 23,000 and 

30,000 rpm.  Data were measured as an average of 15 replicate scans with a radial 

spacing of 0.001 cm on samples at 5, 10, and 20 µM concentration with wavelengths 235, 

230 and 225 nM, respectively.  Radial distribution curves were first fit to single species 

models with Kaleidagraph in order to obtain apparent molecular weights (Mw,app). 

Relevant parameters including molecular mass, solvent density, and partial specific 

volume were calculated from amino acid or buffer composition with the program 

Sednterp (John Philo, Amgen, Thousand Oaks, CA, and RASMB).  In all cases, fits to a 
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single species model gave an apparent molecular weight in between theoretical values for 

monomer and dimer, suggesting that a mix of both species was present.  Curves were 

then fit using an explicit monomer-dimer self-association model where molecular weights 

of monomer and dimer were constrained to theoretical values.  Models used to fit data are 

shown in Figure 3.1.  Best fits (with R >0.95) were selected for each protein 

concentration at each rotor speed and monomer-dimer dissociation constant (Kds) values 

averaged.

 
Synthesis and purification of DNA

λ Cro WT and variant cognate oligonucleotide sequences are listed in Table 3.1. 

All DNA oligonucleotides were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, 

IA) and purified with denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis essentially as 

described (Ellington and Pollard, 2001) with the following changes: supernatant obtained 

from recovered gel fragments was 0.2 µ filtered and placed onto a Sep-Pak C18 affinity 

column (Waters Corporation) previously washed with a 70% acetonitrile:water solution 

and equilibrated in EB buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 8.5]).  After loading, the column was 

washed with 5 mL EB and DNA eluted using 1.5 mL 70% acetonitrile:water solution. 

Volatile solvent was removed using a vacuum microcentrifuge, pellets resuspended in EB 

and ethanol precipitation of DNA carried out as previously described (Moore, 2001). 

DNA pellets were resuspended in a small volume of KP200 buffer (20mM KH2PO4 [pH 

7], 200mM KCl, 1mM EDTA, 5% glycerol).
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Figure 3.1.  Models used to fit analytical ultracentrifugation data.  A. Single species 

model.  A is absorbance at some radius r, Ao is absorbance at some reference radius ro, M 

is molecular weight, ω is angular velocity, ν is partial specific volume of solvent, ρ is 

solvent density, R is the gas constant and T is temperature.  B. Two species model. 

Notation is the same as for the single species model, except Ka is the association constant. 
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Table 3.1   λ   Cro variants and respective cognate DNA sequences   

Variant RH helix1 cognate DNA sequence2

WT QSAINK A-TATCACCGCCAGAGGTA-B OR1
QSAINK A-CAACACGCACGGTGTTA-B OR2
QSAINK A-TATCCCTTGCGGTGATA-B OR3
QSAINK A-TATCACCGGCGGTGATA-B consensus

PAK PSAINK A-TTTCACCGGCGGTGAAA-B
QSK QSSINK A-TATCGCCGGCGGCGATA-B
QSQ QSAINQ A-TATCAGCGGCGCTGATA-B
PSK PSSINK A-TTTCGCCGGCGGCGAAA-B
QSQ QSSINQ A-TATCGGCGGCGCCGATA-B
PAQ PSAINQ A-TTTCAGCGGCGCTGAAA-B
PSQ PSSINQ A-TTTCGGCGGCGCCGAAA-B

1. RH helix sequence refers to residues 27-32 of λ Cro.
2. All oligonucleotides are 35 base pairs long, listed 5' to 3' with common 5’ to 3’ 
flanking sequences A and B, respectively, where A = TTAGATATT and B = 
GATTTAACG.  To generate duplex binding site, these sequences were annealed against 
their reverse complements.  Sequences in the RH and DNA that deviate from WT Cro 
and its cognate consensus site, respectively, are underlined.
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Determination of DNA concentration

A hyperchromicity factor compensating for error in the estimated extinction 

coefficients (εcalc) used to calculated DNA concentration was obtained by monitoring 

spectrophotometric changes in sample absorption following complete digestion with 

snake venom phosphodiesterase (SVP) (Kallansrud and Ward, 1996).  Four single 

stranded oligonucleotides (the top and bottom strands corresponding to cognate operators 

for WT λ Cro and variant PSQ in Table 3.1) were selected as representative.  The 

hyperchromatic shift of absorbance at 260 nM (A260) was monitored for oligonucleotide 

in digestion buffer (0.1 M Tris-HCl [pH 9.0], 15 mM MgCl2) after addition of SVP. 

After the reaction reached completion (~ 2 hours), the final A260 value was corrected for 

absorbance by SVP and the ratio of initial and final A260 values compared.  The range of 

correction factors (A260,initial/ A260,final) obtained was from 0.743 - 0.755, with an average 

value of 0.7475.  DNA binding assays were carried out using DNA concentrations 

determined without hyperchromicity correcting factors, and retrospectively interpreted 

with concentrations adjusted with a corrected extinction coefficient, εcorr, where εcorr = 

0.7475 (εcalc).  εcalc was estimated using a sum of individual nucleotide extinction 

coefficients, as previously described (Gallagher, 1994).

DNA-binding assays

Purified proteins were dialyzed into KP200 buffer, diluted to the desired 

concentrations with EMS buffer (KP200 plus 100-200 µg/mL BSA) and allowed to 

equilibrate for 30 minutes before mixing with DNA.  Only fresh preparations of protein 
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were assayed (generally those within two weeks of purification) since binding activity 

was observed to decrease over time when protein was stored in solution.  This made it 

necessary to produce several preparations of wild type λ Cro, which was assayed along 

with each "batch" of variants for comparative purposes.  

The percent activity of each protein preparation was assessed using 

electrophoretic mobility shift assays conducted at protein and DNA concentrations in the 

micromolar range, where binding was expected to be quantitative.  These assays were 

carried out within one or two days of EMSA experiments using picomolar concentrations 

of DNA, which are described below.  Each protein variant was tested against its predicted 

cognate site.  Stock solutions of binding site duplexes were created by heating 10 µM 

each of two complementary strands in KP200 for 5 minutes at 75 °C and slowly cooling 

to ambient temperature.  These stocks were then diluted in EMS to 4 µM, mixed with 

equal volumes of 0, 4, 8, 12 and 16 µM cognate protein and allowed to equilibrate 30 

minutes at ambient temperature.  Samples were loaded onto a cooled, 12.5% 

acrylamide/0.5 x TBE polyacrylamide gel running at 300 Volts (V), and then turned 

down to 150 V after five minutes.  Shifted and unshifted DNA bands were visualized by 

ethidium bromide staining and UV transillumination due to the high DNA concentrations. 

A representative gel shift is shown in Figure 3.2.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were carried out to make detailed 

comparisons of binding by WT λ Cro and variants.  T4 polynucleotide kinase was used to 

5’ phosphorylate single stranded oligonucleotides with 32P, which were then annealed 

with complementary, unlabeled strands and diluted in EMS buffer to 200 pM.  Protein 
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was diluted in EMS buffer to either 1024 nM, with serial dilutions made to 1 nM, or 4096 

nM, with serial dilutions to 4 nM.  After 30 minutes, equal volumes of diluted protein and 

200 pM DNA were mixed and allowed to equilibrate at ambient temperature 30 minutes 

before loading onto a previously equilibrated, 10% native 0.5x TBE gel running at 250 V 

at 4 oC.  Gels were electrophoresed until a tracking lane containing bromophenol blue ran 

most of the way down the gel, or approximately 2 hours.  Gels were exposed to a 

phosphorimager plate at 0 oC overnight, imaged with a Typhoon scanner (courtesy of the 

Arizona Proteomics Consortium) and bands quantitated with Imagequant (GE 

Healthcare).

A measurement for fraction bound (v) was obtained by quantifying both shifted 

and unshifted bands, and dividing the value obtained for shifted bands by the total signal 

in each lane (see Figure 3.2).  A plot of fraction bound versus the concentration of active 

protein was then fit to the binding equilibrium model of equations 3.2 and 3.3 (shown in 

Figure 3.2), which assume that free protein is monomeric under the conditions used in the 

assay, and the only bound species of protein to DNA is dimeric.  Equations 3.2 and 3.3 

can be combined to produce equation 3.4, which expressed v as a function of Kd and free 

protein concentration.  This model assumes that protein is in infinite excess over DNA 

(Dtotal << Ptotal, or Pfree = Ptotal) and the Kd corresponds to the square of the concentration of 

protein at which half the DNA is bound.

However, it was not clear if this was a valid model to fit binding curves for two 

reasons.  First, the concentration of DNA used was 133 pM, the lowest concentration of 

active protein was 330 pM and several estimated Kd values were close to 1 nM.  A 
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Figure 3.2. Models used to fit EMSA binding curves and relevant expressions.  

(1). The model used to describe binding by λ Cro.  (2). Expression for the dissociation 

constant, Kd in terms of free protein [P], free DNA [D] and complex [P2D].  (3) One 

expression for fraction bound, v.  (4).  Expression for fraction bound, v, produced by 

combination of equations 2 and 3.  (5).  Expression for free protein [P].  (6) Two more 

expressions for fraction bound.  (7) Expression for free protein [P], produced by 

combination of equations 5 and 6.  (8).  Expression that describes binding, produced by 

combination of equations 4 and 7, which explicitly includes the concentration of DNA.  If 

the assumption is made that protein is in infinite excess (Dtotal << Ptotal) this expression 

reduces to equation 4.  (9)  Expression used to fit binding curves with the program R 

(Team, 2006).  This is a rearrangement of equation 8, with v/vmax substituted for v, which 

allows the maximum percent bound to vary.
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second, more rigorous expression (equation 3.8) was derived that explicitly includes a 

term for DNA concentration.  Comparisons of fits using both equations demonstrated that 

each produced Kd values within 10% of each other in all cases, with the more rigorous 

equation consistently giving slightly tighter binding estimates (not shown).  Second, in

some cases, unbound DNA bands did not completely disappear at the maximum protein 

concentration even though it was apparent binding curves had reached a plateau.  To 

compensate, a term called vmax was included to allow the upper baseline (or maximum 

fraction bound) to be less than one.  Equation 3.9 is a rearrangement of equation 3.8 

which substitutes v/vmax for v.  Binding curves were fit with equation 3.9 using the 

program R (Team, 2006).  In general, all fits were very good, with P values of 0.05 or 

less (where a P value is the calculated probability of obtaining a similar result by chance 

alone).  Kd values (reported as a square root) and average vmax values are reported in 

Table 3.2 as the average of three, independent EMSA experiments.  In two cases, those of 

variants PAQ and PSQ binding to WT consensus site, curves fit poorly to both equations 

3.4 and 3.9.  In these cases protein concentrations producing half-maximal binding were 

visually estimated from binding curves.  A representative EMSA, binding curve and non-

linear least squares fit are shown in Figure 3.3.
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RESULTS

λ Cro variants appear to follow the proposed evolutionary "code"

Seven code “variants” of λ Cro were constructed that contained all possible 

coding permutations at RH positions H1 (position 27), H3 (position 29) and H6 (position 

32).  Each variant is designated by a three letter code that denotes the amino acid residue 

at each of these three positions, respectively.  Thus WT λ Cro is named QAK, and variant 

Q27P/A28S/K32Q is named PSQ, and so on.  These variants, and WT protein, were 

purified and their binding was characterized as described in Materials and Methods.  

All WT and variant proteins contained 66-100% active protein, as gauged with 

stoichiometric electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) carried out with protein and 

cognate DNA site.  Two representative gel shifts, stained with ethidium bromide, are 

shown in Figure 3.3.  These assays were carried out using micromolar concentrations of 

protein and DNA, such that two Cro monomers should quantitatively bind to one cognate 

DNA site.  All variants showed a single shifted band, which was interpreted as a dimer 

bound to DNA.

EMSAs using picomolar concentrations of DNA were carried out to measure 

protein/DNA apparent dissociation constants (Kd).  A representative EMSA, binding 

curve and non-linear, least-squares fit are shown in Figure 3.4.  Protein concentrations 

required for half-maximal binding are presented in Table 3.2.  There are three sections to 

this table, reflecting preparation of three sets of proteins: λ Cro variants with one RH 

mutation at top, variants with two RH mutations in the middle, and variant PSQ with

three RH mutations at bottom.  
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Figure 3.3. Representative EMSAs carried out with micromolar DNA 

concentrations. A. Shift of λ Cro variant QAQ with cognate operator, showing ~90-

100% active protein.  The ratio of DNA to protein is shown, both as the experiment was 

carried out, before DNA concentrations were adjusted for hyperchromicity effects (εcalc) 

and after (εcorr), as described in Materials and Methods.   B. Shift of λ Cro variant PSQ 

with cognate operator showing ~66-90% active protein.  
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Figure 3.4.  Representative EMSA, binding curve and fit.  A. A representative EMSA 

of WT λ Cro binding to consensus operator.  From right to left, lanes contain 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 

4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 uM protein.  All lanes contained 133pM operator 

DNA.  The far left lane contains only DNA and shows a strong band of unshifted duplex, 

which gradually disappears with increasing amounts of protein as a shifted band appears 

just above it.  At higher concentrations of protein some higher order bands are visible, 

which were quantitated along with shifted band.  A small amount of single stranded DNA 

is also visible at the bottom of each lane, which was not considered in construction of 

binding curves.  B. The corresponding binding curve and fit to equation (9) using R 

statistical software (Team, 2006).  Protein concentrations were adjusted to reflect the 

percent active protein present in each lane.  In this case the calculated Kd was 1.71 with a 

P value of 1.98e-09 (giving a half-maximal protein concentration for binding of 1.31 

nM), and a maximum fraction bound of 0.998572  with P value of less than 2e-16.  
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Table 3.2.  Half-maximal protein concentrations of binding for   λ   Cro and variants  

      TATCACC TTTCCCC TATCGCC TATCAGC

QAK 1.0 ± 0.3 8.6 ± 0.5 10.2 ± 1.8 4.9 ± 2.3
(0.99) (0.98) (0.94) (0.98)

PAK 0.7 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.2
(0.99) (0.98)

QSK 3.7 ± 1.0 1.5 ± 0.1
(0.96) (0.96)

QAQ 4.5 ± 1.6 1.6 ± 0.9
(0.92) (0.96)

      TATCACC TTTCGCC TATCG  G  C TTTCAGC

QAK 1.0 ± 0.4 56.4 ± 2.3 125.9 ± 39.4 112.6 ± 3.1
(0.95) (0.62) (0.48) (0.64)

P  S  K 2.7 ± 0.6 1.9 ± 0.8
(0.95) (0.99)

QS  Q  10.1 ± 3.5 4.7 ± 0.2
(0.87) (0.98)

PAQ ~51 1.8 ± 0.5
(0.62) (0.94)

      TATCACC TTTCG  G  C TATCACC TTTCG  G  C

QAK 1.9 ± 0.2 154.4 ± 14.9 1.7 ± 0.32

(0.95) (0.66) (0.97)

P  S  Q  ~401 4.5 ± 0.8 6.0 ± 1.82

(0.62) (0.87) (0.88)
                                                                                                                                                                        
WT RH and cognate operator sequences are shown in black, mutations are underlined 
and in color.  Half-maximal protein concentrations for binding are reported in nM as the 
square root of Kd and averages of three independent fits.  The average vmax, percent 
shifted, is shown in parentheses.  1. In cases where curves did not fit to a dimer model, 
half-maximal protein concentrations were visually estimated.  2. Binding of "tailless" 
QAK and PSQ variants to cognate operators was also measured.
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In general, the results validate the proposed evolutionary “code” presented in 

Chapter 2 and show it can be used to qualitatively change binding specificity in λ Cro. 

All variants, with the exception of PAK and possibly PSK, bind their predicted cognate 

operators with higher apparent affinity than they bind WT consensus site.  Additionally, 

all bind their cognate sites with greater apparent affinity than WT λ Cro.  A comparison 

of binding by WT and variant PSQ provides the most dramatic example, and shows 

DNA-binding specificities have effectively been "swapped".  

Interestingly, the affinity of variants for their predicted cognate operators tends to 

be lower than that of WT protein for its consensus site, and WT protein consistently 

displays higher apparent binding specificity than variants.  For example, in the first 

“batch” of variants with single RH mutations, WT prefers its cognate consensus site 4 to 

10 fold over mutated operators, while variants prefer their predicted cognate sites only 1 

to 2 fold over WT consensus site.  The percent maximum binding (vmax) is also shown in

Table 3.2, and this value stays closer to one (corresponding to a complete shift of 

unbound DNA in the EMSA) in cases where binding is relatively tight, and decreases 

only in cases where binding is weaker.  Binding of "tailless" variants QAK and PSQ to 

their respective cognate operators was also assayed and showed no discernible difference 

between proteins with and without C-terminal His-tag sequences.  

Variants are folded and have dimerization strength comparable to WT 

Several experiments were carried out to characterize λ Cro variants and 

demonstrate they were well folded and showed no detectable difference in dimerization 

compared to WT protein.  A comparison of thermal stabilities of WT λ Cro and four 
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variants, those containing single substitutions (PAK, QSK, QAQ), and variant PSQ, is 

shown in Figure 3.5.  Thermal denaturation was monitored with  circular dichroism at 

222 nM and in all cases showed reversible, cooperative folding transitions (not shown). 

Variant PAK was the most stabilized compared to WT (∆Tm = +7.3oC), while QSK was 

the most destabilized (∆Tm = -4.1 oC).  The individual effects on protein stability of 

Gln27Pro, Ala29Ser and Lys32Gln were nearly additive as seen in variant PSQ, which 

was stabilized compared to WT protein (∆Tm = +6.3 oC ).

Sedimentation equilibrium was used to compare dimerization of His-tagged WT λ 

Cro and variant PSQ, and representative scans are shown in Figure 3.6.  In all cases, non-

linear least squares fits of data using a single-species model gave estimated molecular 

weights intermediate to the theoretical values for protein monomer and dimer, suggesting 

both species were present and a measurement of dissociation constant was justified. 

Monomer-dimer non-linear least squares fits were averaged to give dimerization 

constants of 1.2 +- 0.5 uM for WT protein and 1.6 +- 1.4 uM for PSQ.  No detectable 

difference in dimerization behavior was found for the two proteins.  
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Figure 3.5. Thermal stability of WT λ Cro and variants PAK, QSK, QAQ and PSQ. 

All temperature values (including half-maximal Tms) are given in oC.  WT λ Cro 

designated by solid circles, variant PAK with open circles, QSK with solid triangles, 

QAQ with open triangles and PSQ with open upside-down triangles.  All melts were fully 

reversible and carried out on 10 µM protein samples.
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Figure 3.6.  Representative sedimentation equilibrium data.  An equilibrium scan of 5 

µM PSQ at 30,000 RPM monitored at 230 nM was selected as representative of other 

data and is shown above.  Curves were fit as described in materials and methods.  A. Data 

fit to a single-species model shows a molecular weight of 15,114 Da, which is 

intermediate to the theoretical values for PSQ monomer (8413 Da) and dimer (16826 

Da).  B. A monomer-dimer fit on 5 µM PSQ, giving a dissociation constant of 0.45 µM. 

All fits were done with Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software, Reading PA).  
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DISCUSSION

Overview of results

Assuming that the EMSA results reflect the thermodynamics of Cro binding (see 

below), they show that the proposed evolutionary "code" presented in Chapter 2 can be 

used to change qualitatively the binding specificity of λ Cro.  In all cases mutant DNA 

sites were bound more tightly by their cognate protein variants than by WT λ Cro, and 

protein variants specifically bind their corresponding cognate DNA sites at least as 

strongly (and in most cases stronger) as they bind the WT site. 

There are several caveats that accompany this result.  Some aspects of apparent 

binding behavior of λ Cro variants were unexpected.  Specifically, protein variants had 

reduced apparent binding specificity for their cognate DNA sites, and variants containing 

Pro at H1 did not clearly follow the proposed “code”.  The relative size of mutational 

effects on binding is small compared to what was observed in previously conducted 

binding experiments on λ Cro, calling into question whether the EMSA is 

thermodynamically rigorous.  It is also possible that apparent binding by λ Cro variants 

could reflect differences in folding, dimerization or stability caused by RH mutations. 

Each of these points is discussed in more detail below.

Unexpected apparent binding behavior of λ Cro variants

Apparent binding behavior of λ Cro variants was unexpected in two ways.  First, 

protein variants generally showed reduced apparent binding specificity for their cognate 

DNA sites, compared with the apparent specificity that WT λ Cro showed for cognate 
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WT DNA site.  This might reveal something about the nature of the proposed recognition 

"code".  Potentially, certain positions in the binding interface have evolved to control 

gross aspects of recognition, and follow simple one-on-one relationships or rules, while 

fine tuning of binding specificity is more subtle and is achieved by a more global array of 

interactions.  In other words, the surrounding structural and functional scaffold of λ Cro 

may have evolved to support the combination of QAK RH residues.  While the 

introduced RH mutations encode binding specificity in a general way, more subtle 

binding behavior is lost.  An alternative explanation is that bias, or asymmetry, might 

exist in the proposed "code".  Perhaps certain combinations of coding residues inherently 

provide more binding specificity than others (QAK versus PSQ, for example). 

Equivalent experiments carried out with a Cro that naturally contains different coding 

residues from λ Cro could be used to distinguish between these two models.  A promising 

example is Rac Cro (from E. coli prophage Rac) which naturally contains PSQ coding 

residues and has been shown to bind predicted cognate DNA in EMSA assays (W.J. 

Anderson, unpublished work).

A second source of unexpected apparent binding behavior came from λ Cro 

variants containing Pro at H1.  Specifically, variant PAK failed to distinguish between its 

predicted cognate DNA site and the WT DNA site, binding both with similar apparent 

affinity.  Similarly (within experimental error) variant PSK failed to distinguish between 

predicted cognate DNA site and WT DNA site.  Variants QSK and QAQ showed some 

preference for their predicted cognate DNA sites ( ~2.5 fold over WT DNA site), but did 

not distinguish between these sites as well as WT λ Cro did (5-10 fold preference for 
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cognate WT DNA site). Variants PAQ and PSQ showed more preference for their 

respective predicted cognate DNA sites, but binding curves describing binding by these 

proteins to WT cognate DNA site could not be fit with the binding model or equations 

used for other proteins.  

This suggests that the model in which Gln and Pro act as simple specificity 

"switches" at position 27 might be inadequate.  However, the observed sequence 

correlations between Pro at H1 and Thy at +2 (described in Chapter 2) strongly suggested 

some evolutionarily conserved relationship exists.  Possibly this functional correlation 

only works inside some specific structural context not provided by λ Cro.  Or the 

interpretation that it represents a functional “switch” could be wrong, and the correlation 

exists for some more complicated reason (see Chapter 5).  Cro/DNA co-structures 

containing Pro at H1 and Thy at +2, or mutagenesis and binding assays carried out on 

other family members could both provide insight.  

EMSA validation

Another caveat that accompanies the results is discrepancies between EMSA 

results and results from other, previously published experimental characterizations of 

binding by λ Cro.  As a starting point, a straightforward comparison is available from 

work carried out by Takeda and colleagues (1989).  Systematic base substitutions were 

made to the consensus operator of λ Cro and changes in binding affinities measured with 

nitrocellulose filter binding.  A chart from this work provides a specific prediction of 

what the free energy change of binding (∆∆G) should be for λ Cro when single site 

mutations have been introduced into both halves of consensus site DNA, as has been 
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done here.  Comparison of ∆∆G values from filter binding experiments with those from 

the EMSA shows apparent relative binding affinities are somewhat smaller for the 

EMSA.  Specifically, binding by WT λ Cro to operator half-site TTTCACC has an 

apparent ∆∆G (∆∆GTakeda) of ~5.0 kcal/mol, while the EMSA gave a ∆∆G (∆∆GEMSA) of 

2.6 kcal/mol;  binding to TATCGCC had ∆∆GTakeda = 3.0 kcal/mol and ∆∆GEMSA = 2.8 

kcal/mol; and TATCAGC had ∆∆GTakeda = 4.5 kcal/mol and ∆∆GEMSA = 2.0 kcal/mol. 

(Calculated ∆∆GEMSA values are based on Kd values from binding curve fits).  In two out 

of three cases, ∆∆G values for the EMSA are approximately half of that measured by 

filter binding, suggesting that the EMSA might tend to underestimate binding specificity 

with regard to different sites.

To further explore this possibility, binding of WT λ Cro to OR1, OR2 and OR3 

DNA sites was assayed and compared with different previously published results, as 

shown in Table 3.3.  A variety of assays have been used to characterize binding by λ Cro, 

including nitrocellulose filter binding, footprinting and EMSAs, and these provide a wide 

range of apparent binding affinity.  There are many parameters that may differ between 

assays and cause differences in results, including percent activity of protein preparations 

(which has been seen here to vary from batch to batch, and with storage time), length of 

operator DNA, specific solution conditions used, temperature, or protein/DNA incubation 

time.  Another factor, somewhat specific to λ Cro, is equilibrium time after dilution to the 

desired concentration, and before incubation with DNA.  If a stock solution of λ Cro is 

very concentrated (and thus completely dimeric) and not allowed to reach monomer-
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dimer equilibrium after dilution, the measured binding affinity could mostly reflect dimer 

binding.  

In spite of differences between assays and results in Table 3.3, comparisons with 

the EMSA used here is useful.  It shows that while the EMSA correctly predicts the 

relative order of preference of λ Cro for different sites (the consensus site being most 

favored, followed by OR3, and then OR1/OR2), the relative difference in affinities is 

smaller for the EMSA than for other methods.  (There should be a ~4 to 6 fold decrease 
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Table 3.3 Comparison of measurements of binding by WT   λ   Cro   

method Consensus          O  R1                       O  R2                       O  R3        
EMSA1 1.3 7.7 ± 1.8 6.5 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.5
EMSA2 0.8 - - -
EMSA3 - - - 0.1
EMSA4 - - - 0.24
footprinting5 - 24 24 3
footprinting6 - 150-250 - 25-35
footprinting7 - 18 35 3
filter binding8 0.0012 0.008 0.012 0.002

Half-maximal protein concentrations for binding are listed in nM.
Source of measured λ Cro binding affinity and information available on assay conditions 
used are as follows:
1. EMSA presented here.  20mM KH2PO4 [pH 7], 200mM KCl, 5% glycerol, 1mM 

EDTA, 100-200µg/mL BSA, room temperature (RT) incubation.
2. Jana et al (1998). 20mM KH2PO4 [pH 7], 200mM KCl, 5% glycerol, 1mM EDTA, 200

µg/mL BSA, 25oC incubation.
3. Pakula and Sauer (1989).  10mM Tris [pH 7], 200mM K-glutamate, 1mM EDTA, 100 

µg/mL BSA, 100µg/mL salmon sperm DNA, RT incubation.
4. Hubbard et al (1990).  10mM Tris [pH 7.3], 10mM MgCl2, 20mM KCl, 0.2mM 

EDTA, 50µg/mL BSA, 0.2 mM DTT.
5. Johnson et al (1979).  10mM Tris [pH 7], 2.5mM MgCl2, 200mM KCl, 0.1mM EDTA,

 100µg/mL BSA, 1mM CaCl2, 2.5µg/mL chicken blood DNA, 37 oC incubation.
6. Hochschild et al (1986).  10mM Tris [pH 7], 2.5mM MgCl2, 200mM KCl, 0.1mM 

EDTA, 100µg/mL BSA, 1mM CaCl2, 2.5µg/mL chicken blood DNA, 37 oC 
incubation.

7. Darling et al (2000).  10mM Tris [pH 7], 2.5mM MgCl2, 200mM KCl, 0.1mM EDTA,
 100µg/mL BSA, 1mM CaCl2, 2.5µg/mL chicken blood DNA, 20 oC incubation.

8. Kim et al (1987). 10mM Tris [pH 7.4], 0.1M KCl , 0.2mM EDTA, 50µg/mL BSA, 0 oC 
incubation.
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in binding affinity between OR3 and OR1/OR2, yet the EMSA shows slightly less than a 2-

fold decrease).  The reason for this discrepancy is unknown, but it again suggests that the 

results may underestimate the true binding specificity of λ Cro variants.  The EMSA is 

thus considered a valid way to make specific, but qualitative comparisons.  Apparent 

binding affinities from the EMSA are reported as protein concentrations for half-maximal 

binding, but these may not directly translate to thermodynamically rigorous ∆∆G values. 

Potentially the assay will have only limited use in future work on Cros: it was found that 

while λ, N15 and Rac Cro have the ability to shift DNA bands in 32P based EMSA 

experiments, to date P22, Xfasa1 and Pfl6 Cros cannot (B.M. Hall and W.J. Anderson, 

unpublished work).  

There is one other possible discrepancy with previously published work.  The 

mutation Gln27Pro was previously identified as a second-site suppressor, compensating 

for the destabilizing mutation Ile30Leu in λ Cro (Pakula and Sauer 1989), which is 

consistent with the results reported here (Figure 3.5) that the mutation increased the 

thermal stability of λ Cro.  Pakula and Sauer (1989) also reported a 150 fold decrease in 

binding affinity associated with the mutation, though it was unclear whether the 

comparison was made between WT and a variant containing both Gln27Pro and Ile30Leu 

mutations, or just the former.  If variant PAK was assayed, the reported dramatic 

decrease in binding affinity would be at odds with the relatively tight affinity of variant 

PAK for WT consensus DNA site reported in Table 3.2 (0.72 nM for half-maximal 

binding).  An additional variant was constructed, containing Gln27Pro and Ile30Leu. 

Binding of this variant to WT cognate DNA showed a half-maximal protein 
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concentration for binding of 13.75 +- 1.00 nM, with an average vmax of 0.94.  The 

relatively large decrease in apparent binding affinity compared to variant PAK, and the 

possible underestimation of binding specificity, specific to this EMSA, can be used to 

explain the discrepancy.  

Contribution of folding, dimerization and stability to apparent binding

A final caveat to consider with regard to the EMSA results are possible 

differences between WT λ Cro and λ Cro variants folding, dimerization or stability that 

might impact apparent binding behavior.  λ Cro has been studied extensively, and 

previous work has shown that stability, dimerization and function are intricately linked. 

Protein exists as either monomer or dimer in solution, with a dissociation constant in the 

low µM range (Jana, 1997; Darling, 2000; LeFevre 2002).  Reported affinities for DNA 

fall in the pM to nM range, depending on the specific assay and conditions used.  Folded 

monomer is the predominant species present in these assays (Jana 1997), yet dimers are 

the binding species, there being essentially no evidence for a monomeric bound 

intermediate (Jana 1997, 1998 and Darling 2000).  This leads to a situation where λ Cro 

variants might display binding behavior that reflects changes in dimerization strength or 

stability, in addition to specific interactions with DNA.

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments showed no detectable difference in 

dimerization between WT λ Cro and variant PSQ, while thermal melts of WT and 

variants PAK, QSK, QAQ and PSQ showed some differences in stability.  A gain in 

stability from mutation Gln27Pro was expected, since the mutation was previously 

identified as stabilizing (Pakula and Sauer, 1989) and its position at the N-terminal end of 
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an α helix allows it to alleviate the need for an H-bond acceptor (Aurora and Rose, 

1998).  There is no immediate explanation for why Ala29Ser is slightly destabilizing and 

Lys32Gln slightly stabilizing.  An initial look at variant stability (Figure 3.5) suggests 

protein should be well folded and stable at the incubation temperature used in binding 

assays (room temperature, or 25 oC).  However, thermal melt experiments were conducted 

on 10 µM samples, in which most protein was dimeric and the transition monitored was 

from folded dimer to unfolded monomer and back.  The very low concentrations at which 

folded (or unfolded) monomer exists make it elusive and hard to study.  One report on λ 

Cro stability estimated a ∆∆Gunfolding of 11.2 kcal/mol for dimer, and 2.1 kcal/mol for 

monomer (Jana 1997), suggesting monomer might be more susceptible to mutations that 

change stability.  The results presented here can be used to say that no detectable 

difference exists in dimerization strength of λ Cro variants, though it cannot be ruled out 

that variant monomer stability might differ from WT at concentrations used in EMSA 

experiments and could, therefore, affect the results.  

Conclusions

The results from this chapter show that the proposed evolutionary “code” for Cro 

proteins does have some predictive power and can, for the most part, be used as a guide 

to rationally change the apparent binding specificity of λ Cro.  Reduced apparent binding 

specificity of λ Cro variants suggests that either bias exists in the code, whereby some 

coding combinations inherently provide more binding specificity than others, or coding 

contacts provide some general aspects of binding specificity while fine-tuning is provided 

by other elements of the binding interface.  The observed sequence correlation between 
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Pro at H1 to Thy +2 either does not function properly within λ Cro or does not constitute 

a functional “coding” relationship.  Several caveats that accompany the EMSA results 

have been discussed above.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: STUDIES TOWARDS THE STRUCTURAL BASIS 

FOR THE PROPOSED CRO EVOLUTIONARY CODE PART ONE

INTRODUCTION

Sequence specific contacts between protein and DNA have both a chemical and 

structural basis.  Sequence correlations between Cro recognition helices and consensus 

half-site operators (described in Chapter 2) suggest that, within this given family, certain 

pairings of bases and amino-acids have been conserved and represent a limited, 

functional "code."  Results from Chapter 3 generally support this “code” model, but also 

suggest that the correlation between Pro at H1 and Thy at +2 may not represent a 

“switch” for binding specificity.  Also, λ Cro variants showed reduced binding 

specificity, suggesting that either bias might exist in the “code,” whereby certain coding 

combinations confer more binding specificity than others, or binding specificity might be 

controlled by non-coding positions.  

A ready structural explanation for three out of six correlations is provided by the 

previously solved crystal structure of λ Cro bound to a consensus operator (Albright and 

Matthews, 1998a).  Two interacting pairs of side chains and bases are positioned in a 

stereochemically complementary way that enables H-bond formation:  at position H1, the 

side chain of Gln 27 makes a pair of H-bonds with Ade at operator position 2, and Lys 32 

at H6 forms H-bonds with Gua at 6’.  The explanation for the correlation between Ala 29 

at H3 and Thy at 5’ is different: backbone atoms of the amino-acid form part of a 

hydrophobic pocket that holds the Thy methyl.  This provides a structural explanation but 

is somewhat more mysterious: there is no clear reason why Ala needs to be the conserved 
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side chain at H3, except perhaps that its small size prevents it from getting in the way. 

The structural basis for the remaining three pairings not found in WT λ Cro (Pro at H1 g 

Thy; Ser/Thr at H3 g Cyt; and Gln at H6 g Cyt) is not known.  Simple models for these 

interactions were proposed in Chapter 2.  Briefly, substituting Gln 27 with Pro leaves a 

gap at the binding interface, but the complex might adjust to fill this space and bring the 

two into van der Waals contact; changing Thy to Cyt at 5’ leaves a space where there had 

been a methyl group, but this might be filled with a water held in place through H-

bonding with the Ser hydroxyl at H3; and finally Gln at position H6 appears to be in a 

good position to H-bond with Cyt.

To test these models, X-ray crystallography was taken up with the goal of 

obtaining a high resolution co-crystal structure of a Cro protein bound to DNA that 

contained alternate “coding” residue combinations at the binding interface.  Attempts to 

co-crystallize λ Cro variant PSQ with cognate DNA resulted in two crystal forms of 

protein by itself, which are presented in this chapter.  Although these structures do not 

provide information on protein/DNA interactions, they are interesting when compared 

with other structures of λ Cro and provide insight into λ Cro conformational flexibility. 

An alternate co-crystallization target, N15 Cro bound to cognate DNA, was solved that 

contained two out of three desired “coding” pairs (presented in Chapter 5).
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
 
Mutagenesis, expression and purification of tailless λ Cro variant PSQ

A previously constructed pET21b-based plasmid, named pBH108, was used 

which contains the λ Cro open reading frame (ORF) with mutations Q27P, A29S and 

K32Q and an additional C-terminal sequence (LEHHHHHH) to allow for Ni affinity 

purification.  This mutant is designated as "PSQ".  A second plasmid, pBH401, was also 

used which encoded a tagless version of PSQ, constructed by introduction of a stop 

codon following the natural coding sequence.

For purposes of crystallization, tailless PSQ was overexpressed from pBH401 in 

Escherichia coli strain BL21(DE3) in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth at 37 °C.  Overexpression 

was induced with 100 µg/mL IPTG when the culture reached an A600 of 0.55-0.6.  After 2 

hours additional growth, cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5000 xg for 10 min, 

and cell pellets from 4 L of culture resuspended in a total of 50 mL cold lysis buffer (100 

mM Tris [pH 8.0], 500 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM MgCl2).  100 µL of 100 mM 

PMSF in ethanol were then added, and cells lysed by sonication in a stainless steel beaker 

on ice, using 4 x 1 min bursts.  100 µL more of 100 mM PMSF were added to the lysate, 

which was then diluted with 350 mL cold lysis buffer.  4 mL of 10% (v/v) 

polyethyleneimine were added with stirring at 4 °C, and stirring continued for 15 min. 

 The lysate was then centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 30 min at 4 °C.  The supernatant was 

collected (~350 mL), 110.8 g ammonium sulfate (46% saturation) were added with 

stirring at 4 °C, and the stirring continued for 1 h.  The mixture was centrifuged at 20,000 

x g for 30 min at 4 °C, the pellet discarded, and the supernatant brought to 97% saturation 
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of ammonium sulfate by addition of 147 g of ammonium sulfate with stirring at 4 °C. 

 Stirring was continued overnight, and after allowing excess ammonium sulfate to settle 

the mixture was again centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 30 min at 4 °C.  The pellet was 

resuspended in ~10 mL PC buffer (20 mM Tris [pH 8.0]), 0.1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 

1.4 mM β-mercaptoethanol) and dialyzed extensively against the same buffer.  The 

dialysate was centrifuged to remove precipitates, loaded onto a Mono Q HR 10/10 

column equilibrated in PC buffer and eluted with a gradient of PC buffer + 1 M NaCl. 

 Tailless PSQ eluted in the flow through.  Fractions were collected, concentrated to ~2 

mL using Centricon YM-3 centrifugal concentrators, and loaded onto a Mono S HR 

10/10 column equilibrated in PC buffer.  Mono S fractions containing tailless PSQ were 

identified using SDS-PAGE, combined, concentrated as before and loaded at a flow rate 

of 1.3 mL/min onto a Sephacryl S-100 HiPrep 26/60 size exclusion column equilibrated 

in PC buffer plus 200 mM NaCl.  Appropriate fractions from the size exclusion step were 

again identified using SDS-PAGE, combined, concentrated to 5 mL and dialyzed into 

crystallization buffer (10 mM Hepes [pH 7.5], 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM 

dithiothreitol) and reduced in volume to an appropriate concentration.  In some 

preparations annealed DNA was added following the size-exclusion step, while in others 

it was added previously such that the protein and DNA co-eluted from the column. 

Preparation of consensus cognate DNA/PSQ Cro complex for crystallization

HPLC purified DNA was obtained from Genscript Corporation (Scotch Plains, 

NJ).  Two different oligonucleotides were used: the first is a 19 base pair complex with 
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one base pair overhangs, designed to be identical to the consensus sequence co-

crystallized with wild type λ Cro by Albright and Matthews (1998) except for coding 

positions.  The second is identical but pruned to a 17mer duplex with one base pair 

overhangs.  Specifically, the consensus sequence for WT λ Cro was changed from 5' 

TAT CAC CGCGG GTG ATA 3' to 5' TTT CGG CGCGG CCG AAA 3'.  DNA was 

resuspended in EB (10mM Tris [pH 8.5]), concentrations measured without correction 

for hyperchromicity effects, combined and annealed in a thermal cycler over ~8 hours by 

gradual temperature reduction from 80oC to 15oC.  Annealed double-stranded cognate 

DNA was mixed with tailless PSQ protein and concentrated to ~4-10 mg/mL complex for 

crystallization.  In all cases, the mixture was allowed to equilibrate at least 30 minutes 

before use.

Crystallization of tailless PSQ Cro

Crystallization trials were set up with standard screens 1 and 2 from Hampton 

Research (Aliso Viejo, CA) using the hanging drop method.  In all cases 2 µl of complex 

solution was mixed with 2 µl of reservoir solution and equilibrated against 1 mL of 

reservoir solution at room temperature.  Two crystal forms were obtained, which are 

designated here as forms 1 and 2.  Form 1 grew as rods of various sizes under many 

different conditions, and took from several seconds to months to grow.  Form 2 grew 

exclusively in 80% saturated Li2SO4 pH 5.5 over the course of ~1 week as small, uneven 

spheres.  Trays set up attempting to reproduce conditions used by Albright and Matthews 

(1998) yielded form 1 PSQ crystals after several months.  Both forms 1 and 2 later 

proved to contain only protein, rather than the expected protein/DNA complex.
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Crystal structure determination, form 1

Crystals used for data collection grew in 1.5 M lithium sulfate, 0.1 M Na Hepes 

pH 7.5.  Crystals were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen after being transferred to reservoir 

solution in which the concentration of lithium sulfate was raised to 1.8 M.  Data were 

collected by beamline scientist Annie Heroux on crystals cooled at 100 K at BNL 

beamline 14 BM-C using an ADSC Quantum-Q315 detector.  Data were processed and 

scaled using Mosflm (Leslie, 1992).  Molecular replacement was carried out with Molrep 

(Vagin and Teplyakov, 1997) using a monomer from the DNA-bound form of λ Cro 

(PDB 6CRO) (Albright and Matthews, 1998a) after models from the crystal structure of 

free λ Cro (PDB 5 CRO) (Ohlendorf et al., 1998) failed to yield a solution.  Refinement 

was carried out with Refmac5 (Murshudov et al., 1997) and manual rebuilding in COOT 

(Emsley and Cowtan, 2004).  Most programs were accessed through the CCP4 suite 

(1994).  Data measurement, phasing and refinement statistics are given in Table 4.1.  This 

structure was submitted to the Protein Data Bank and assigned as 2OVG.

Crystal structure determination, form 2

Crystal structure determination for crystal form 2 was largely the same as form 1 

with the following differences: crystals used for data collection grew in 80% lithium 

sulfate, pH 5.5; fresh reservoir solution was used as cryoprotectant; data were collected 

remotely at SSRL beamline 9-2 using an MAR325 CCD detector; images were integrated 

using d*trek (Pflugrath, 1999); and a molecular replacement solution was obtained using 

one subunit of the structure of form 1 of tailless PSQ as a model.  Data measurement, 
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phasing and refinement statistics are given in Table 4.2.  This structure was submitted to 

the Protein Data Bank and assigned as 2ECS.

Structural analysis

Several comparisons were carried out between previously solved structures of λ 

Cro dimers and the PSQ structures presented here.  When comparing free and bound λ 

Cro (PDB 5CRO and 6CRO, respectively) Albright and Matthews (1998) reported the 

distance between each pair of recognition helices (RHs) and a difference in angle 

between RH upon dimer alignment.  However they did not detail how these 

measurements were made.  To measure the distance between RHs in dimer structures, the 

amide nitrogen of Lys 32 was selected as a point close to the center of each helix. 

Measurements between these points gave a α3 to α3' distance of 29.9 Å in the structure 

of WT λ Cro bound to consensus operator (PDB 6CRO) compared to 29.3 Å reported by 

Albright and Matthews.  Subsequent measurements between RHs were made in an 

identical way.  

To measure the difference in RH angles between dimers upon alignment, the 

program Interhlx (K. Yap, University of Toronto) was used.  When reporting angles from 

Interhlx, the absolute values of the angle difference for each helix was added to give a 

number that represents the total difference between each RH in the pair of dimer 

structures.  Comparison of bound (6CRO) and free (5CRO) λ Cro with interhlx gave a 

difference of 24.5o for each helix, or a total angle difference of 49 o for the dimer 

structure, which is close to the measurement of 53o reported by Albright and Matthews.  
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RESULTS

Structural comparison of PSQ monomers

Attempts were made to co-crystallize λ Cro variant PSQ with cognate DNA site 

in order to obtain the structural basis for the three “coding” correlations at the binding 

interface not found in WT λ Cro.  However, instead, two crystal forms of variant PSQ 

were obtained that contained protein without DNA.  These protein crystals were not the 

desired target, however the two resulting structures provide insight into the structure of λ 

Cro, as discussed below.  Crystallographic statistics for these two structures are presented 

in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

The first structure of λ Cro recognition helix mutant Q27P, A29S, K32Q (or 

variant PSQ) formed in space group P3221 and contained one Cro monomer in the 

asymmetric unit (shown in Figure 4.1a).  Residues 3 to 60 were successfully modeled, 

while residues 1-2 and 61-66 could not be found in density maps and were omitted.  The 

structure contains 109 water molecules, one sulfate ion and a partially modeled Hepes 

ring.  Seven side chains included alternate conformations which were set at occupancies 

of 1/3, 1/2 or 2/3 depending on which setting refined the best.  Eleven waters were 

modeled at half-occupancy due to close proximity with one another.  Cro monomers 

packed together in the unit cell such that six came together to form three dimers.    A PSQ 

dimer, reconstructed through crystallographic symmetry, is shown in Figure 4.1b.

The second structure of variant PSQ formed in space group C2 and contained a 

Cro dimer in the asymmetric unit, shown in Figure 4.2a and 4.2b.  In both subunits 
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Table 4.1. Crystallographic data for PSQ tailless form 1 (PDB ID 2OVG)

Crystal preparation
Conditions 0.1 M Na Hepes [pH 7.5], 1.5 M lithium sulfate, 
Cryoprotection lithium sulfate
Spacegroup                 P3221
Unit cell (Å)              50.52, 50.52, 48.13
VM (Å3 Da-1) 2.11

Data collection
Wavelength (Å) 0.96000
X-ray source APS 14BM-C
Resolution rangea                 15.64 - 1.35    (1.40 - 1.35)
Total reflections   53733
Unique reflections     15622
Average redundancy              3.44            (3.43)
 % completeness                   97.7            (96.6)
 Rmerge                           0.05           (0.36)
 Reduced ChiSquared             0.97            (1.16)
 Output <I/sigI>                  12.4            (3.2)

Structure refinement
Rcryst 0.13 (0.22)
Rfree 0.17 (0.30)
RMSD bonds (Å) 0.01
RMSD angles (o) 1.3

aOverall (outer shell). VM--Matthews coefficient.
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Table 4.2. Crystallographic data for PSQ tailless form 2 (PDB ID 2ECS)

Crystal preparation
Conditions 80% lithium sulfate, pH 5.5
Cryoprotection lithium sulfate
Spacegroup                       C2
Unit cell (Å)              88.61, 26.99,55.59
                                 α= γ=90.00, β=103.6
VM (Å3 Da-1) 1.92

Data collection
X-ray source SSRL 9-2
Wavelength 0.97946 Å
Resolution rangea       53.92-1.48 (1.48-1.40)
Total reflections      139782
Unique reflections    25562
Average redundancy  5.5       (5.4)
% completeness        99.8     (100.0)
Rmerge                      0.07     (0.42)
Output <I/sigI>         14.6       (3.4)

Structure refinement
Rcryst 0.14 (0.20)
Rfree 0.17 (0.22)
RMSD bonds (Å) 0.01
RMSD angles (o) 1.5

aOverall (outer shell). VM--Matthews coefficient.
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Figure 4.1.  Structural models of λ Cro mutant PSQ from crystal form 1.  A. 

Contents of the asymmetric unit.  Pictured are one PSQ monomer, 109 water molecules 

(shown as red spheres), one sulfate (shown in red in front) and the piperazine ring of  a 

partially modeled Hepes molecule (visible to the top right).  Phe 58, the “ball” in the "ball 

and socket" dimerization motif of λ Cro, can be seen at the far left.  B.  A ribbon diagram 

of a model of a PSQ dimer, formed by selection of an adjacent, symmetry related 

monomer within the unit cell using the program COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004).
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Figure 4.2.  Structural models of λ Cro mutant PSQ from crystal form 2.  A. 

Contents of the asymmetric unit.  Pictured are a PSQ dimer, 161 water molecules (shown 

as red spheres), four sulfate ions (shown in red and visible at either side, underneath and 

towards the top left), four acetates (shown as yellow spheres), one chloride (shown as a 

black sphere at bottom left) and two lithium atoms (shown as purple spheres with dots at 

top left).  B.  An equivalent view of the asymmetric unit showing a ribbon diagram of a 

PSQ dimer.
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(denoted as A and B), residues 1 to 60 were modeled, while those remaining were 

disordered.  The model contains 161 water molecules, 4 sulfate ions, 4 acetate molecules, 

a chloride ion and two lithium ions.  Four side chains (one in subunit A and 3 in subunit 

B) were modeled with alternate conformations, which were set at occupancies of one 

half.  Five waters were modeled at half-occupancy due to close proximity to one another, 

as were two sulfates and two acetate molecules.

The overall fold and patterns of secondary structure in both models is the same as 

that of λ Cro, consisting of three alpha helices (α1 from residues 7 to 14, α2 from 16 to 

23, and α3 from 27 to 36) and three beta strands (β1 from residues 2/3 to 6; β2

from 39 to 45 and β3 from 49 to 56).  The three monomers (that in crystal form 1 and 

subunits A and B of crystal form 2) do have some slight differences.  There are somewhat 

variable H-bond patterns between strands β1 and β2, specifically involving Glu 2, Gln 3 

and Ile 44.  In subunit A of crystal form 2, the hydroxyl group of Ile 44 forms H-bonds 

with the amide groups of both Glu 2 and Gln 3; however in subunit B an H-bond is only 

formed with Gln 3 since the amide of Glu 2 is rotated the opposite way and too far (~4.7 

Å); and in crystal form 1 an alternative H-bond is formed between the carboxyl of Gln 3 

and the amide of Ile 44 via a bridging water molecule, while Glu 2 was disordered and 

not modeled.  A structural alignment of the three gives an RMSD for main chain atoms of 

1.2 Å between form 1 and subunit A of form 2, 1.0 Å between form 1 and subunit B of 

form 2, and 1.4 Å between subunits A and B of form 2.  The PSQ dimer of form 2 is thus 

substantially more asymmetric than the two WT λ Cro dimers in a previously solved 

crystal structure (PDB 5CRO), where paired monomers have backbone RMSDs of 0.41 
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(subunits B and O) and 0.45 Å (subunits A and C).  Figure 4.3A shows an alignment of 

the three monomers.  The most variation occurs in the β−sheet and loop portions of the 

structures, especially the beginning of β1, the loop between β2 and β3, and the portion of 

sequence directly after β3 that reaches into the neighboring monomer and terminates in 

the ball and socket dimerization motif.

Structural alignment of PSQ dimers from crystal forms 1 and 2 gave a RMSD of 

1.9Å for main chain atoms and is shown in Figure 4.3B.  Using the procedures described 

in Materials and Methods, the measure distance between α3 and α3' in crystal form 1 is 

30.3 Å, the distance in crystal form 2 is 33.7Å, and the difference in RH angle between 

the two is 11.1o.  As seen in Figure 4.3B, the form 2 dimer is slightly further apart than in 

form 1, and the two monomers are rotated slightly up at the bottom and towards one 

another at the top.  

Comparisons with previously solved crystal structures of λ Cro

There are several previously solved structures of WT λ Cro, including two crystal 

structures, one of protein bound to consensus operator (PDB 6CRO) (Albright and 

Matthews, 1998a), another of protein by itself (PDB 5CRO) (Ohlendorf et al., 1998), and 

an NMR ensemble of 20 structures of protein in solution (PDB 1COP) (Matsuo et al., 

1995).  There are also several structures of engineered λ Cro monomers, which are not 

considered here (Albright et al., 1996; Isogai et al., 2005; Mossing, 1998; Newlove et al., 

2006; Rupert et al., 2000).  Table 4.3 lists RMSD values for main chain atoms of 

monomers from crystal form 1, crystal form 2 subunits A and B, 6CRO, 5CRO, and a
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Figure 4.3. Structural alignment of PSQ structures from crystal forms 1 and 2.  

A. An alignment of monomers using residues 4 to 60.  The monomer from crystal form 1 

is shown in green, subunit A from form 2 in aqua and subunit B from form 2 in purple. 

As calculated by Swiss PDB Viewer (Guex and Peitsch, 1997) the RMSD for main chain 

atoms between form 1 and subunit A of form 2 is 1.2 Å, 1.0 Å between form 1 and 

subunit B of form 2, and 1.4 Å between subunits A and B of form 2.  

B.  An alignment of dimers where form 1 is shown in green and form 2 in purple.  The 

RMSD for main chain atoms is 1.9Å.  The recognition helices of monomers in form 2 are 

slightly further apart (~3.4Å) and rotated upwards compared to form 1. 
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range of values for the NMR ensemble 1COP.  Table 4.4 lists similar values for Cro 

dimers, as well as distances and comparative angles between recognition helices α3 and 

α3' as described above.  Figure 4.4 shows a structural alignment of λ Cro monomers 

solved by X-ray crystallography and Figure 4.5 shows alignment of λ Cro dimers from 

the same structures.  The Cro NMR ensemble (1COP) is included only in some 

comparisons with X-ray structures.  While monomers of 1COP are well defined, only a 

small number of inter-dimer restraints were available.  This makes it unclear whether 

different dimer conformations seen in the 1COP ensemble truly represent the 

conformations found in solution, or if they reflect uncertainty in the structure calculation.

Comparison of Cro monomers solved by X-ray crystallography shows that they 

are largely similar, with a few slight differences.  As seen in Table 4.3, main chain 

RMSD values range from 0.7 Å to 1.8 Å.  On alignment (Figure 4.4), the three helices of 

each monomer appear to be the best conserved region of structure, while some 

differences can be seen in the angle at which β1 sits with regard to β2, and in the region 

of sequence consisting of four residues (PFPS) immediately after β3.  This last region of 

protein forms a type VIb turn (Richardson, 1981) that includes a cis peptide bond, and is 

the portion of structure that reaches into a neighboring monomer to insert Phe 58, the 

"ball" of the ball and socket dimerization motif.  As seen in Figure 4.4, this region is most 

similar for monomers from 5CRO, which form an approximate cluster at top, and 

between 6CRO, PSQ form 1 and PSQ form 2B, which cluster at bottom.  The 

conformation of PSQ form 2A is somewhat intermediate.  These qualitative observations
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Table 4.3.  RMSD values for main chain atoms of PSQ and   λ   Cro monomers   

PSQ PSQ PSQ
                           form 1                   form 2A              form 2B              

PSQ NA 1.2 1.0 
form 1

PSQ 1.2 NA 1.4 
form 2 (A)

PSQ 1.0 1.4 NA
form 2 (B)
 
6CRO1 0.8 1.3 0.7 

5CRO2 (O) 1.7 1.2 1.7 

5CRO (A) 1.8 1.3 1.8 

5CRO (B) 1.6 1.4 1.7 

5CRO (C) 1.5 1.2 1.5 

1COP3 1.7-2.2 1.8-2.4 1.7-2.4 

                                                                                                               

All values are reported in Å.  Structural alignments were carried out using residues 4-60 
in PyMol (DeLano, 2002).
1. Crystal structure of λ Cro bound to consensus operator to 3.0 Å resolution (Albright 
and Matthews, 1998a).
2. Crystal structure of λ Cro to 2.3 Å resolution (Ohlendorf et al., 1998).
3. NMR solution structure of λ Cro containing an ensemble of 20 structures (Matsuo et 
al., 1995).
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Table 4.4.  Comparison of PSQ and   λ   Cro dimers  

A. RMSD differences for main chain atoms                                                                                          

PSQ PSQ 6CRO 5CRO 5CRO
form 1 form 2 (O/B) (A/C)

PSQ NA 1.9 1.2 3.9 3.8
form 1

PSQ 1.9 NA 2.5 3.9 3.7 
form 2
                                                                                                                                                                        
All values are reported in Å.  Structural alignments were carried out using residues 4-60.

B. Recognition helix distance  and inter-helical angles                                                                      

PSQ PSQ 6CRO 5CRO 5CRO
form 1 form 2 (O/B) (A/C)

30.3 Å 33.7 Å 29.9 Å 34.3 Å 34.1 Å
    

PSQ NA 11.1 o 3.8 o  50.2o 46.8 o

form 1

PSQ 11.1o NA  12.6o 51.4 o 47.2 o

form 2
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Figure 4.4.  Structural alignment of Cro monomers solved by crystallography.  PSQ 

form 1 is shown in green, PSQ form 2 subunit A in aqua, PSQ form 2 subunit B in 

purple, λ Cro bound to consensus operator (PDB 6CRO) in yellow; λ Cro without DNA 

(PDB 5CRO) subunit A in red, subunit B in gray, subunit C in blue and subunit O in 

orange.  
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Figure 4.5.  Structural alignment of Cro dimers solved by crystallography.  In each 

case, one Cro monomer was selected for alignment in order to emphasize differences in 

dimer conformation.  A.  PSQ form 1 is shown in green, PSQ form 2 in purple, λ Cro 

bound to consensus operator (PDB 6CRO) in yellow; λ Cro without DNA (PDB 5CRO) 

subunits A and C in red and subunits B and O in orange.  B.  A side view of the same 

alignment, with only the recognition helices and beta-sheet portions of PSQ forms 1 and 

2, and λ Cro without DNA (subunits A and C) shown and colored as above.  The 

recognition helix (RH) of PSQ form 1 (in green) is closest to the bottom of the figure, 

while the RH of PSQ form 2 (in red) visually sits at a similar angle directly above it.
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are reflected in RMSD calculations: PSQ form 1 and PSQ form 2B are more similar to 

the DNA-bound monomer (6CRO) than any of the monomers of 5CRO (0.7-0.8 Å versus 

1.5-1.8 Å), while PSQ form 2A shows differences of 1.2-1.4 Å with both 5CRO and 

6CRO monomers.  Comparison of PSQ monomers with the NMR ensemble of 20 

structures (PDB 1COP) gives a range of slightly higher RMSD values (1.7-2.4 Å). 

According to Matsuo (1995) λ Cro monomers in 1COP are well defined and very similar 

to one another (RMSD 0.66 Å for residues 3-59).  A structural alignment of these 

monomers shows, again, that most variation occurs in β1 and immediately after Lys 56, 

the last residue of β3.  

λ Cro exists as a dimer when bound to DNA and free in solution at concentrations 

above ~ 1 µM (Darling et al., 2000a; Jana et al., 1997).  In each available structure the 

interaction between β2 and β3 ends at Glu 53.  The remaining three residues of β3 (Glu 

54, Val 55 and Lys 56) form an antiparallel β-sheet with their complements in β3' of the 

adjacent monomer.  The dimerization interface is completed by Phe 58, which reaches 

into the hydrophobic core of the adjacent monomer to form a “ball and socket” motif. 

All of these features are present in each dimer structure.  Instead, changes in dimer 

conformation are achieved through slight differences in main chain phi/psi angles of the 

inter-subunit β-sheet, especially residues 53-55.  A structural  comparison of dimer 

conformations for crystal structures is shown in Figure 4.5.  One monomer of each 

structure was aligned (rather than the entire dimer) in order to highlight conformational 

differences.  
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Comparisons between dimers show three approximate "clusters" of 

conformations.  One of these consists of PSQ form 1 and DNA-bound λ Cro (6CRO).  As 

seen in Figure 4.5A, these two dimers (shown in green and yellow, respectively) are 

qualitatively very similar.  PSQ form 1 has an α3 to α3' distance of 30.3 Å, compared to 

29.9 Å in 6CRO, and on alignment the two have a main-chain RMSD of 1.2 Å and a 

difference of 3.8o between aligned RHs.  A second cluster is formed by the two dimers 

from the structure of free λ Cro, 5CRO.  These two dimers (denoted AC and BO) are 

shown in red and orange, respectively, and according to Ohlendorf and colleagues (1998) 

have a RMSD of 1.2 Å for all atoms.  The remaining dimer structure, PSQ form 2, has an 

intermediate conformation: comparisons of main chain RMSD suggest it is closest to 

PSQ form 1 (1.9 Å), while its α3 to α3' distance is most similar to 5CRO AC (33.7 Å 

versus 34.1 Å, respectively).  On alignment, its RHs are rotated 11o from those of PSQ 

form 1, and ~50o from those in 5CRO.  Figure 5.4 B shows the RH and portions of β-

sheet from three of the structures aligned in Figure 5.4A, which were chosen to represent 

these three conformations.  PSQ form 1 is shown in green (the lowest RH), PSQ form 2 

in purple (the intermediate RH) and 5CRO AC in red (the top RH).  Changes in dimer 

conformation involves a twisting motion which is reflected in the angle of both helix and 

β-sheet, and a vertical displacement in the relative position of each RH.  The dimers with 

the conformation that differs the most from the others are from 5CRO, as reflected in 

Table 4.4 and seen qualitatively in Figures 5.4 A and B.  
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Analysis of crystal structure thermal factors and packing contacts

Thermal factors (or B factors) assigned to a crystallographic model indicate the 

level of confidence in placement of each atom: a high B-factor can result from either 

static disorder among equivalent atoms in different asymmetric units, or from molecular 

motion.  Intuitively, it is a gauge for how well-ordered an atom is inside the crystal.  B-

factors for main-chain atoms in models from PSQ crystal forms 1 and 2, and from the 

two previously solved crystal structures (5CRO and 6CRO) were extracted using the 

program Baverage in the CCP4 suite (1994) and are compared in Figure 4.6.  Overall, B-

factor values were much lower for the PSQ structures (with average B-factors of 9.3, 11.4 

and 13.4 Å2 for PSQ form 1, form 2A and form 2B, respectively) than for earlier 

structures (averages of 31.7, 41.8, 40.5, 39.0 and 42.1 Å2 for 6CRO, 5CROA, B, C and O, 

respectively).  This is certainly due in part to the higher resolution of PSQ structures, but 

also potentially differences in crystal packing, refinement methods and whether crystals 

were frozen for data collection.  The average normalized values of B-factors for all eight 

Cro monomers (shown in black in Figure 4.6) correspond with the presence of secondary 

structure elements in the sequence.  B-values dip for main chain atoms in α1, α2, α3, β2 

and β3, and are higher for portions of sequence in between.  The highest B-factors occur 

in regions of protein that vary the most between different crystal and NMR ensemble 

models: β1 at the N-terminus, the loop between β2 and β3, and peptide directly after Phe 

58.

The packing arrangement of Cro dimers in each crystal structure was also 

examined.  Extended β-sheet structures are formed in PSQ form 2 and 5CRO.  In the
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Figure 4.6.  Comparison of Normalized main chain B-factors for crystal structures 

of λ Cro and PSQ.  B factor data for main chain atoms was extracted from PDB files 

using the program Baverage in CCP4 Version 6.0.1 (1994).  Normalized B-factors were 

calculated as the average main chain B-factor for each residue divided by the average 

main chain B-factor value for all residues.  

Normalized temperature factors for λ  Cro crystal structures
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Figure 4.7.  Examples of extended β-sheet formation in two λ Cro crystals.  

A. The asymmetric unit of free λ Cro (5CRO) by Ohlendorf and colleagues (1998).  The 

asymmetric unit contains two dimers.  Helix is shown in red, loops in green and β sheet 

in yellow.  β1, β2 and β3 from each monomer comes together to form a 12 stranded, anti-

parallel β barrel.  B. Three asymmetric units of PSQ form 2.  Each asymmetric unit 

contains a dimer, colored by secondary structure as above.  In each monomer, β1 

interacts with β1 of a neighboring monomer to form a six-stranded antiparallel β-sheet. 

In this crystal form, dimers are stacked somewhat like Lincoln logs: if the figure were 

three-dimensional, the Cro dimer at top right would come outwards towards the viewer, 

while the dimer top left would be proceed backwards.  C. An alternate view of crystal 

packing for PSQ form 2.  β-sheet from successive λ Cro dimers form a continuous, right-

handed helix.
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asymmetric unit of 5CRO, the β-sheet portion of four Cro monomers come together to 

form what can be described as an anti-parallel 12 stranded β-barrel (Figure 4.7A).  In 

each case two H-bonds are formed between backbone atoms of β1 strands in adjacent Cro 

dimers.  Specifically, the carboxyl of Arg 4 (subunit C or A) from each monomer accepts 

an H-bond from the backbone amide of Arg 4 in the other (subunit O or B).  Also, in each 

case two H-bonds are formed between the sidechain carboxyl of Gln 3 of each subunit 

and the backbone amide of Thr 6 in the other.  This gives a total of four H-bonds between 

adjacent β1 strands, two of which form anti-parallel β-sheet.  A nearly identical 

arrangement of four monomers also exists in another crystal structure, that of λ Cro 

mutant F58W (PDB 1D1L) (Rupert et al., 2000).  Formation of extended β-sheet 

structure also occurs in PSQ form 2.  In this case, interactions between adjacent β1 

strands leads to formation of six stranded β-sheet between two dimers stacked upside 

down and askew from one another (Figure 4.7B).  The pattern of H-bonding between β1 

strands is identical to that in 5CRO in tha two adjacent amide and carboxyl atoms of Arg 

4 from each monomer form two β-sheet H-bonds.  In addition, one sidechain carboxyl of 

Gln 3 (but not two) contacts the adjacent amide of Thr 6.  A broader view of packing in 

PSQ form 2 shows β-sheet from successive dimers come together to form continuous, 

right-handed helix (Figure 4.7C).  Crystal packing in PSQ form 1 and 6CRO does not 

lead to formation of extended β-sheet structure.

Two of the recognition helix mutations in PSQ (Pro 27 and Gln 32) were found to 

contribute to crystal packing in the two crystal forms.  The packing arrangement of PSQ 

form 1 is shown in Figure 4.8 A.  Cro dimers stack one on top of the other, slightly offset 
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and rotated, following the screw axis of space group P3221.  Pro27 and Tyr 26 (at the 

beginning of α3) stack against Tyr 51 (located towards the middle of β3) of the adjacent 

monomer.  (Additionally Tyr 10 and Phe 14, located in α1, pack against an adjacently 

placed His35 at the end of α3).  These residues are featured in Figure 4.8 B.  In crystal 

form 2, Pro 27 of subunit A is in van der Waals contact with neighboring Met 12, while 

Gln 32 (also of subunit A) accepts an H-bond from the carboxyl of the same residue.  In 

subunit B these residues do not contribute to crystal packing.  Aromatic stacking 

interactions are also important for crystal form 2, occurring between His 35 of subunit A 

and neighboring Phe 14, and between Tyr 26 of subunit B and His 35.
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Figure 4.8. A unit cell of PSQ crystal form 1.  A.  The unit cell contains six monomers. 

Shown at the center is a PSQ dimer (looking down on top of β-sheet) with two monomers 

on either side.  Monomers are arranged to form a right-handed screw axis, as per space 

group P3221. B.  Residues Tyr 10, Phe 14, Tyr 26, Pro 27, His 35 and Tyr 51 of each 

monomer are shown with spheres.  These residues form four sites of interaction on each 

monomer, one in the first helix, α1, one on either end of the recognition helix, α3, and 

one in the middle of β3.
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DISCUSSION

Crystallization of PSQ protein

Crystallization of λ Cro mutant PSQ in the absence of DNA was unintentional.  In 

all cases crystallization drops included excess annealed consensus operator and 

protein/DNA mixtures were allowed to equilibrate at least 30 minutes before use.  It was 

previously confirmed that PSQ mutant bound this sequence with affinity comparable to 

that of WT λ Cro for its consensus sequence (see Chapter 3).  While crystal form 2 

formed over the course of several weeks under very specific conditions (80% saturated 

lithium sulfate pH 5.5), form 1 was much more prevalent, appearing in ~10% of wells set 

up in crystallization screens and always at pH 6.5 or higher.  In some cases form 1 

crystals grew very quickly, literally appearing over the course of a few minutes while 

observed under a microscope.  Crystallization conditions meant to mimic those used to 

crystallize WT λ Cro with consensus operator (Matthews) also led to the appearance of 

form 1 crystals after several weeks.  This implies crystal growth was extremely favorable, 

enough so to effectively out-compete crystallization of the protein/DNA complex.  The 

half-life of the WT λ Cro/consensus operator complex has been measured as 150 minutes 

(Kim et al., 1987), though PSQ is unlikely to behave exactly the same way.  Potentially 

Cro that dissociated from the protein/DNA complex was immediately "removed" from 

solution as it was incorporated into crystal.  It is also interesting that λ Cro mutants with 

Pro at position 27 showed a tendency to precipitate in solution.  Some of the 

intermolecular interactions between PSQ dimers that led to crystallization might also be 

responsible for aggregation in solution, though this is very speculative.
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In both crystal forms, recognition helix residues that were mutated from WT are 

involved in crystal packing and are certainly responsible (in part) for the favorability of 

crystallization.  Formation of crystal form 1 (shown in Figure 4.8) depends on interaction 

between Tyr 51 and Tyr 26/Pro 27 of an adjacent monomer.  The distance and angles 

between these residues allows for π-π stacking between Tyr 26 and Tyr 51, as well as C-

H-π interactions between Pro 27 and Tyr 51 (McGaughey et al., 1998; Bhattacharyya and 

Chakrabarti, 2003).  A recent survey of structures found that nearly half of all Pro 

residues in proteins interact with aromatic rings (Bhattacharyya and Chakrabarti, 2003), 

making this a fairly common type of interaction.  Mutation of Pro 27 to Gln would 

produce a steric clash and prohibit the interaction.  Interestingly, more π-π stacking 

interactions occur between subunits in this crystal form, between Tyr 10/Phe 14 and His 

35 on adjacent subunits.  This means residues at four locations on each monomer are 

members of trios involved in π-π or C-H-π stacking.  This likely contributes to the 

favorability of the packing arrangement, though other extensive interactions exist 

between subunits, including H-bonding, hydrophobic packing and water-mediated bonds. 

In subunit A of PSQ form 2, Pro 27 packs against the edge of Met 12 in an adjacent 

monomer, while the side chain of Gln 32 accepts an H-bond from the same Met 12 

carboxyl.  Mutation to Gln 27 and Lys 32 would again produce steric clashes and prohibit 

this mode of crystallization.  The same residues in subunit B do not play a role in 

packing.
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PSQ structures emphasize λ Cro dimer flexibility

λ Cro was one of the first DNA-binding proteins to be structurally characterized 

(Anderson 1981 and Smith, 1998).  It is thus a favored system for study and has been 

extensively characterized and engineered.  The two structures presented here, of λ Cro 

mutant PSQ, provide a interesting comparison with previously determined structures of 

WT λ Cro.  These are the crystal structure of WT λ Cro (5CRO), which was resolved to 

2.3 Å, in space group H32 and containing four monomers in the asymmetric unit; the 

crystal structure of WT λ Cro bound to consensus operator (6CRO), resolved to 3.0 Å in 

space group I213 with one Cro monomer and DNA half-site in the asymmetric unit; and 

an NMR ensemble of the WT λ Cro dimer (1COP), consisting of 20 structures with 

backbone RMSD values of 0.66 Å for monomers and 1.57 Å for dimers.  

A comparison of λ Cro monomers (Figures 4.3A and 4.4, Table 4.3) presents a 

picture of a rigid "core" of three helices, flanked by a more plastic region of three 

antiparallel β-strands.  The position of the middle strand, β2, and the center of β3 appear 

more or less fixed, while β1, the loop between β2 and β3, and either end of β3 have the 

ability to shift position relative to the rest of the protein.  In the case of β1, this can at 

least partially be attributed to different H-bonding patterns between β1 and β2.  The 

carboxyl of Ile 44 may accept a H-bond from the backbone amide of both Glu 2 and Gln 

3 (as subunit A of PSQ form 2); or from only Gln 3 (PSQ form 2 subunit B, 6CRO and 

5CRO subunits A, B and C); or these atoms may be too far apart for the interaction (PSQ 

form 1 and 5CRO subunit O).  Additionally, in PSQ form 1 an otherwise universal H-

bond between the amide of Ile 44 and carboxyl of Gln 3 is replaced by a bridging water 
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molecule between the two, which pushes β1 outwards.  Another difference in H-bonding 

exists in the β-sheet region of monomers: in 6CRO, PSQ form 1 and PSQ form 2 subunit 

B, the side chains of Tyr 51 and Glu 53 turn towards one another to form a H-bond. 

While the position of the backbone of Glu 53 is similar in both cases, the backbone of 

Tyr 51 is ~1.5 Å closer to β2 relative to other structures when this H-bond is present. 

Other structural variation between monomers is due to small differences in backbone 

torsion angles, without dissolution or formation of new bonds.  Aside from the specific 

differences noted above, the PSQ monomer structures are more-or-less what would be 

anticipated based on a λ Cro WT structure. 

Previous structural work on λ Cro has established that the dimer interface is 

structurally flexible (Albright and Matthews, 1998a; Matsuo et al., 1995; Ohlendorf et al., 

1998).   These structures, of λ Cro bound to consensus operator (6CRO), free protein 

(5CRO) and protein in solution (1COP) all show significant differences from one 

another.  Monomers in 5CRO are rotated relative to one another such that the top portions 

of β-sheet (β2-loop-β3) are bent towards one another, while recognition helices on the 

opposite end of the dimer are pushed apart.  In the DNA bound structure, the tops of β-

sheet are further apart and rotated ~40o, leading to a flattening and untwisting of β-sheet 

that positions recognition helices at the correct distance and orientation to fit in the major 

groove.  Interpretation of the NMR ensemble 1COP is less straightforward: a great deal 

of variety exists in dimer conformations in different structures, all of which are in 

agreement with available restraints.  The small number of inter-subunit NOE restraints 

makes it unclear how accurate the ensemble is.  Putting this caveat aside, the 
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conformation of the averaged structure from the ensemble is intermediate to 5CRO and 

6CRO.  Matsuo and colleagues (1995) state that neither of the dimer conformations seen 

in free and bound structures of λ Cro are included in their ensemble, and suggest that 

crystal packing forces and binding to DNA are responsible for the difference.  (While 

5CRO and 6CRO were not available at the time, comparisons were made to earlier, lower 

resolution structures with equivalent conformations (Anderson et al., 1981; Brennan et 

al., 1990).  

The two PSQ structures are interesting when added to this comparison: PSQ form 

1 has a dimer conformation very similar to 6CRO, which was used to obtain a molecular 

replacement solution.  PSQ form 2 has properties intermediate between 5CRO and 

6CRO: the distance between recognition helices is most similar to 5CRO, yet the main 

chain RMSD on alignment is closer to 6CRO, and the twist between monomers is 

intermediate (see Figure 4.5 and Table 4.4). There is no evidence (or immediate reason to 

suspect) that the mutations introduced in recognition helices would cause a drastic change 

in dimer conformation, though they clearly have influenced crystallization behavior.  

How similar are the structures of unbound and bound λ Cro?  On their own, the 

5CRO and 6CRO structures suggest the two have significantly different dimer 

conformations, while the two PSQ structures suggest perhaps not.  Which crystal 

structure is most representative of unbound protein?  This question implies one structure 

is inherently “better” than the other, which may not be true: perhaps to some extent all 

are representative and different crystallization conditions have provided a series of 

“snapshots”.  Alternatively, crystal packing forces may influence conformation (Eyal et 
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al., 2005), and could be responsible for trapping λ Cro in some unnatural conformation. 

Where does the variation in dimer conformation come from, and why is crystallization of 

λ Cro mutant PSQ so favorable?  

Crystal packing forces likely influence λ Cro dimer conformation

Thermal factors (or B factors) for the different λ Cro crystal structures are plotted 

in Figure 4.6.  These numbers are an important component of each crystallographic 

model that assigns an estimate of order to every atom.  They may be used to say 

something about protein structure, statistical disorder between asymmetric units, crystal 

packing or protein dynamics, depending on the interpretation.  A lower B factor implies a 

more ordered atom, and vice versa.  The B-factors in the three monomers of PSQ are 

substantially lower than the rest.  This may be an inherent property of the crystals, which 

diffract to higher resolution, or due to differences in refinement methods.  It has been 

noticed that, to a small extent, structures solved by different modelers are more variable 

that those solved by the same modeler, (Eyal et al., 2005) which may also be a factor. 

The average B-factor values for all structures is shown in solid black on the chart, and the 

one which most clearly mirrors this is λ Cro bound to consensus operator.  The DNA 

complex in this structure has a molecular weight nearly equal to that of the protein dimer, 

and in this state it seems reasonable to assume this interaction has more influence on 

protein conformation than crystal packing.  The normalized, average B-factor values are 

reassuring, showing dips in the middle of secondary structure elements, and peaks in 

between them and at either terminus.  Portions that are structural variable in alignments 

correspond to portions with higher B-factors, though whether these reflect a population of 
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distinct conformations or protein dynamics is unclear.  The structure which follows the 

average the worst is PSQ form 1, which has the lowest B-factors.  It can be said this 

crystal form is the most ordered, as well as being very energetically favorable.  All the 

structures show some individual variation in B-factors, but there are no obvious 

correlations between those that are more similar to one another (for example between 

PSQ form 1 and 6CRO).

The arrangements of Cro dimers in crystal structures of free protein were 

examined, and selected packing arrangements are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.  The 

asymmetric unit of 5CRO is shown in Figure 4.7 A in an orientation meant to emphasize 

the tetramer formed by intermolecular H-bonding of β-strands.  Both this structure 

(5CRO) and the structure of λ Cro mutant F58W (1D1P), solved in space group P212121, 

contain this arrangement.  The relevance of the tetramer is unclear, though it is interesting 

that tetramers were found to exist as equilibrium folding intermediates at high protein 

concentration and intermediate temperature (65o) (Fabian et al., 1999).  These partially 

folded intermediates contained β-sheet and no helix, though their structural arrangement 

was unclear.  (λ Cro also tends to form β-aggregates at high concentration and 

temperatures above 65o).  To date (at least as far as this author is aware) tetramers have 

only appeared as a result of in vitro experiments, and there is no evidence for tetrameric λ 

Cro in vivo.  Packing in PSQ form 2 also shows intermolecular β-strand interactions 

which, in this case, result in six-stranded β-sheet (Figure 4.7B).  The PSQ form 1 crystal 

does not have any equivalent sheet structure (Figure 4.8).
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The formation of extended, intermolecular β-sheet in crystal structures of λ Cro 

may have strongly influenced (or distorted) dimer conformation, leading to the 

hypothesis that the structure most likely to represent λ Cro in solution is PSQ form 1 

which is very similar to the DNA-bound form of the protein (6CRO).  However, any 

crystallized protein is subject to packing forces, and one might argue that the extremely 

low and invariant B-factors in PSQ form 1 are evidence it represents the most tightly 

packed crystal environment, which is the least like conditions in solution.  The NMR 

structure provides no definitive proof for which dimer conformations are visited in 

solution, or which crystal structure is most representative.  It is an unresolved question of 

crystallography whether differences in structural models of the same protein crystallized 

under different conditions are due to different nucleation and packing events, or whether 

the conformation of protein in solution is changed by different solvent conditions (Eyal et 

al., 2005).  In this case, molecular dynamics simulations of λ Cro might provide insight 

into the questions raised by the new crystal structures presented here.
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CHAPTER FIVE: STUDIES TOWARDS THE STRUCTURAL BASIS 

FOR THE PROPOSED CRO EVOLUTIONARY CODE PART TWO

INTRODUCTION

The two crystal structures of λ Cro variant PSQ presented in Chapter 4 are 

interesting and provide insight into Cro dimer flexibility and crystal packing interactions. 

However, they do not shed light on the functional sequence correlations between Cro 

proteins and cognate DNA site base-pairs that are the subject of Chapters 2 and 3, and 

this dissertation as a whole.  As mentioned before, a ready structural explanation for three 

out of six sequence correlations is provided by the previously solved crystal structure of λ 

Cro bound to a consensus operator (Albright and Matthews, 1998a) but not for the 

remaining, structurally mysterious, correlations.  

An alternative crystallization target was therefore pursued in lieu of λ Cro variant 

PSQ.  Wild-type N15 Cro contains Pro at position H1, Ala at H3 and Gln at H6, and its 

experimentally determined consensus site DNA sequence contains Thy at +2, Thy at –5 

and Cyt at –6.  A co-crystal structure would provide insight into two out of three desired 

“coding” pairs not present in the λ Cro WT co-crystal structure.  Furthermore, a high 

resolution structure of N15 Cro by itself was recently solved, providing a potential 

molecular replacement solution if co-crystals were obtained (PDB 2HIN, M.H.J. Cordes, 

W.A. Ingram and M. Dubrava, unpublished data), and stocks of purified protein were 

readily available for crystallization trials (courtesy of M. Dubrava).  This second 

crystallographic venture was more successful than the first, and a 2.1 Å resolution 

structure of N15 Cro bound to consensus site DNA is presented.  Analysis of the three 
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predicted “coding” contacts gave very unexpected results.  Reassuringly, the Ala at H3 to 

Thy at –5 interaction was very similar in λ Cro and N15 Cro.  However, Pro at H1 made 

no direct contact with Thy +2 (or, in fact, with any DNA base).  There was also no direct 

contact between Gln at H6 and Cyt at –6, but a possible indirect mechanism exists by 

which the amino-acid side chain might still encode specific recognition for the correlated 

base.  A structural analysis of the binding geometry of N15 Cro suggests it has more in 

common with the distantly related CI proteins than with λ Cro, though some local spatial 

similarities do exist between correlated residues at two coding positions of the binding 

interfaces. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Crystallization of N15 Cro/consensus operator DNA complex

Purified N15 Cro was kindly supplied by Matthew Dubrava as 500µl aliquots 

flash frozen in EB buffer (10mM Tris [pH 8.5]).  Single aliquots were rapidly defrosted 

in warm water, and centrifuged for 20 minutes to remove particulates.  Protein 

concentration was determined using an estimated extinction coefficient of 7,953 M-1cm-1. 

HPLC purified DNA containing the experimentally determined consensus operator for 

N15 Cro (Lobocka et al., 1996) was obtained from Eurogentec (San Diego, CA) with the 

following 5’ to 3’ sequence: TTTATAGCTAGCTATAA.   DNA was resuspended in a 

small volume of EB and annealed as previously described (Materials and Methods, part 

A) to form 16 base pairs of duplex with a one-base  5’ Thymine overhang on either side. 

The concentration of double-stranded DNA was determined as previously described 

(Gallagher, 1994).  N15 Cro and DNA were combined in a 2:1.2 molar ratio (allowing a 

slight excess of DNA over protein, given that Cro proteins bind as dimers) and allowed to 

equilibrate 30 minutes before use.  The concentration of protein/DNA complex used for 

crystallization was 14-15 mg/mL.  Complex was crystallized using the hanging-drop 

method.  Drops were composed of 2 µl of complex and 2 µl of mother liquor (0.4 M 

monobasic ammonium phosphate).  After approximately one week, crystals grew as 

single or clustered rods.  Crystals were tetragonal with space group P41212 and contained 

one N15 Cro/DNA complex in the asymmetric unit.
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Crystal structure determination

Crystals were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen after being gradually transferred to 

fresh reservoir solution that contained mother liquor plus 15% glycerol.  Data were 

collected on crystals cooled at 100K at SSRL beamline 9-2 using a MAR 325 detector. 

Diffraction images were processed with Mosflm (Leslie, 1992) and scaled with Scala 

(Evans, 1993).  Diffraction was highly anisotropic, with a ∆B value of 33.43 Å2.  To 

compensate, ellipsoidal truncation and anisotropic scaling was carried out using the 

Diffraction Anisotropy Server (Strong, 2006; Strong et al., 2006).  A molecular 

replacement solution was identified by Molrep (Vagin and Teplyakov, 1997) using a 

previously solved crystal structure of the N15 Cro dimer (PDB 1HIN, M. Cordes and M. 

Dubrava, unpublished data).  DNA was manually built into the electron density map 

using COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004).  Refinement was carried out with Refmac5 

(Murshudov et al., 1997) and manual rebuilding in COOT.  Five cycles of TLS 

refinement were included in each round of refinement using 22 TLS groups identified 

with TLS motion determination (Painter and Merritt, 2006a, b).  Most programs were 

accessed through the CCP4 suite (1994).  Data measurement, phasing and refinement 

statistics are given in Table 5.1.  

Structural Analysis

The binding interface of N15 Cro and DNA was structurally aligned with other 

structures of Cro and CI repressor proteins bound to DNA using Protein-DNA Interface 

Alignment Software (Siggers et al., 2005).  This software quantifies and compares 

relative binding geometries using a procedure based on work by Pabo and Nekludova 
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(2000).  Individual amino-acid side chains and bases are first assigned local coordinate 

systems.  The spatial similarity between interacting coordinate systems (or interacting 

pairs) in each complex is ranked with a similarity score S (i,j), where higher scores 

indicate more similar geometric relationships.  Nucleotides are considered to interact with 

amino-acid side chains if they are within 10 Å of one another.  The sum of similarity 

scores for aligned pairs in the two structures gives an overall interface alignment score 

(IAS).  The method examines spatial relationships without taking into account secondary 

structure or primary sequence, and has been used to describe “clusters” of similar binding 

geometries that exist both within and between different DNA-binding protein families. 

Two examples of the software output are shown in Figure 5.1.  While the software 

provides a quantitative measure of how structurally similar binding geometry is for two 

structures, it does not provide a structural alignment.  All Cro and CI structures were 

divided into half-complexes for comparative purposes.

DNA structures were analyzed with CURVES 5.1 (Lavery, 2006; Lavery and 

Sklenar, 1988, 1989).  Single base overhangs were excluded to avoid any influence on 

the calculation of the global helical axis.  Global parameters were reported rather than 

local parameters, where the latter measure relationships between base pairs without 

reference to the overall conformation of DNA.  Selected calculations provided by 

CURVES are given in Tables 5.2A and 5.2B for consensus site DNA bound by λ Cro 

(Albright, 1998) and consensus site DNA bound by N15 Cro, respectively.  

PyMol (DeLano, 2002) was used to calculate structural alignment RMSD values and 

create figures.  
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A.

1LMB_4.db   N15_A.db    S(i,j) 
ASN 4   52  GLN A   32    =      0.8
PHE 4   51  LEU A   31    =      5.7
LEU 4   50  TRP A   30    =      4.2
ALA 4   49  GLN A   29    =      4.3
GLY 4   48  TYR A   28    =      3.9
VAL 4   47  VAL A   27    =      4.6
GLY 4   46  ALA A   26    =      4.9
SER 4   45  GLY A   25    =      4.2
fGLN 4   44  PRO A   24    =      4.1
GLY 4   43  THR A   23    =      4.5
MET 4   42  VAL A   22    =      5.0
GLY 4   41  GLY A   21    =      6.6
ASP 4   38  VAL A   18    =      9.1
ALA 4   37  ALA A   17    =      3.7
VAL 4   36  ALA A   16    =      5.0
GLN 4   33  VAL A   13    =      0.7

16 aligned residues   IAS =     71.4

B.

6cro_tu.db  N15_A.db             S(i,j) 
LYS A   32  GLN A   29    =      4.3
ASN A   31  TYR A   28    =      1.4
ALA A   29  ALA A   26    =      1.6
SER A   28  GLY A   25    =      3.3
GLN A   27  PRO A   24    =      1.2
GLY A   24  GLY A   21    =      2.1
LEU A   23  VAL A   20    =      3.5
LYS A   21  VAL A   18    =      5.8
ALA A   20  ALA A   17    =      1.7
THR A   19  ALA A   16    =      1.8
THR A   17  GLU A   14    =      0.8

11 aligned residues   IAS =     27.4
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Figure 5.1. An example of Interface Alignment Software output.  A. Software output 

for comparison of the N-terminal domain of λ CI repressor bound to consensus operator 

(PDB 1LMB) (Beamer and Pabo, 1992) and chain A of N15 Cro bound to consensus 

operator.  Pairs of amino-acid residues identified as having similar spatial relationships 

with DNA bases are listed along with a similarity score, S(i,j).  Similarity scores for the 

entire complex are added to give an Interface Alignment Score (IAS) that describes the 

overall similarity of binding geometry for the two complexes.  B.  Software output for 

comparison of λ Cro bound to consensus operator, chains T and U (PDB 6CRO) and 

chain A of N15 Cro bound to consensus operator.  The much lower IAS of 27.4, 

compared to 71.4 in (A), indicates that N15 Cro binding geometry is more similar to that 

of λ CI repressor than λ Cro.
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RESULTS

Overview of structure, crystal packing and protein/DNA conformation

A 2.1 Å resolution structure was obtained for N15 Cro bound to consensus site 

DNA consisting of 16 base pairs of duplex with single thymine overhangs at the 5' ends. 

Crystallographic statistics are presented in Table 5.1.  The asymmetric unit contained one 

N15 dimer/DNA complex, which is shown in Figure 5.2.  Residues 1-62 were modeled 

for one N15 monomer (chain A) and residues 1-63 for the other (chain B) with the 

remaining C-terminal residues (out of 71 residues total) not located in density maps.  No 

alternate side chain conformations were included, and 171 water molecules were modeled 

into the asymmetric unit.  The complex had a high level of non-crystallographic 

symmetry, with the two halves aligning with a RMSD of 0.23 Å for all atoms, excluding 

waters and residue 63 of N15 Cro chain B.  A representative portion of the electron 

density map is shown in Figure 5.3, where a portion of the protein/DNA binding interface 

and several modeled waters are visible.  

The crystal lattice is in part held together by interactions between adjacent 

duplexes of DNA.  In each complex, 16 pairs of DNA nucleotides are involved in 

canonical base pair interactions.  However, at either end three Thy bases and two Ade 

bases come together to form a three base pair stretch of DNA triplex.  These interactions 

are diagrammed in Figure 5.4.  In each case the single 5’ Thy forms a Hoogsteen pairing 

with the Ade in the second to last Thy/Ade pair, as shown in Figure 5.4 B and C.  The 

first and last Thy/Ade base pairs of adjacent strands also come together to form triplex 
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Table 5.1 Crystallographic data for N15 Cro/DNA complex

Crystal preparation
Conditions 0.4 M ammonium phosphate, monobasic
Cryoprotectant 15% glycerol
Space group P41212
Unit cell (Å) a=b=56.56, c=195.76
VM

a 3.21

Data collection
X-ray source SSRL beamline 9-2
Wavelength (Å) 0.97946
Resolution (Å)b 65.37-2.10 (2.21-2.10)
Observed reflections 299858
Unique reflections 19616
Average redundancyb 15.3       16.0
Completeness (%)b 100.0     100.0
Rmerge

b 0.05       0.45
I/σ(I)b 30.8       6.7

  Note: Values in () are for the last resolution shell.

Structure refinement
Rcryst

b 0.21
Rfree

b 0.24
rmsd bonds (Å) 0.01
rmsd angles (o) 2.02

aVM--Matthews coefficient.
bOverall (outer shell). 
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A.

B.
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Figure 5.2.  N15 Cro bound to consensus site DNA.  A. Stick representation of the 

asymmetric unit of crystals solved in space group P41212, which contains the relevant 

biological unit of an N15 dimer bound to DNA.  Water molecules are shown as aqua 

colored spheres.  B.  The same view without waters and protein represented as a ribbon.
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Figure 5.3.  A representative portion of the electron density map for the 

crystallographic model of N15 Cro bound to DNA.  A 2Fo-Fc map, contoured at 1.5 

sigma, is shown in blue.  Electron density clearly fits well around modeled DNA bases, 

protein side chains and water molecules (shown as red spheres).  Gln 29, at RH positions 

H6, is visible in the major groove of DNA.  A layer of water molecules that populate the 

interface region are also visible.
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A.

B.

C.       D.
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Figure 5.4.  Interactions between adjacent DNA duplexes in the crystal lattice.  A. 

Three adjacent N15 Cro/DNA complexes related by crystallographic symmetry.  DNA 

strands come together to form a three base pair stretch of triplex on either end of each 

N15 Cro/DNA complex.  Linked DNA strands lie parallel to the long axis of the unit cell. 

B.  Diagram of interactions between adjacent DNA duplexes.  Watson-Crick pairings 

between bases are indicated with solid lines, while Hoogsteen pairings are denoted with 

dashed lines.  C. An example of DNA triplex formed by the second to last base pair at the 

end of one strand and the 5’ Thy of the next.  Watson-Crick H-bonds are shown with 

solid black lines between Ade and Thy from complementary strands (colored green). 

Hoogsteen H-bonds are shown with red dashed lines between the O4 and N3 of Thy and 

N6 and N7 of Ade, respectively.  D. Statistically disordered DNA triplex formed by the 

last Thy/Ade pair of one strand and the first Thy/Ade base pair of the next.  Bases H-

bond with a pattern identical to what is shown in (C).  However, the crystal is statistically 

disordered such that one or the other Ade from each strand participates, but not both. 

Electron density could not be located for an alternative Ade conformation, suggesting 

that the excluded base is disordered.
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with identical an H-bonding pattern, as shown in Figure 5.4 B and D.  However at this

location the crystal is statistically disordered such that one or the other Ade base from

each strand participates, but not both.  Both Ade bases at this location were modeled at 

half-occupancy.  Electron density could not be located for the excluded Ade base, 

suggesting it is disordered.  

The conformation of N15 Cro bound to DNA is nearly identical to the unbound 

structure (PDB 1HIN).  Alignment of the two N15 monomers (excluding residue 63 of 

chain B) gave a RMSD for all atoms of 0.556 A (not shown).  DNA conformation was 

analyzed with the program CURVES 5.1 as described in Materials and Methods.  On 

binding by λ Cro, DNA is bent towards protein by 39.46 degrees, but slightly less so on 

binding by N15 Cro (25.36 degrees).  Other parameters describing DNA conformation 

are shown in Tables 5.2A and B for the λ Cro complex (Albright and Matthews, 1998a) 

and N15 Cro complex, respectively.  Tilt and roll describe the amount of bending 

between neighboring base-pairs.  In each case, roll values show stronger bending at the 

center of the protein/DNA complex (at either side of base pair 9 for λ Cro, and in-

between base pairs 8 and 9 for N15 Cro).  Helical twist values measure DNA “winding”, 

and show in both cases DNA is slightly under-wound compared to B-form DNA, which 

has a standard helical twist value of 36 degrees (Lavery, 1989).  Deviations from 

planarity between bases in a base-pair is measured with buckle and propeller twist, and it 

is notable that DNA in complex with N15 Cro has significantly more propeller twist 

(-15.76 degrees) than DNA in complex with λ Cro (-0.20 degrees).
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Table 5.2A. Conformation of DNA in complex with λ Cro
                                                                                                                                                          
                            Propeller          Helical 

 Buckle twist     Tilt  Roll    twist
               (deg.)    (deg.)    (deg.)    (deg.)  (deg.)

                                                                                        

1 T  -15.52    25.89 
   7.44     6.12    34.74  

2 A   -3.68     0.57    
  -4.75    -8.11    23.90  

3 T            -6.48     4.78   
   6.68    16.30    31.02

4 C           -10.56     0.80  
   0.12     2.87    32.85  

5 A             5.48    -8.42  
  -2.79     7.87    34.66  

6 C             6.15    -6.33    
  15.03    -3.83    24.43  

7 C            11.07    -2.52    
   0.50     4.53    42.16

8 G            -0.38   -32.12    
       -3.41   -14.40    39.90  

9 C           -10.34    16.23    
        -4.08   -18.43    33.21  

   10 G            -6.88   -17.37    
   7.59     2.39    44.70  

   11 G           -11.05    -2.52     
 -14.59    -3.46    24.76  

   12 G            -6.15    -6.34     
   3.36     8.26    34.58  

   13 T            -5.50    -8.44  
   0.38     3.19    32.81  

   14 G            10.49     0.75    
  -6.21    16.64    31.01  

   15 A             6.36     4.68    
   5.12    -7.74    23.87  

   16 T             3.60     0.53    
  -6.59     6.83    34.84  

   17 A            15.87    26.02    

   Average        -1.53    -0.20     -0.32     1.20    32.30

                                                                                                                                                                      
Calculations were performed with CURVES 5.1, as described in Materials and Methods. 
Parameters are as described by Lavery (1988) and globally calculated values are reported. 
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Table 5.2B. Conformation of DNA in complex with Ν15 Cro
                                                                                                                                                          
                            Propeller          Helical 

 Buckle twist     Tilt  Roll    twist
               (deg.)    (deg.)    (deg.)    (deg.)  (deg.)

                                                                                        

1 T             2.32    -13.84    
   -0.39     3.07    31.55  

2 T   -2.87    -18.26     
   -5.58    10.33    38.74  

3 A          3.14    -17.81     
    3.61     3.20    21.26  

4 T             7.15     -8.64     
     -0.61     1.40    42.71  

5 A            -3.56    -13.59   
    1.31    12.56    36.11  

6 G             1.48    -23.44    
    1.24    -8.17    35.75  

7 C            -8.49    -13.91     
    6.63     4.49    26.89  

8 T            -0.63    -16.71    
    0.20   -21.93    53.74  

9 A            -0.16    -17.05   
         -9.88     6.82    26.68  

   10 G            11.60    -10.98   
      -4.04    -2.37    32.36  

   11 C             3.38    -26.76   
     3.27     9.86    38.25  

   12 T             2.63    -15.56   
     1.60     1.51    43.38  

   13 A           -11.14     -9.08     
   -2.30     3.81    23.75  

   14 T            -0.23   -14.19     
    4.17     9.74    34.32  

   15 A             3.58   -19.13     
    0.48     0.44    32.50  

   16 A             4.26   -13.23     

Average   0.78   -15.76      -0.02     2.32    34.53

                                                                                                                                                                        
Calculations were performed with CURVES 5.1, as described in Materials and Methods. 
Parameters are as described by Lavery (1988), and globally calculated values are 
reported.     
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Analysis of coding contacts 

The RH and cognate consensus DNA site sequence of N15 Cro obey the proposed 

evolutionary “code” described in Chapter 2.  Specifically, the N15 Cro RH contains Pro 

at position H1, Ala at position H3, and Gln at position H6, which under the “code” match 

with Thy at position +2, Thy at position –5 and Cyt at position –6, respectively, all of 

which are present in the consensus half-site.  Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of the 

structural models proposed for these interactions in Chapter 2 and what is observed in the 

structure of N15 Cro bound to consensus site DNA.  

As seen in Figure 5.5 A, modeling Pro at H1 and Thy at +2 into the structure of λ 

Cro bound to DNA showed a gap between the two residues, however it was anticipated 

that the binding interface might adjust to accommodate van der Waals contact.  In the RH 

of N15 Cro, however, Pro at H1 makes no direct contact with DNA.  Instead the side 

chain Tyr at H5 is sandwiched in between Pro at H1 and Thy at +2.  Tyr at H5 makes van 

der Waals contact with the methyl groups of Thy bases at +2 and +1 and donates an H-

bond to the phosphate group of Thy +1.  The predicted interaction between Pro at H1 and 

Thy at +2 does not exist at the binding interface of N15 Cro and consensus site DNA, and 

the structure provides no obvious explanation for the observed sequence correlation.

At position H3 in λ Cro, backbone atoms of Ala make van der Waals contact with 

the Thy methyl at –5 as shown in Figure 5.5 B at the left.  At equivalent positions in the 

binding interface of N15 Cro and consensus site DNA, shown at the right, the backbone 

atoms of Ala at H3 also make van der Waals contact with the Thy methyl at -5.  This 
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A.            H1 to +2 in PSQ model  H1 to +2 in N15 Cro

         

B. H3 to –3 in λ Cro bound to DNA           H3 to –3 in N15 Cro

          
C.

        H6 to –6 in PSQ model  H6 to –6 in N15 Cro

              

+2  

+1  

-6

-5

-4 -6

-5
-4
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Figure 5.5.  Predicted coding position contacts versus observed coding position 

contacts in the structure of N15 Cro bound to consensus site DNA.  A. Shown on the 

left is the proposed interaction between Pro at H1 and Thy at +2 based on the structure of 

λ Cro bound to consensus site DNA.  A predicted van der Waals interaction is shown 

with a double headed arrow.  On the right is a diagram of these two positions at the 

binding interface of N15 Cro and consensus site DNA.  Pro at H1 makes no direct contact 

with DNA, while Tyr at H5 makes van der Waals interactions with Thy at +2 and Thy at 

+1, and H-bonds the phosphate of Thy +1, shown with a dashed black line.  B. At left is 

Ala at H3 and Thy at –5 at the binding interface of λ Cro bound to consensus site DNA. 

Van der Waals contacts between the two are shown with an arrow.  At right is the same 

interaction at the binding interface of N15 Cro and DNA, which appears to operate in the 

same way.  C. At left is a structural model for interaction between Gln at H6 and Cyt at –

6, with a predicted H-bond formed between the two.  In N15 Cro, shown at right, Gln at 

H6 makes no contact with Cyt at –6, but forms H-bonds with Thy at -4 and –5, and 

coordinates a water molecule with the Cyt at –6 phosphate.
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interaction appears to work the same way in both λ Cro and N15 Cro, and supports the 

sequence correlations observed in Chapter 2.

At RH position H6, Gln was predicted to make a direct H-bond with Cyt at –6 

when modeled into the λ Cro binding interface, shown at the left in Figure 5.5 C. 

However, in N15 Cro (at the right in Figure 5.5 C) there is no direct contact between side 

chain and base.  Instead, Gln at H6 donates H-bonds to O4 of Thy at +4 and Thy at –5. 

However, a water molecule sits directly above the Cyt –6 base, and is coordinated by the 

Gln side chain carboxyl on one side and the phosphate of Cyt –6 on the other. 

Interestingly, the same set of interactions exists in the structure of 434 CI repressor bound 

to OR3 and OR1 (PDB 1PER and 2OR1, respectively) (Aggarwal et al., 1988; Rodgers 

and Harrison, 1993): the only difference is the Gln side chain makes a water mediated H-

bond to Ade that sits at the equivalent of position +4.  

Summary of protein/DNA interactions

The N15 Cro RH of each monomer makes contacts in the major groove of each 

DNA half-site as diagrammed in Figure 5.6, along with a similar contact diagram for 

binding by λ Cro.  There are five amino-acid side chains that obviously participate in 

sequence-specific contacts.  As mentioned above, the backbone atoms of Ala 26 (at H3) 

forms part of a hydrophobic pocket that holds the methyl group of Thy –5; Tyr 29 (at H5) 

stacks against the methyl groups of Thy bases at +1 and +2; and Gln 29 (at H6) donates 

H-bonds to the O4 atoms of Thy bases at +4 and –5.  There are also three water-mediated 

sequence specific contacts, not shown in Figure 5.6.  The N6 of Ade +3 is coordinated 

via a water to the carboxyl group of Gly 25 (at H2), and N7 of the same base is connected 
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to the carboxyl side chain of Gln 32 by a series of two bridging waters.  Also, N6 of Ade 

–4 is coordinated via a water to the side chain of Thr 23.

N15 Cro makes several direct and water-mediated H-bonds to DNA phosphate 

groups, which are shown in Figure 5.7.  The nomenclature used to describe DNA 

phosphates in the structures of λ CI repressor and λ Cro bound to DNA (Albright and 

Matthews, 1998a; Beamer and Pabo, 1992) is adopted here, assigning them names PA to 

PE.  Since this previous naming scheme excluded contacts made to the phosphate groups 

of Ade at +3 and Thy at –3, these groups were denoted as PF and PG, respectively. 

Briefly, for each half-site there are six direct H-bonds interactions between amino-acid 

side chains and phosphates, and seven water-mediated H-bonds between amino-acid 

backbone or side chain atoms and phosphates.  These contacts are made to phosphates at 

positions +1, +2, +3, -3, -5, -6 and –7.  N15 Cro makes no direct contacts with the central 

two base pairs of DNA, though several waters occupy this space.  

Global and local binding geometry in the major groove of DNA

Binding geometry of five structures of Cro or CI bound to DNA, shown in Figure 

5.8, were compared.  434 Cro is more closely related to the CI proteins than other Cros 

(Newlove et al., 2004), and should be considered part of the CI family.  The structures of 

N15 Cro and λ Cro bound to DNA are the only true representatives of DNA-binding for 

the Cro family.  Visually, the binding geometry of 434 Cro, 434 cI, λ CI and N15 Cro 

appear similar to one another (with the RH sitting approximately perpendicular to the 

plane of the page) while λ Cro appears different (the RH sits more at an angle).  
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Figure 5.6: Sequence specific contacts made in the major groove of DNA by the RH 

of λ Cro (top) and N15 Cro.  A. Sequence-specific contacts made by λ Cro to consensus 

site DNA in the major groove.  This diagram is identical to a portion of Figure 2.2.  Solid 

lines indicate H-bonds while dashed lines denote van der Waals contacts.  B.  A similar 

diagram for N15 Cro bound to consensus site DNA.  Three sequence-specific contacts 

made by bridging waters are not shown in this diagram: the N6 of Ade +3 is coordinated 

via a water to the carbonyl group of Gly 25 (at H2), N7 of the same base is connected to 

the carboxyl side chain of Gln 32 by a series of two bridging waters, and N6 of Ade –4 is 

coordinated to the side chain of Thr 23.  
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Figure 5.7: Diagram of direct and water-mediated contacts between N15 Cro and 

DNA phosphate groups.  Direct H-bonds between side chains and bases are shown with 

solid lines, water-mediated contacts are shown with dashed lines.
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To gain more specific information, the binding geometry of each half-complex 

from these structures (consisting of a Cro or CI monomer bound to a DNA half-site) was 

compared quantitatively using Protein DNA Interface Alignment Software as described 

in Materials and Methods.   Table 5.3 lists IAS scores and the number of aligned residues 

calculated for comparisons between structures of Cro and CI proteins bound to DNA. 

These scores provide a quantitative measure of the how structurally similar the 

relationships between amino-acids and bases are at two different protein/DNA binding 

interfaces.  The same IAS scores are presented as a visual matrix in Figure 5.9.  For 

reference an alignment was carried out of each half-complex with itself - each identical 

interacting amino-acid/base pair received a perfect similarity score of 10 and IAS scores 

range from 360-490.  Whether the binding geometry of two complexes is considered 

significant depends on how the IAS score is interpreted.  Siggers and colleagues (2005) 

used several different IAS scales when making comparisons, with lower cutoff values 

ranging from 40-140.  Their comparison of helix-turn-helix (HTH) DNA-binding 

proteins considered IAS scores from 40-80 significant, a choice adopted here.

The structure of λ Cro bound to consensus operator (PDB 6CRO) was solved as a 

single monomer in the asymmetric unit bound to two spatially overlapping half-sites that 

were statistically disordered in the crystal at the central base pair that coincided with a 

two-fold crystallographic axis.  The two alternate DNA duplexes were denoted chains R 

and S, or T and U.  These were separated for interface alignments but gave nearly 

identically scores (compare lines 6cro, rs and 6cro, tu).  Similarly, the two halves of 

theN15 Cro/DNA complex, which are identical in sequence, gave very similar scores.  In 
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Figure 5.8.  Structures of Cro and CI proteins bound to DNA used for structural 

alignment of binding interfaces.  A. Structure of 434 Cro dimer bound to DNA 

containing the OR1 site sequence (PDB 3CRO) (Mondragon and Harrison, 1991).  B. 

Structure of 434 CI repressor dimer bound to DNA containing the OR3 site sequence 

(PDB 1PER) (Rodgers and Harrison, 1993).  C.  λ Cro bound to a consensus operator 

DNA sequence (PDB 6CRO) (Albright and Matthews, 1998a).  The dimer was 

reconstructed using crystallographic symmetry.  D. The N-terminal domain of λ CI 

repressor bound to DNA containing the OL1 sequence (PDB 1LMB) (Beamer and Pabo, 

1992).  E. A N15 Cro dimer bound to DNA containing consensus site sequence.  
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Table 5.3. Interface Alignment Scores (IAS) of DNA-bound Cro and CI structures

N15 N15 λ cro λ cro λ cI λ cI 434cro 434cro 434cI 434cI

a               b              rs              tu             3, nc         4,c            r, nc         l,c             r,nc          l,c             

N15 360 353.3 27.4 27.4 60.1 71.4 56.0 54.3 63.6 64.4
a (36) (36) (11) (11) (15) (16) (13) (14) (16) (13)

N15 - 360 28.9 28.9 66.2 74.5 57.9 51.1 59.3 64.1
b (36) (14) (14) (16) (17) (12) (13) (16) (15)

λ cro - 430.0 391.6 48.3 38.4 48.1 37.6 29.1 28.1
rs (43) (43) (15) (14) (14) (14) (17) (10)

λ cro - - 440.0 48.4 38.8 50.6 38.4 29.2 28.0
tu (44) (15) (14) (14) (14) (16) (10)

λ cI - - - 430.0 275.5 96.4 114.9 124.0 129.4
3, nc (43) (40) (20) (19) (27) (25)

λ cI - - - - 490.0 74.1 82.1 88.3 99.9
4, c (49) (16) (18) (24) (25)

434 cro - - - - - 390.0 199.5 159.1 171.3
r, nc (39) (34) (31) (29)

434 cro - - - - - - 400.0 172.5 141.3
l, c (40) (28) (29)

434 cI - - - - - - - 360.0 249.7
 r, nc (36) (35)

434 cI - - - - - - - - 360.0
l, c (36)
                                                                                                                                                                        
IAS and the number of aligned residues are listed for N15 Cro monomers a and b bound 
to DNA; λ Cro (PDB 6CRO) bound  two different DNA half-sites designated chains r 
and s, and t and u (6crors and 6crotu) (Albright and Matthews, 1998a); λ CI repressor 
(PDB 1LMB) monomers 3 and 4 (Beamer and Pabo, 1992); 434 Cro (PDB 3CRO) 
monomers r and s (Mondragon and Harrison, 1991); and 434 CI repressor (PDB 1PER) 
monomers r and l (Rodgers and Harrison, 1993).  Monomer binding to consensus (c) and 
non-consensus (nc) DNA half-sites is also indicated.
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Figure 5.9. Interface Alignment Scores (IAS) between DNA-bound Cro and CI 

structures.  Interface Alignment Scores from Table 4.7 are represented as boxes with 

different colors, as shown above, on a scale ranging from greater than 80 (indicating very 

similar binding geometry, colored red) to 40-45 (indicating less similar binding 

geometry, purple).  IAS values below 40 are not shown.
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both cases each DNA half-site contains an identical consensus binding site sequence.  

However, the structure of the N-terminal domain of λ cI repressor (PDB 1LMB) 

was solved in complex with OL1 binding site, which contains non-consensus and 

consensus half-sites (bound by chains 3 and 4,  respectively) (Beamer and Pabo, 1992); 

the structure of 434 CI repressor (PDB 1PER) was solved in complex with OR3, 

containing consensus and non-consensus half-sites (bound by chains L and R, 

respectively) (Rodgers and Harrison, 1993); and the structure of 434 Cro (PDB 3CRO) 

was solved with OR1, which contains consensus and non-consensus half-sites (bound by 

chains L and R, respectively) (Mondragon and Harrison, 1991).  For these structures the 

two halves of the complex behave somewhat differently: for example the 434 CI 

monomer bound to consensus site has docking geometry more similar to λ CI bound to 

the non-consensus half of OL1 (IAS score 129.4) than the consensus half (IAS score 

99.9).  The IAS scores show that N15 Cro binding geometry is most similar to λ CI 

repressor bound to consensus operator, followed by the two monomers of 434 Cro 

repressor, λ CI repressor bound to the non-consensus half of OL1, and 434 Cro (3cro). 

N15 Cro docking geometry is least similar to that of λ Cro.  As seen in Figure 5.9, λ cI, 

434 CI and 434 Cro form a tight “cluster” based on binding geometry.  N15 Cro has at 

least some similarity to this “cluster”, while λ Cro has very little, and the two Cro 

proteins do not have significantly similar overall binding geometry to one another.

However the program did pick out corresponding pairs of RH residues as having 

similar spatial relationships with DNA.  As seen in Figure 5.1, residues 27, 28, 29, 31 and 

32 of λ Cro were matched with residues 24, 25, 26, 28 and 29 in N15 Cro, respectively 
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(or RH positions H1, H2, H3, H5 and H6 in each case).  Both proteins bind with a 

conserved HTH motif: a structural alignment of this motif from the two structures is 

shown in Figure 5.10A, and gave an RMSD for all atoms of 0.625 Å.  The relative 

location of coding “pairs” in this alignment is different for residues at H1 and +2 (Figure 

5.10B), but similar for pairs at H3 and –5, and H6 and –6 (Figure 5.10 C and D).  While 

the overall binding geometry of λ Cro and N15 Cro is not significantly similar (reflected 

by the quantitative interface alignment measurement) some local aspects of binding in the 

major groove of DNA seem to be conserved.  Specifically, the relative spatial 

relationship between coding residues at two positions is very similar in the two structures. 
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A. B.

       

 

C. D.
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Figure 5.10: Structural alignment of λ Cro and N15 Cro HTH motifs and relative 

spatial locations of coding residues.  A. Alignment of HTH binding motif of N15 Cro 

(aqua) and λ Cro (green) using residues 16-35 in λ Cro and 12-32 of N15 Cro.  The 

RMSD for all atoms was 0.625 Å.  B. Relative spatial location of residues at H1 and 

DNA bases at +2 in the alignment (Gln and Ade, in λ Cro, and Pro and Thy in N15 Cro, 

respectively).  C. Relative spatial location of residues at H3 and DNA bases at –5 in the 

alignment (Ala and Thy for both structures).  D.  Relative spatial locations of residues at 

H6 and DNA bases at –6 in the alignment (Lys and Gua, in λ Cro, and Gln and Cyt, in 

N15 Cro, respectively).
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DISCUSSION

Lack of clear structural explanation for Pro H1 to Thy +2 correlation

A structural model was proposed in Chapter 2 to explain the observed sequence 

correlation between Pro at H1 and Thy at +2.  This model predicted that the Pro side 

chain would make van der Waals contact with the Thy methyl group.  When those 

residues were modeled into the corresponding positions of the structure of λ Cro bound to 

consensus site DNA, there was a gap between the Pro β-carbon and Thy methyl, with an 

interatomic distance of ~5.4 Å.  However it was suggested that the binding interface 

might adjust to allow for direct van der Waals contact.  N15 Cro and its consensus site 

DNA naturally contains these two residues at the binding interface.  In the structure 

presented here, the Pro makes no direct contact with DNA: its side chain lies 7.0 Å from 

the Thy methyl at +2, and  the side chain of Tyr at H5 is sandwiched between the two. 

Rather than moving closer to Thy at +2, as proposed, Pro at H1 is further away than what 

was proposed in the PSQ model.  The structure does not provide a rationale for the 

conserved sequence covariation between the two sites.

There are several possible explanations.  The structure is unusual because of the 

short stretch of DNA triplex formed between adjacent duplexes in the crystal, and base 

pair 2 is one of the DNA pairs that participates.  Possibly the conformation of DNA is 

somehow unnaturally constrained by these interactions and the structure represents some 

alternative mode of binding in which contact between Pro and Thy has been disrupted. 

There is no explicit reason to conclude this, but it must be considered a possibility.  It is 

also possible that the Pro to Thy correlation does not work the same way in N15 Cro as it 
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does in other family members – in other words, N15 Cro is somehow an outlier.  The 

only other family member for which a DNA-bound structure is available is λ Cro, and it 

is difficult to definitively categorize one or the other of these as an “outlier” without more 

structures for comparison.  

Another possibility is that the nature of the Pro to Thy correlation needs to be 

rethought.  While the sequence correlations from Chapter 2 did show a strong preference 

for Thy at +2 when there was a Pro at H1, the opposite was not true (see Figure 2.4). 

Whenever position +2 did not contain Ade there was almost always a Thy, and this base 

occurred along with a variety of other residues at H1 besides Pro.  Also, λ Cro variants 

containing Pro at H1 generally failed to distinguish between their predicted cognate DNA 

site sequences, containing Thy +2, and non-cognate WT DNA site sequences containing 

Ade +2 (Chapter 3).  Pro at H1 also failed to make direct contact with Thy +2 (or any 

DNA base) in the structure of N15 Cro bound to consensus site DNA.  This combination 

of residues may occur for some as of yet undiscovered reason.  Potentially Pro does 

confer binding specificity for Thy at +2 by some indirect means.  Or Pro and Thy might 

be favored at their respective positions for unrelated reasons, as a “default” situation 

when the Gln and Ade pair is not present. 

The Ala H3 and Thy –5 pairing works similarly for λ Cro and N15 Cro 

The Ala H3 to Thy –5 pairing appears to work the same way for λ Cro and N15 

Cro.  In both cases, amino-acid main chain atoms make van der Waals contact with the 

Thy methyl.  It is reassuring that this covariation appears to work the same way for two 

different family members.  However, the correlation is still somewhat puzzling, given 
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that it was the most strongly conserved sequence correlation (see Chapter 2) and contact 

between the two residues involves main-chain rather than side-chain atoms.  Since 

neither N15 Cro or λ Cro contains the alternate Ser at H3 to Cyt at –5 pairing, the task of 

elucidating the basis for this correlation is unfinished.

 
Gln at H6 may indirectly specify recognition for Cyt –6

As shown in Figure 5.5, it was predicted that the side chain carbonyl of Gln at H6 

would form a H-bond with N4 of Cyt –6.  However, instead this Gln donates H-bonds to 

O4 of Thy –5 and Thy +4, apparently conferring binding specificity for these bases rather 

than Cyt –6.  The Gln carbonyl does coordinate a water molecule with the phosphate of 

Cyt –6.  This water sits above C5 of the base and forms van der Waals contacts.  This is 

rather similar to the model that was proposed to explain the sequence correlation between 

Ser at H3 and Cyt at –5 (Chapter 2): potentially the side chain of Ser could coordinate a 

water molecule to sit in the space above C5 of Cyt, which would have to be occupied by 

a methyl group if the base were instead a Thy.  Potentially Gln could maintain this 

indirect mechanism to specify Cyt at –6 whether the base at position –5 provided a H-

bond acceptor (such as the O4 of Thy) or donor (such as N4 of Cyt). 

The same recognition pattern ( between Gln at H6, Thy at –5 and Cyt at –6) can 

be seen in structures of 434 CI bound to OR3 and OR1 DNA sites.  It was noted in Chapter 

2 that CI proteins appeared to follow “coding” covariations at positions H1 and H3, but 

not at H6.  The discovery that the Gln H6 to Cyt –6 correlation works the same way in 

N15 Cro and 434 CI is interesting.  Only two CI proteins obey this sequence correlation 
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(P22 and Pfl6 Cro both contain Gln at H6 and Cyt at –6), but they might also utilize this 

same indirect recognition mechanism.  

N15 Cro and λ Cro binding geometry

 A very interesting picture comes out of the analysis of N15 Cro binding 

geometry.  Helix-turn-helix binding proteins can have very different relative binding 

geometries in the major groove of DNA and it is expected that only DNA-binding 

proteins with conserved binding geometries (or conserved structural contexts of binding) 

should be able to share limited recognition “codes” (see Chapter 1).  The analysis done 

with Protein DNA interface alignment software implies that λ Cro and N15 Cro should 

have few features of binding in common: overall, they do not have significantly similar 

binding geometry.  It also implies that N15 Cro should have more in common with more 

distantly related CI proteins than with its family member, λ Cro.  However, “coding” 

residues were included among those few identified by the software as having spatially 

similar relationships with DNA, and if the HTH-binding motifs of each structure are 

aligned, two out of three pairs of correlated residues visually occupy approximately the 

same space.  This suggests that while the global binding geometry of the two has 

diverged to become significantly different, some important, local spatial relationships at 

the binding interface have been conserved.  

These conserved spatial relationships are interesting for two reasons.  First, they 

might have very easily escaped notice.  Several of the “coding” pairs seem to work in 

non-obvious, indirect ways, and while they are noticeable as strongly conserved sequence 

covariations (Chapter 2), their importance might easily be missed from examination of a 
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single structure, or perhaps even of multiple structures.  Second, they are shared by very 

different proteins.  Potentially N15 Cro and λ Cro are perhaps as different as Cro proteins 

can get, having different folds, different dimerization interfaces, different binding 

geometries and binding to half-sites with even and odd axis symmetry, respectively.  
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CHAPTER 6: A HIGH RESOLUTION STRUCTURE OF REDUCED XFASA1 

CRO AND PRELIMINARY CHARACTERIZATION OF BINDING BY XFASA1 

CRO AND Pfl6 CRO

INTRODUCTION

Cros are remarkably diverse in both structure and function.  The family 

encompasses at least two different protein folds: one, represented by λ Cro, has α-helix 

and β-sheet secondary structure while the other, represented by P22 Cro, is all α-helical 

(Newlove et al., 2004).  Cros specifically recognize cognate OR1/OR2/OR3 DNA sites that 

differ in both base-pair sequence and half-site spacing.  To accommodate this, Cro dimer 

interfaces have evolved to place the recognition helices of two subunits slightly farther 

apart (in the case of odd dyad symmetry) or slightly closer together (in the case of even 

dyad symmetry).  The strength of Cro dimerization also varies, with λ Cro and N15 Cro 

exhibiting similar dissociation constants in the low µM range, despite their different 

folds, (Darling et al., 2000a; Jana et al., 1997; LeFevre and Cordes, 2003), and P22 Cro 

and Xfasa1 Cro showing no detectable dimerization in solution (Anderson, 2004; 

Newlove et al., 2004)).  In light of their structural diversity it seems remarkable that Cros 

appear to share a conserved functional code of any sort, yet this dissertation presents 

some evidence to that effect.  This makes the family an exciting and unique system in 

which to address questions about how evolutionary changes in structure and function can 

interplay with one another.

Previous work on Cro structural evolution drew attention to two family members 

from prophage or bacterial genomes: Cro from Xylella fastidiosa Ann-1, or Xfasa1 Cro, 
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and Cro from Pseudomonas fluorescens PF-5, or Pfl6 Cro.  (It should be noted that these 

Cro protein were previously referred to as XA02p Cro and PF01p Cro, respectively). 

These proteins were used to form part of a transitive homology chain (or a path of 

"stepping stones") between P22 Cro and λ Cro (Newlove et al., 2004).  A sequence 

alignment of Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro is shown in Figure 6.1a.  Depending on how a 

pairwise alignment is done, the two have 38-40% sequence identity and are globally 

homologous.  However, circular dichroism spectra suggested they have different folds 

(Figure 6.1c) (Anderson, 2004).  A high resolution crystallographic structure confirmed 

the expectation that Pfl6 Cro has a fold very similar to that of λ Cro (Roessler, Cordes 

and Roberts, unpublished data), while it was anticipated that Xfasa1 Cro would have an 

all α-helical fold.  If true, the pair might constitute two proteins with the highest known 

percent sequence identity, yet different folds, discovered to date.  

Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro also have characteristics suggesting an interesting 

functional comparison.  As shown in Figure 6.1a and b, the two proteins have nearly 

identical recognition helices and obey the proposed "code" presented in Chapter 2.  Even 

so, the predicted consensus OR sequences for the two are significantly different.  This 

suggests an intriguing situation might exist.  Results presented in this dissertation 

demonstrate that “coding” residues are important for DNA recognition, and correlations, 

in part, may constitute a functional “code”.  However, they are not all-encompassing 

determinants of function, nor as easy to explain as they initially seemed.  For example, as 

seen in Chapter 3, λ Cro variants display reduced binding specificity for their predicted
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A.
                   

XA 1 MNAIDIA--INKLGSVSALAASLGVRQSAISNWRARGRVPAERCIDIERVTNGAVICRELRPDVFGASPAGHRPEASNAAA 79
     |..|.::  :.:.|:.|||||:|||.|||||.     .|.|.|.|:|....:|.|...|:||     .||  ||:.:.|  
PF 1 MKKIPLSKYLEEHGTQSALAAALGVNQSAISQ-----MVRAGRSIEITLYEDGRVEANEIRP-----IPA--RPKRTAA-- 67

                     
B.

Xfasa1 consensus:     -ATCACG  CGTGAT-   
Xfasa1 OR3: 5' AAA TATCACGT G TTGTGAAT AAT 3'

Pfl6 consensus:     -A-TA  G  C  GC  T  A-T-
Pfl6 OR3: 5' AAA TATCAGTT C TGCTAATA ATC 3'

C.
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Figure 6.1: Sequence comparisons between Xfasa1 Cro, Pfl6 Cro and their 

predicted operator sequences.  A. A global alignment of the sequences of Xfasa1 Cro 

(XA) and Pfl6 Cro (PF), done with the program Needle (Needleman-Wunsch algorithm) 

within the EMBOSS package of programs using the EBLOSUM62 matrix with default 

values (gap penalty of 10.0, extend penalty of 0.5).  Using this alignment, the two 

sequences have a 38.3% sequence identity.  Recognition helix positions that follow 

correlations described in Chapter 2 are shown in the corresponding color scheme and 

underlined.  Two Cys residues, at positions 42 and 55, are underlined in black.  B. 

Comparison of the predicted DNA half-site consensus sequences (top) for Xfasa1 Cro 

and Pfl6 Cro, and the OR3 sequences (bottom) used in binding assays as described in 

Materials and Methods.  C.  Circular dichroism spectra scans carried out on 50 mM 

protein samples in 100 mM phosphate pH 7, with a 0.05 cm pathlength cell.  Pfl6 Cro is 

shown with a blue line with circles (top), oxidized Xfasa1 Cro with a black solid line 

(center) and reduced Xfasa1 Cro with a dashed red line (bottom).  Both forms of Xfasa1 

Cro show distinct minima at 208 and 222 nM, which is characteristic of predominantly α-

helical secondary structure.  Pfl6 Cro has a minima at 205 nM, and no minima at 222 nM, 

which is what would be expected for mixed α-helix/β-sheet secondary structure.  Data 

presented courtesy of William Anderson (Anderson, 2004).
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cognate DNA sites.  A closer comparison of Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro may prove useful. 

If DNA-binding specificity is not provided by "coding" positions of their recognition 

helices, or perhaps even elsewhere in their recognition helices, where does it originate? 

Furthermore, what impact has the evolution of a new fold had on function for these two 

proteins?

This chapter provides groundwork for a more detailed functional comparison of 

Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro.  It presents a high-resolution X-ray crystallography structure of 

the reduced form of Xfasa1 Cro, which confirms an all α-helical fold, as well as results 

of preliminary binding experiments that show only the reduced form of Xfasa1 Cro is 

functional, both proteins bind their predicted cognate OR3 sequences, and, furthermore, 

each specifically favors that designated sequence over the cognate sequence of the other.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mutagenesis and protein purification

A previously constructed synthetic Xfasa1 Cro gene in pET21b (Novagen), 

pWA100, was used which contains the Xfasa1 Cro open reading frame (ORF) and an 

additional C-terminal sequence (LEHHHHHH), or His-tag.  A QuikChange site-directed 

mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) was used to introduce a stop mutation to remove the C-

terminal tag.  The resulting plasmid containing the gene for “tailless” Xfasa1 Cro was 

named pBH300.  For purposes of crystallization, Xfasa1 Cro was overexpressed from 

pBH300 in Escherichia coli strain BL21(DE3) in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth at 37°C. 

 Overexpression was induced with 100 µg/mL IPTG when the culture reached an A600 of 

0.55-0.6.  After 2 hours additional growth, cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5000 

x g for 10 min, and cell pellets from 4 L of culture resuspended in a total of 50 mL cold 

lysis buffer (100 mM Tris [pH 8.0], 500 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM MgCl2).  100 µ

L of 100 mM PMSF were then added, and cells lysed by sonication in a stainless steel 

beaker on ice, using 4 x 1 min bursts.  100 µL more of 100 mM PMSF were added to 

lysate, which was then diluted with 350 mL cold lysis buffer.  4 mL of 10% (v/v) 

polyethyleneimine were added with stirring at 4 °C, and stirring continued for 15 min. 

 The lysate was then centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 30 min at 4 °C.  The supernatant was 

collected, 110.8 g ammonium sulfate (46% saturation) were added with stirring at 4 °C, 

and the stirring continued for 1 h.  The mixture was centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 30 min 

at 4 °C, the pellet discarded, and the supernatant brought to 97% saturation of ammonium 

sulfate by addition of 147 g of the same with stirring at 4 °C.  Stirring was continued 
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overnight, and after allowing excess ammonium sulfate to settle the mixture was again 

centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 30 min at 4 °C.  The pellet was resuspended in ~10 mL PC 

buffer (20 mM Tris [pH 8.0], 0.1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 1.4 mM β-mercaptoethanol) 

and dialyzed extensively against the same.  The dialysate was centrifuged to remove 

precipitates and loaded onto a Mono S HR 10/10 column equilibrated in PC buffer. 

 Xfasa1 Cro eluted approximately one fifth of the way through a NaCl gradient.  Mono S 

fractions containing Xfasa1 Cro were identified using SDS-PAGE, combined, 

concentrated to 2 mL using Centricon YM-3 centrifugal concentrators and loaded at a 

flow rate of 1.3 mL/min onto a Sephacryl S-100 HiPrep 26/60 size exclusion column 

equilibrated in PC buffer plus 200 mM NaCl.  Under these conditions, Xfasa1 Cro 

exhibited an elution volume of ~220 mL.  Appropriate fractions from the size exclusion 

step were again identified using SDS-PAGE, combined, dialyzed into reducing buffer 

(100 mM NaH2PO4 [pH 6], 5 mM EDTA) and then mixed 1:1 with reducing agent 

(50mM dithreothreitol, 100 mM β-mercaptoethanol).  This mixture was incubated for 1 

hour at 37oC.  

 
Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays

Stoichiometric electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were carried out as 

described in Chapter 3 with the following changes: DNA concentrations were not 

corrected for error due to hyperchromicity at A260, and 0.01% β-mercaptoethanol (or 1.43 

mM) was added to KP200, when necessary, to maintain the reduced state of Xfasa1 Cro. 

The DNA sequences used are shown in Figure 6.1b.  Tailless, purified Pfl6 Cro was 

kindly provided by Chris Roessler.  Xfasa1 Cro was oxidized by William Anderson as 
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follows: protein was dialyzed into oxidation buffer (100 mM ammonium bicarbonate [pH 

8], 0.1% sodium azide) and stirred at ambient temperature for five days (Anderson, 

2004).  To reduce Xfasa1 Cro, protein was dialyzed into reducing buffer (100 mM 

monobasic sodium phosphate [pH 6.0], 5 mM EDTA), diluted with an equal volume of 

reducing agent (50 mM dithiothreitol, 100 mM β-mercaptoethanol) and mixed for one 

hour at 37°C.  

Crystallization of Xfasa1 Cro

Purified Xfasa1 Cro was reduced as described above.  Protein was then 

extensively dialyzed into crystallization buffer (10 mM Hepes [pH 7.5], 200 mM NaCl, 1 

mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol) and reduced to a volume of 1.2 mL and a protein 

concentration of 24 mg/mL.  Xfasa1 Cro was crystallized by the hanging drop method. 

Drops were set up by mixing 2 µl of protein solution with 2 µl of reservoir solution (0.1 

M Tris [pH 8.5], 1.5 M ammonium sulfate, 16% glycerol and 1 mM Tris [2-

carboxyethyl] phosphine hydrochloride [TCEP-HCl]) and equilibrated against 1 mL of 

reservoir solution at room temperature.  Crystals formed within 3-4 days as tapered rods 

or clusters of rods up to 1 mm long with triangular cross sections measuring 0.05 mm on 

each side.  Crystals were trigonal with space group P321 and contained three monomers 

per asymmetric unit.

Crystal structure determination

Crystals were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen after being transferred to reservoir 

solution in which ammonium sulfate was replaced with lithium sulfate.  Data were 
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collected by Andrezej Weichsel on crystals cooled at 100K at APS beamline 14 BM-C 

using an ADSC Quantum-Q315 detector.  Data were processed and scaled using d*trek 

(Pflugrath, 1999).  

A major bottleneck was encountered in obtaining a phase solution.  Molecular 

replacement and seleno-methionine incorporation proved unsuccessful.  Extensive 

attempts were made to produce heavy atom derivatives, most of which are summarized in 

Table 6.1 for reference.  In each case mM solutions of compounds were prepared in 

soaking solution (mother liquor where ammonium sulfate was replaced with lithium 

sulfate).  Crystal were exposed for some amount of time, then back- soaked briefly in 

soaking solution without the heavy-atom compound (~5 minutes) and frozen.  Crystals 

that underwent this procedure in soaking solution alone showed no evidence of damage. 

Several data sets were also collected (in-house, at SSRL and BNL) in attempts to 

measure anomalous signal from sulfur atoms in native crystals.  

A phase solution was finally obtained with the program ACORN (Foadi et al., 

2000) and a 23 residue fragment of a high resolution structure of N15 Cro (PDB 2HIN, 

Cordes, Dubrava, Ingram and Roberts, unpublished work).  One ability of ACORN is to 

potentially solve the phase solution for data with 1.7Å resolution or better using a 

structural "seed".  This seed might, for example, be an idealized piece of secondary 

structure or a fragment from a homologous structure.  The seed used consisted of residues 

12-35 of chain B from the N15 Cro model in which most side chains were removed.  An 

identical seed from the other subunit of the same structure did not work.  The structural 

seed used is shown in Figure 6.2, along with the corresponding portion of Xfasa1 Cro.
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Table 6.1: Summary of attempts to obtain heavy-atom derivatives of Xfasa1 crystals

compound concentration time result

none (native control set)                              NA                                       3 hours                   1                            
Methyl mercuric chloride 1 mM 1 min 2
Mercury (II) thiocyanate 4 mM 2 min 2
2-(hydroxymercuri) benozoic acid 5 mM 5 min 2
                                                                                                                20 min                   5                            
K2PtCl4 7.2 mM 5 min 5

20 min 5
3 days 4

K2Pt(CN) 4
 a 5 mM 2 days 2

K2Pt(CNS) 6
b 5 mM 20 min 4

3 days 4
Pt ethylenediamine dichloride                      5 mM                                   2 days                    2                            
NaI 0.5 M 5 min 4
NaBr                                                                0.5 M                                   1 min                     8                            
GdSO4 10mM 10min 11

10mM 20 min 7, 9
10mM 2 days 2

GdCl 10mM 10min 11
10 mM 3 hours 7, 8
10mM 2 days 3

SmCl 10mM 30min 10, 11
10mM O/N 3

U(NO3) 2 mM 3 hours 7, 8
2 mM 2 days 2

SbS3 5 mM c 8
Palladium ammonium nitrate 5 mM c 8
Cu(Ac)2 5 mM c 8 
K3MoCl6 1 mM 1 hour 6, 7, 8
Molybdic acid c 1 hour 7, 8
                                                                      c                                           2 days                    2                            
Xenon 100psi 5 min 10, 11

a. CNS4 = Potassium tetracyanoplatinate (II); b. CNS6 = Potassium hexacyanoplatinate 
(IV); c. data lost or unavailable.  1. control data set, no evidence of crystal damange; 2. 
crystals vanish; 3. visible crystal damage; 4. no diffraction; 5. few reflections or poor 
resolution; 6. unit cell dimensions changed by more than 1%; 7. mosaicity of crystal >1; 
8. Rmerge >0.1; 9. Riso <0.05; 10. Riso >0.3; 11. data set collected but no evidence of 
incorporation.  
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This structural seed represents 24 out of 192 residues in the asymmetric unit (12.5%), or 

134 atoms out of 1659 total (8% of the scattering material in the asymmetric unit).

Solvent flattening was next performed using DM (Cowtan, 1994) followed by automatic 

building with RESOLVE (Terwilliger, 2004) resulting in an 18 residue model. 

ARP/WARP (Perrakis et al., 1999) was used to extend this into 27 residues and produced 

a map in which density for three Xfasa1 monomers was evident.  Manual building in 

COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) was used to extend the fragment into a model for a 

full monomer and Molrep (Vagin and Teplyakov, 1997) was then used to place the two 

remaining monomers into the map.  Refinement was carried out with Refmac5 

(Murshudov et al., 1997) and manual rebuilding in COOT.  Most programs were accessed 

through the CCP4 suite (1994).  
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A.

B.
N15 Cro: DVEKAAVGVGVTPGAVYQWLQAGE  
ACORN seed: SVSAAAAGAGVAAGAVSAWAAAGA
Xfasa1 Cro: SVSALAASLGVRQSAISNWRARGR

Figure 6.2.  Xfasa1 Cro and structural "seed" from N15 Cro.  A. A structural 

alignment of the "seed" from subunit B of N15 Cro (green) and subunit A of Xfasa1 Cro 

(blue), including a Trp side chain that shows good overlap.  As calculated by Pymol 

(DeLano, 2002), the RMSD for this alignment was 0.335 Å.  B.  Sequences from N15 

Cro residues 12-35, the derived seed given to ACORN (Foadi et al., 2000) which solved 

the phase problem for Xfasa1 Cro, and the corresponding portion of Xfasa1 Cro.  
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RESULTS

Preliminary functional characterization of Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro

Stoichiometric electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were used to 

preliminarily characterize binding by Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro.  Xfasa1 Cro contains two 

Cys residues, at positions 42 and 55 (underlined in Figure 6.1a).  Reduced and oxidized 

protein gave very similar CD spectral scans (Figure 6.1c) (Anderson, 2004), suggesting 

there are no large structural differences between the two.  In order to assess any impact 

on function, both reduced and oxidized Xfasa1 Cro were assayed for binding to predicted 

Xfasa1 cognate OR3 site.  As seen in Figure 6.3a, reduced Xfasa1 shifted a band of 

cognate OR3 DNA completely with an apparent stoichiometry of two Xfasa1 Cro 

monomers to one DNA OR3 site (lane 3).  In contrast, an equivalent EMSA carried out 

with oxidized Xfasa1 Cro showed no DNA-binding activity (Figure 6.3b).  Thus only the 

reduced form of the protein is active.

EMSAs were also used to assess the binding activity of reduced Xfasa1 Cro and 

Pfl6 Cro towards their respective predicted cognate OR3 DNA sites and that of the other. 

As seen in Figure 6.4a, Pfl6 Cro completely shifts cognate predicted Pfl6 OR3 DNA with 

an apparent ratio of four Cro monomers to one DNA site (lane 4), but fails to fully shift 

Xfasa1 OR3 DNA at the same relative concentrations (lane 8).  In Figure 6.4b, reduced 

Xfasa1 Cro fails to shift Pfl6 cognate OR3 DNA (lane 4) but does fully shift its cognate 

OR3 DNA site with an apparent ratio of four Cro monomers to one DNA site (lane 8). 

These results demonstrate that both Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro bind to their predicted 
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A.
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Protein:       Xfasa1 Cro reduced
DNA:             Xfasa1 OR3

B.

        1         2         3        4

Protein:       Xfasa1 Cro oxidized 
DNA:             Xfasa1 OR3
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free 
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free 
    DNA
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Figure 6.3.  Reduced Xfasa1 Cro is active while oxidized Xfasa1 Cro is not.  A. 

EMSA with reduced Xfasa1 Cro.  Lanes 1-4 contain 2µM cognate Xfasa1 OR3 DNA site 

and 0, 2, 4 and 8 µM reduced Xfasa1 Cro, respectively.  B.  EMSA with oxidized Xfasa1 

Cro.  As in part A, lanes 1-4 contain 2 µM Xfasa1 OR3 DNA site 0, 2, 4 and 8 µM 

oxidized Xfasa1 Cro, respectively.  
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A.

              1   2     3    4    5    6    7    8
Protein:        Pfl6       Pfl6
DNA:                Pfl6 OR3     Xfasa1 OR3

B.
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      Protein:         Xfasa1    Xfasa1
      DNA: Pfl6 OR3                      Xfasa1 OR3
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Figure 6.4.  Xfasa1 and Pfl6 Cro preferentially bind their respective cognate OR3 

DNA sites.  A.  Binding by Pfl6 Cro.  Lanes 1-4 contain 2 µM predicted Pfl6 OR3 DNA 

site and lanes 5-8 contain 2 µM predicted Xfasa1 OR3 DNA site.  Lanes 1-4 and 5-8 

contain 0, 2, 4 and 8 µM Pfl6 Cro, respectively.  B.  Binding by Xfasa1 Cro.  As in part 

A, lanes 1-4 contain 2 µM predicted Pfl6 OR3 DNA site and lanes 5-8 contain 2 µM 

predicted Xfasa1 OR3 DNA site.  Lanes 1-4 and 5-8 contain 0, 2, 4 and 8 µM reduced 

Xfasa1 Cro, respectively.  
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cognate OR3 DNA sites identified in Chapter 2, and, furthermore, each prefers its own 

respective cognate OR3 sites over that of the other.  EMSAs were carried out using DNA 

concentrations that were not corrected for hyperchromicity, so the overall activity of each 

protein preparation of Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro cannot be gauged with high accuracy. 

However, it is encouraging that, qualitatively, binding by each protein to its respective 

OR3 site looks very similar to equivalent shifts carried out with λ Cro and its consensus 

OR DNA site (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.2).  

The fold of Xfasa1 Cro is all α-helical

To investigate the prediction that the fold of Xfasa1 Cro is all α-helical, a 1.4 Å 

resolution x-ray structure of the reduced form of the protein was obtained and submitted 

to the protein data bank as PDB 1HNO.  Data measurement, phasing and refinement 

statistics are given in Table 6.2.  The asymmetric unit contained three monomers, shown 

in Figure 6.5.  Xfasa1 Cro contains 79 residues, but the last ~14 residues of each chain 

were disordered in the crystal and showed no electron density.  Chain A was modeled to 

residue 65, chain B to residue 63 and chain C to residue 64.  The asymmetric unit also 

contains 155 modeled water molecules, 4 glycerol molecules, 2 sulfate ions and one 

chloride ion.  Alternate side chain conformations were included for 9 of 192 modeled 

residues (2 in chain A, 2 in chain B and 5 in chain C), and for 1 of the 4 modeled glycerol 

molecules.  For 8 solvent exposed side chains selected atoms were set at half-occupancy 

(4 in chain B and 4 in chain C).  The two sulfate ions and 7 of 154 waters were set at 

half-occupancy due to close proximity with one another.  
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Table 6.2. Crystallographic data for Xfasa1 Cro

Crystal preparation
Conditions 0.1 M Tris [pH 8.5], 1.5 M ammonium sulfate, 

16% glycerol, 1 mM TCEP-HCl
Cryoprotectant lithium sulfate
Space group P32

Unit cell a=b 66.97
c 54.36

VM
a 2.85

Data collection
X-ray source APS 14BM-C
Wavelength (Å) 0.9002
Resolution (Å)b 17.06-1.40 (1.45-1.40)
Observed reflections 192495
Unique reflections 52946
Average redundancyb 3.61 (3.65)
Completeness (%)b 98.6 (99.7)
Rmerge

b 0.05 (0.39)
I/σ(I)b 13.3 (3.2)

Structure refinement
Rcryst

b 0.15 (0.23)
Rfree

b 0.18 (0.29)
rmsd bonds (Å) 0.01
rmsd angles (o) 1.79

aVM--Matthews coefficient.
bOverall (outer shell). 
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A.

B.
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C.

Figure 6.5.  The contents of the asymmetric unit of Xfasa1 Cro crystals.  A. A portion 

of model and electron density of Xfasa1 subunits A (green) and B (blue) and B. Two 

different viewpoints of the contents of the asymmetric unit are represented as ribbon 

diagrams.  Subunits A (green) and B (red) form a biological dimer, while subunit C 

(blue) does not.  Recognition helices are shown in purple.  C. An equivalent view to that 

shown in B.  Water molecules are shown as red spheres, glycerol molecules in yellow, 

sulfate ions with red space filling dots and one chloride ion as a black sphere.
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Figure 6.6: Structural alignment of DNA-bound λ Cro dimer and two unbound 

Xfasa1 Cro subunits.  A structural alignment generated with PyMol (DeLano, 2002) 

shows the spacing between λ Cro monomers (PDB 6CRO, colored green) and Xfasa1 

chains A and B (PDB 1HN0, colored blue) is qualitatively very similar.  Like λ Cro, 

Xfasa1 Cro binds cognate OR sites that have an odd number of base pairs.
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Each chain in the crystal structure consists of five helices, which confirms the 

previous prediction of fold based on circular dichroism spectra.  Chains A and B form 

what is certainly a biological dimer: a structural alignment of the two with the bound 

form of λ Cro (Albright and Matthews, 1998a) shows very similar spacing between 

recognition helices (Figure 6.6).  Chain C sits to one side of chain A and, though 

important for crystal packing interactions, is considered monomeric.  Structural 

alignment of the three chains shows they are extremely similar (not shown).  Visually, the 

few differences involve conformations of exposed side chains, small variation at the N 

and C termini and slight differences in loops between helices.  As calculated with PyMol 

(DeLano, 2002), the RMSD values upon structural alignment for chains A, B and C range 

from 0.216 to 0.320 Å for backbone atoms, or from 0.348 and 0.469 Å for all atoms. 

Chains A and B are slightly more structurally similar to one another than to chain C.

The dimer interface of Xfasa1 Cro is less extensive than that for λ, Pfl6 and N15 

Cro.  The interface consists of the N-terminal portion of helix 4, the C-terminal edge of 

helix 5 and 5-7 residues of C-terminal loop.  Using default input values, AREAIMOL 

(Lee and Richards, 1971) calculated that 688.4 Å2 of surface area is buried on Xfasa1 Cro 

dimerization, compared to ~1178.0 Å2 for Pfl6 Cro.  While reduced and oxidized Xfasa1 

Cro shows no detectable dimerization in solution, Pfl6 Cro has a measurable Kd of 917+-

64 µM (Anderson and Ingram, unpublished data).  The dimer interface is shown in Figure 

6.7 and consists of intermolecular hydrophobic interactions, a π-π  aromatic bond and 

hydrogen bond networks that connect residues, glycerol and water molecules.  Phe 63 
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Figure 6.7.  The dimer interface of Xfasa1 Cro subunits A and B.  Subunit A is shown 

in blue and subunit B in green.  Phe 63 from each subunit comes together to form π-

stacking interactions on one side and van der Waals interactions on the other with nearby 

Cys 55, which sits just above Cys 42.  Directly below the Phe residues, a quartet of 

hydrophobic residues, Ala 39 and Val 62 from each subunit, pack against one another. 

Their van der Waals surfaces are denoted with dots.  Waters are shown as red spheres. 

Sulfur atoms of Cys residues are colored in yellow.
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from each subunit sits near the end of the ordered portion of the C-terminus of the 

protein, and meets the other to form a π-stacking interaction.  The two rings are 

approximately 5 Å apart and sit at an angle of ~400 from one another, which is 

comfortably within the range observed for π-stacking interactions of aromatic residues in 

proteins (McGaughey et al., 1998).  Residues 64 and 65 are ordered in subunit A, but 

disordered in subunit B, and there is no evidence they play an important role in 

dimerization.  The opposite side of each Phe residue sits against the two reduced Cys 

residues, Cys 42 and Cys 55.  Below the Phe pair sits a quartet of hydrophobic residues, 

consisting of Ala 39 and Val 62 from each subunit, which come together to form a small 

hydrophobic pocket.  Below these residues, and directly underneath the dimerization 

interface, there are two glycerol molecules coordinated by direct and water-mediated 

hydrogen bonds to Glu 4, Arg 34 and Arg 36 of each subunit.  One the outer edges of the 

interface there are several extended hydrogen bond networks between subunits, mediated 

by water molecules.

A structural alignment of one subunit of Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro is shown in 

Figure 6.8.  Both proteins contain three helices which approximately overlap, while the 

remainder of each structure diverges.  Xfasa1 Cro has two additional helices while Pfl6 

Cro contains three strands of anti-parallel β-sheet.  The portion that is most similar (and 

which was selected for alignment) is the helix-turn-helix motif, which in each case 

consists of helix 2 and helix 3, the recognition helix.  
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A.

B. Xfasa1 1  MNAIDIA--INKLGSVSALAASLGVRQSAISN 
              |..|.::  :.:.|:.|||||:|||.|||||.
  Pfl6 1  MKKIPLSKYLEEHGTQSALAAALGVNQSAISQ

WRARGRVPAERCIDIERVTNGAVICRELRPDVFGASPAGHRPEASNAAA  79
          .|.|.|.|:|....:|.|...|:||     .||  ||:.:.|

-----MVRAGRSIEITLYEDGRVEANEIRP-----IPA--RPKRTAA--  67
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Figure 6.8. Structural alignment of Xfasa1 and Pfl6 Cro.  A.  Subunit A of Xfasa1 

Cro is shown in blue, while subunit A of Pfl6 Cro is in red.  The helix-turn-helix motif 

(helix 2 and 3) from each structure was selected for alignment, and have an RMSD of 

0.387 Å for all atoms.  In comparison, the RMSD for alignment of both structures gives 

6.23 Å for all atoms.  Structural alignments were conducted with Pymol (DeLano, 2002). 

B.  Sequence alignment for Pfl6 Cro and Xfasa1 Cro, identical to that shown in Figure 

6.1.  HTH motifs selected for the structural alignment in part A are underlined.
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DISCUSSION

Xfasa1 Cro only functions when reduced

The reduced form of Xfasa1 Cro is functional while the oxidized form is not. 

Before a high-resolution structure of the protein was available, modeling the two Cys 

residues into P22 Cro (PDB 1RZS) showed them in close proximity (~5 Å apart) while 

modeling them into Pfl6 Cro placed them on adjacent strands of β-sheet and significantly 

farther apart (~13 Å).  This led to an initial model: what if, given the structural diversity 

of Cros and the sequence similarity of Xfasa1 to Pfl6, the C-terminal portion of Xfasa1 

had chameleon-like structural ability to undergo a secondary structure switching event, 

controlled by disulfide bond formation?  In other words, oxidation/reduction could act as 

a functional and structural switch.  When a disulfide bond was present, the protein would 

be held in an α-helical conformation incapable of dimerization and binding.  On 

reduction of the disulfide bond, the structure would be free to switch into a β-sheet 

conformation that enabled dimerization and binding.  Disulfide bonds that control 

conformational changes are called allosteric disulfide bonds, and potentially account for 

up to 1 out of 15 disulfide bonds in the PDB (Schmidt et al., 2006).  While this model 

was alluring, circular dichroism spectra showed no evidence for such a structural change, 

and eventually the structure of reduced Xfasa1 Cro showed an all α-helical structure.  

Why is the oxidized form inactive?  The dimerization interface of Xfasa1 is 

somewhat sparse, as described above.  Phe 63 from each subunit comes together to form 

a π- π bond at the interface.  The opposite side of the phenol ring makes van der Waals 

contact with the two reduced Cys residues, which are located on helices 4 and 5 (see 
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Figure 6.7).  The distance between the Cβ atoms of Cys residues is 4.3 Å, and the 

distance between S atoms 5.3 Å, compared to ideal values of 3.83Å and 2.03Å for a 

disulfide bond, respectively (Hazes and Dijkstra, 1988).  Formation of a disulfide bond 

would require a conformational change in which the two residues (and presumably the 

two helices) move closer together, and Cys 42, which is buried, would need to rotate 

nearly 180o away from the hydrophobic interface and towards Cys 52.   Without a 

structure of the oxidized form of the protein, it is difficult to predict exactly how this 

conformational change would propagate throughout the structure.  However, given the 

proximity of Phe 63 and the inability of oxidized Xfasa1 Cro to bind DNA, it is 

reasonable to expect that disulfide bond formation somehow inhibits dimerization.  One 

model, proposed here, is that the two Cys residues constitute an allosteric disulfide bond 

which link dimerization, and thus function, to oxidation state.  

There is no clear explanation why a Cro would evolve such a functional switch, 

but the result is interesting given the context in vivo.  Xylella fastidiosa is a pathogenic 

bacterium that infects a variety of plants, including economically important crops such as 

citrus and grape.  Xfasa1 Cro is a prophage element within the Ann-1 strain that infects 

oleander.  An initial defense mechanism of plants to bacterial attack is to release a burst 

of highly reactive oxidative species (Wojtaszek, 1997).  Bacteria have evolved 

mechanisms to cope with this response: in most cases, oxidation of a [2Fe-2S] center in 

transcription factor SoxR causes a conformational change that enables transcription of 

oxidative stress proteins encoded by the soxRS locus (Demple, 1999).  A comparison of 

genomes of plant associated bacteria surprisingly showed that Xylella fastidiosa (Xf-
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CVC) from citrus lacks SoxRS (Van Sluys et al., 2002).  This suggests Xylella fastidiosa 

strains may have evolved some alternate mode of coping with (or regulating a response 

to) oxidative stress.  It is unclear if the prophage containing Xfasa1 Cro is active or 

cryptic, or whether it has any effect on the properties of its bacterial host.  Nevertheless, 

one very speculative possibility is that, in this case, Cro has adapted to respond to this 

event.  It is interesting to ask if Cros residing in other strains of Xylella have conserved 

Cys residues at equivalent positions, and if there are Cro binding sites other than the 

anticipated OR and OL sites within the bacterial genome.

Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro preferentially bind their respective cognate OR3 sites

The stoichiometric EMSAs presented here are somewhat crude and preliminary, 

but they do provide three important pieces of information.  First, as discussed above, only 

the reduced form of Xfasa1 Cro is active.  Second, the two proteins bind their predicted 

OR3 sequences, which, satisfyingly, validates two of the Cro OR3 sequence predictions 

made in Chapter 2.  Third, in spite of their nearly identical RH sequences, each protein 

prefers its cognate OR3 DNA site over that of the other.  Pfl6 Cro only slightly shifts the 

Xfasa1 OR3 sequence, while reduced Xfasa1 Cro fails to shift the Pfl6 OR3 sequence at 

all.  Thus, in spite of having nearly identical recognition helix sequences, these two Cro 

proteins have evolved to specifically distinguish their cognate OR3 sites.

Prospects for future functional studies of Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro

Along with the EMSA results, the high-resolution structure of reduced Xfasa1 

Cro sets the stage for an interesting structural and functional comparison with Pfl6 Cro. 
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The similarities and differences between these two family members are intriguing: the 

two are globally homologous and a strong arguments exist that they share a common, all 

α-helical ancestor (Newlove et al., 2004). They also specifically recognize identically 

spaced DNA half-sites, their RH sequences are identical, save one residue, and the most 

easily identified functional portion of each, the helix-turn-helix motif, is structurally 

conserved (see Figure 6.8).  Yet these two family members have diverged to evolve 

distinctly different folds and dimerization interfaces, have different dimerization 

strengths in solution, and specifically recognize distinct cognate DNA site sequences.  

Given these characteristics, what is the source of binding specificity in these two 

proteins?  Several experiments could be carried out to gain more information.  More 

rigorous binding experiments would provide a quantitative measure of binding affinity 

and specificity for each protein.  Mutagenesis and binding experiments would be 

informative, with an obvious starting place at Asn 30 in Xfasa1 Cro and Gln 32 in Pfl6 

Cro, the sole positions at which their RH sequences differ.  If “swapping” these two 

residues led to a complete switch in binding activity, it would support a model in which 

the RH is primarily responsible for binding specificity.  If not, it would suggest binding 

specificity, in part, originates somewhere else in the protein/DNA complex.  High-

resolution structures of each protein bound to their respective cognate OR3 or consensus 

OR DNA sites are also desirable.  Such structures would demonstrate how residues in the 

RH of each protein specifically contacts the two distinct cognate DNA half-sites, enable a 

comparison of RH binding geometry and DNA structure upon binding, and bring to light 
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other important protein/DNA contacts outside the RH region that might confer binding 

specificity.

What has been the functional consequence for the evolution of new structure in 

the Cro protein family?  The answer is likely not straightforward and certainly beyond the 

scope of this dissertation.  However, the comparison of Xfasa1 Cro and Pfl6 Cro outlined 

here establishes a starting venue.  Exploration of Cro structural and functional evolution 

will require extensive characterization of how different, representative family members 

specifically recognize DNA. 
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CHAPTER 7: SIGNIFICANCE AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This dissertation presents evidence that the Cro protein family of transcription 

factors may have evolved new binding specificities in part through simple mutation of 

contacts in the major groove of DNA that follow an evolutionary conserved “code”.  This 

model initially emerged from the discovery (presented in Chapter 2) that six conserved 

sequence covariations exist at three positions between Cro RH residues and bases in 

predicted cognate DNA consensus sites.  Three implications, or expectations, went along 

with this.  First, Cro binding specificity should, at least in part, be controlled by the 

proposed “code”.  In other words, if pairs of correlated amino-acids and bases are present 

at a Cro/DNA binding interface they should be important for determining binding 

specificity.  Second, it is likely that covariations represent simple, one-on-one contacts 

made by interacting pairs at the protein/DNA binding interface.  Structures of Cro 

proteins in complex with DNA that contain coding combinations should provide for 

elucidation of a simple set of stereochemical rules.  Third, previous work on DNA-

binding “codes” strongly suggests they only operate between proteins that have 

conserved structural contexts of binding with DNA.  Thus, in spite of their structural and 

functional diversity, Cros should, to some extent, have conserved binding geometry in the 

major groove of DNA.  

Results presented in Chapters 3 and 5 both confirmed and, to some extent, 

contradicted these three expectations.  Mutagenesis and binding assays carried out with λ 

Cro showed that covariations can generally be used as a guide to predict binding 

specificity.  This confirms their functional importance.  However, results also suggested 
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that Pro at H1 and Thy at +2 do not necessarily encode binding specificity for one 

another.  Additionally, bias might exist such that some coding combinations inherently 

provide more binding specificity than others, or, alternatively, coding positions might 

control gross aspects of recognition while specificity is fine-tuned elsewhere.  The 

previously solved structure of λ Cro bound to DNA (Albright and Matthews, 1998a) 

contained three out of six of the proposed amino-acid to base “coding” pairs.  All were 

consistent with the model that correlated pairs structurally contact one another at the 

binding interface and these contacts justify a stereochemical “code”.  The structure of 

N15 Cro bound to consensus site DNA contained two additional “coding” combinations: 

Pro at H1 with Thy at+2, and Gln at H6 with Cyt at –6.  Pro at H1 formed no contacts of 

any sort with DNA.  Gln at H6 did not make direct contact with Cyt at –5, but might still 

potentially encode recognition for that base in an indirect way, specifically through a 

coordinated water molecule.  Structural alignment of binding interfaces showed that, 

unexpectedly, N15 Cro has binding geometry more similar to that of CI proteins than λ 

Cro.  

The picture surrounding conserved sequence correlations between Cro recognition 

helices and DNA base pairs has thus grown more complicated.  The correlations may still 

represent a conserved evolutionary “code”, but how that code specifically operates, and 

how it behaves in different structural scaffolds, is still uncertain.  There are also new 

questions.  What is the basis for the correlation between Pro at H1 and Thy at +2?  Do 

certain coding combinations inherently behave differently from others?  What relative 

energetic contribution to binding does each coding pair confer?  How similar is binding 
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geometry for Cro proteins aside from λ and N15?  And how do similarities and 

differences in binding geometry relate to what specific protein/DNA contacts are made 

and the evolution of new protein structure?  

Steps for the near future include attempting to obtain a co-crystal structure of 

Xfasa1 Cro bound to DNA and performing mutagenesis and binding experiments on Rac 

Cro (which naturally contains Pro at H1, Ser at H3 and Gln at H6).  However, otherwise 

these studies could move in many different directions.  For example, isothermal titration 

calorimetry could be used to obtain specific thermodynamic measurements of binding, 

and potentially provide information on the relative energetic contribution of each 

“coding” pair in different situations.  Work could also be expanded to include the CI 

repressor family, which partially follows the Cro “code”, in vitro selection experiment 

could be attempted to determine the “optimal” binding site sequences for Cro variants, 

and eventually, once a greater understanding of Cro functional evolution is established, 

in vivo experiments could be undertaken to investigate whether changes in Cro function 

has consequences for the lifestyle of bacteriophage.  This work has set the stage for a 

unique opportunity to profile how natural functional and structural evolution have shaped 

a diverse family of transcription factors.  
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